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GENERAL GUIDANCE

PURPOSE

this manual is intended for use by Activity and Engineering Field Division (EFD)

personnel in planning energy programs at the installation level. The step-by-step

methodology presented in this manual, known as the Activity-Level Energy Systems
~. Planning (A-LESP) procedure, represents the initial step in developing a rational,

cost-effective energy program at the activity. By following the procedure, the user
will be able to quickly review possible energy conservation opportunities (ECOs) and

energy systems (ESs) and rank them according to savings to investment ratio (SIR).
The installation's energy program will consist of the top-ranked ECOs and ESs.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER SURVEYS

The A-LESP procedure is an initial effort to identify the activity's promising

energy options. As such, the procedure is designed as a 120-man-hour effort for a
reasonably knowledgeable energy engineer at a moderate-sized installation. The pro-
cedure will be followed by the more intensive energy engineering survey supervised
by the EFD. The EFD survey will examine all energy options in more depth, concen- A.
trating on areas of greatest opportunity as identified by the A-LESP procedure. The
EFD will also perform specialty investigations related to boiler tuneups, air condi-

tioning tuneups, industrial energy, energy monitoring and control systems, and
alternate energy sources. Results of all energy survey efforts at an installation
will be summarized within the Facility Energy Plan.

NANUAL ORGANIZATION

• - The A-LESP Users Manual is a dynamic tool for use by activity and EFD personnel.
The manual is updated periodically with the issuance of change packages to user com-

mands. Accordingly, the manual is the property of the command and not the indi-
d vidual; if the manual were to be removed from the command, it would miss future

updates and would become obsolete.

Change packages will be issued by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory. After . -

inserting the changes into the manual, the responsible individual will enter the
appropriate information in the Record of Changes at the front of the manual.

The users manual is organized for easy use. The manual is tabbed for rapid section
reference. Tabbed parts include:

" A-LESP Concepts. Description of economic concepts used in the analysis of

energy options contained within the A-LESP manual.

" A-LESP Procedure. Detailed description of the A-LESP procedure including

energy objectives, data collection, and analysis of ECOs and ESs.

V...
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o ECO Backup Sheets (gray tabs). Summary sheets providing descriptive
information and technical data for each ECO. .JThe ECOs are functionally
grouped into six tabbed sections:

- Building Envelope (BLDG ENV) -.

- Distribution, 4.

-Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)

- Hot Water

- Lighting

- Equipment

o ES Backup Sheets (blue tabs). Summary sheets providing descriptive
information and technical data for each ES. The ESs are functionally
grouped in three tabbed sections:)

- Cogeneration

- Steam

- Electric -

o Supporting Information. Technical data for use with ECO and ES backup
sheets:

-Supporting Data

-Glossary

- Nomographs

- Figures

- Tables

- Professional Contacts

- Forms

BACKGROUND

As with most government and commercial organizations with extensive facilities,
the Navv's interest in energy planning can be traced to the 1973-74 time frame,
which was characterized by severe petroleum shortages and rapidly escalating
onergy prices. From the Navy and DOD perspectives, two concerns were paramount.
First, the high cost of petroleum was forcing the Navy to divert funds from F
Mission-related tasks to routine energy payments. Second, under threat of imposed
shortages, prices were being controlled by foreign sources. National security
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mandated that the Navy have continuous, uninterruptible fuel supplies for the
fleet. S

In this environment, it was essential for the Navy shore establishment to reduce
its consumption of energy. This effort became a high-priority program within the .-

Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC). In short order, the EFDs began
performing energy conservation surveys to reduce energy usage through operational
changes and inexpensive retrofits. NAVFAC later provided central funding to
facilitate the implementation of cost-effective retrofits with relatively high

startup costs.

In addition to energy conservation surveys, the EFDs performed intensive
investigations directed at certain aspects of energy usage with high payback
potential. An early effort involved tuneup of activity boilers to increase
efficiency and thereby reduce energy consumption. In recent years, efforts have
been directed towards air conditioning tuneups and industrial energy conservation.

This proliferation of energy-related surveys and investigations has necessitated

the development of the Facility Energy Plan (FEP). The FEP, which is written and
updated by the EFD, summarizes identified ECOs and ESs at the activity and O.
assesses the installation's progress in meeting established energy goals.

In 1980, DOD established quantitative goals for reducing the energy consumed by
Naval shore facilities. A reduction in petroleum-based fuel consumption and a
shift toward the use of coal and renewable energy sources were also mandated.
These goals are shown in table GI. The energy and petroleum reduction goals are
based on baseline consumption figures for FY75.

Table GI. DOD Energy Goals for Naval Shore Facilities

Energy
Goal DOD Energy Goal FY85 FY90 FY95 FY2000 Ii

Category

I Percent reduction* in energy 20 25 30 35
consumed per gross square
foot**

2 Percent energy obtained from 10 15 20 35

coal (including coal liquid
and coal gas), solid waste,
refuse derived fuel, and wood

3 Percent energy obtained from 1 5 10 20
geothermal, solar, biomass,

'. and other renewable sources

4 Percent reduction* in 30 35 40 45
petroleum-based fuels
consumption

*Relative to FY75.
**This does not apply to new construction.

: i . .- - : 5
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Activity progress in achieving the energy reduction goals is tracked on a - -

quarterly basis by the Naval Energy and Environmental Support Activity (NEESA).
NEESA compiles data related to the types of fuels used and associated costs.
NEESA's data serves as input into a DOD tracking system known as the Defense

Energy Information System II (DEIS II). Both DEIS II and NEESA's Energy Audit -- •
Report are used by top-level management to assess installation progress in
reducing energy usage.

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) is actively involved in research and

development efforts related to energy. These efforts are presented in an annual
NAVFAC publication entitled Navy Shore Facilities Energy R&D Plan. NCEL is
engaged in all aspects of energy R&D, including facility retrofits, alternative
energy systems, and integration of R&D results into a form suitable for activity
use. This users manual represents the last category.

6'
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A-LESP CONCEPTS

EVALUATION

The -A-LESP procedure is an evaluation procedure to rapidly identify and evaluate
large numbers of energy conservation options. The energy options are defined in the
Energy Conservation Opportunity (ECO) and Energy System (ES) sections of the manual.

* Evaluation of the energy options is accomplished in a three-step process: The first
*atep is to identify representative f ac ilities/ systems at the activity. As each

facility is identified, the feasibility of applicable energy options is evaluated,
with feasible options listed for further consideration. -The second and most

*important step is to establish the economic viability of the feasible options. This.
-- is accomplished-by using a simplified version of the savings to investment ratio

(SIR) in which the present worth of the savings in energy, operation, and
maintenance is divided by the present worth of the cost of the project. A method
for determining this ratio is included with each energy option. -The third step is
to establish energy goal categories and funding sources for economically viable

* energy options (SIR > 1).

BASIC ECONOMICS//

Money has value over time as expressed by the price it commands. We recognize that
one dollar today is not equivalent to one dollar at a future date. Therefore all
dollar amounts in the SIR equations are based on "present value" (i.e., start of the
project) for use in comparisons. This is done by adjusting life cycle savings and
costs with present value factors.

Savings to Investment Ratio

SIR is a technique to determine whether an existing facility/system shouild be
retrofitted or replaced with another facility/system on the basis of cost savings.-
An example of a facility retrofit is the insulation of a building's walls to effect

*energy savings. An example of a system replacement is the installation of a refuse -fired electric power plant to replace a conventional petroleum power plant with
*resulting savings in fuel costs and refuse disposal charges. It is cost-effective

to implement a retrofit or a replacement if the expected lifetime savings exceed the
initial investment required (SIR >1).

Present Value Factors

In order to make comparisons between SIRs they must first be on the same economic
base. For our purposes, a facility/system life of 25 years will be used in all SIR
analyses. During the analysis future periodic costs are adjusted (discounted) by
means of present value factors. The factors differ if the payment is a one time
cost (e.g., a car is purchased with cash), or spread out over the lifetime in
cumulative uniform payments (e.g., a car is purchased in installments). After all
adjustments have been made, SIR can then be evaluated.

V9
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The SIR equation can be expressed as:

SIR = AE (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
C(PIF)

* where:

AE = Change in annual energy cost savings due to retrofit/replacement system
DERF = Differential Escalation Rate Factor
AO&M = Change in annual O&M cost savings due to retrofit/replacement (negative

value if higher O&M costs result)
PYDF = Project Year Discount Factor
C = Startup cost of retrofit/replacement system
PIF = Periodic Investment Factor

PYDF, DERF, and PIF are present value factors defined below.

PROJECT YEAR DISCOUNT FACTOR (PYDF)

Annual operation and maintenance costs increase with time at the same rate as the .
general economy. This rate is commonly known as the annual discount (or inflation)
rate. Table A-I shows the project year discount factor (PYDF) at several annual
interest rates, cumulative uniform series (as defined in NAVFAC P-442). It is to be
used when cash flows accrue in the same amount each year.

DIFFERENTIAL ESCALATION RATE FACTOR (DERF)

Energy costs, unlike O&M costs, increase or escalate at a rate greater than the
annual discount rate (see table A-2). The "differential escalation rate" takes into
account items whose prices are increasing at a rate faster than the general economy.
DOD policy currently mandates the use of the following differential escalation -

rates: - I -

Differential
Energy Source Escalation Rate

Coal 5%

Electricity 7% L
Fuel Oil 8%

Natural Gas/LPG 8%

Since the rate of increase is greater, the present value factor for energy costs is
correspondingly greater. Table A-2 shows the differential escalation rate factor
(DERF) for different annual discount and escalation rates.

PERIODIC INVESTMENT FACTOR (PIF)

When the retrofit or replacement has a life of 25 years or more, the investment is
just the startup cost, C. However, some energy options require periodic product . .
replacement within the 25-year analysis period. These additional investment costs '>

require use of the periodic investment factor (PIF). Table A-3 shows the PIF for 5-
year increments of the stated 25-year lifetime using single amount series.

10 a



'fable A-I. Project Year Discount Factor (PYDF)

for PoetYear 25- _

Annual
Discount Rate* Project Year Discount Factor

R(/.) (PYDF)

6 13.163
4-7 12.057

8 11.096
9 10.258

10 9.524

*Discount rate should be verified through NBS 135, Life Cycle Costing Manual for
the Federal Energy Management Programs. ____________

Table A-2. Differential Escalation Rate Factors (DERF) for
Project Year 25

Annual Differential Escalation Rate D M% (Fuels)
Discount

Rate R*(~ 6 78 9 10

7 19.931 22.282 24.731 28.146 36.0301

8 117.945 19.972 22.306 24.731 28.115 31.721

9 16.243 17.997 20.011 22.329 25.000 28.084

10 14.778 16.303 1l8.049 20.051 22.351 25.000

-Discount rates should be verified through NBS 135, Life Cycle Costing Manual for
tUe Federal Energy Management Programs.

Note: This table is used for cost elemenlts which are anticipated to escalate at a
rate faster than general price__levels. __________

'Fable A-3. Periodic Investment Factor (PIF)

Replaemeit Annual Discount Rate (R*)()

Year 6 7 8 9 10

53.095 2.906 2.739 2.593 2.463
10 1.89b 1.793 1.104 1.627 1.561
15 1.430 1.3753 1.328 t.287 1.251
20 1.321 1.267 1.223 1.186 1.156
25 t.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

*Discount rates should be verified thorugh NBS 135,
Life Cycle Costing MIaiiual for the Federal Energ;y
Management Programs.

f -A



EXAMPLE OF PYDF

A project is expected to have operation and maintenance costs of $100 per year for
25 years. What is the present value of the $100 payments at an annual discount rate
of 10%?

$100 per year

Project Year 0 5 10 15 20 25

Looking at table A-i for an annLal discount rate of 10%, we see the value of PYDF is
9.524. Multiplying $100 times 9.524 (the cumulative amount of the twenty-five $100
payments) we see that the annual expediture of $100/yr for 25 years is equal to
present expenditure (present worth) of $952.40.

EXAMPLE OF DERF

It is projected that the cost of oil will escalate 8% faster than the normal 10%
annial discount rate. What is the present worth of these increased costs for I,u'()
barrels of oil at $30.00 a barrel over a 25-year period'

Annual Cost = (No. barrels of Oil) K (Price/barrel)
= (1,000 barrels/year) x ($30.00/barrel)
= $30,000/year

$30,000 per ear
fTttf tt ttt t tt*I

Project Year 0 5 i0 15 20 25

" At nornmal 10% inflation:

Looking at table A-1, for 10% annual discount rate we see the value 9.524.
Multiplying $30,000 times 9.524, we obtain the present value of the future
payments, $285,720.

" At the 8% differential escalation rate for fuel oil:

Looking at the 8% escalation rate colunn in table A-2 fo- an annual discount
rate of 10%, we see the value 20.051. By multiplying $30,000 times 20.051 we
obtain the present worth of the future payments, $601,500. The differene
between the differential escalation rate atid the an:i-al discount factor
reflects the increased cost of energy due to faster escllation rates.

EXAMPLE OF PIF

A project has a startup cost of $300.00, and has a lifeti, ol 15 years. For a 10%
discount rate, what is the present value of the totai investment -_equired over the
25-year period.

$300 300

P roject Year 0 5 10 Li 20 25" "

From table A-3, thu appropriate valiie of PIF is 1.251. S.I :> i g S300 b\ 1.251,
w,, :;, th, startiip and replacemont costs are equal t:d ,! '- t diay prcserit worth)
('x,,, ,itlire of $375. 30.

12
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PYDF DERIVATION.

PYDFn = enr -1

renr S

where:

n = the number of years of system/facility life (25)
e = 2.71828, the base of the natural logarithm
r = In (l + R)
R = the annual discount rate

DEIF DERIVATION

DERFn= en(r-d) - 1

(r-d) en(r
-d)

where:

n = the number of years (25)

e = 2.71828, the base of the natural logarithm
r = In (1 + R) (approximate to 8 decimal places)
R = the annual discount rate in decimal form
d = In ( + D) (approximate to 8 decimal places)

D = the annual differential escalation rate in decimal form

PIF DERIVATION

The periodic investment factor (PIF) was determined by first assuming that

replacement cost equals startup cost and then summing individual PIF's over the
equipment lifetime. A derivation of PIFs for 25, 20, 15, 10, and 5 year equipment
lifetimes is provided below.

£ Given:

Net Present Value of Investment (NPV) =()

S--Startup cost (C) + (Replacement Cost (RC) x Present Value Factor (PVFn))

Where: n = year equipment is replaced in

RC = C (2)

Then by substitution into equation 1:

NPV = C + C (PVFn) (3)

" .NPV = C(I + PVF) (4)

This is PiF

Then:

For a 25-year equipment life (not replaced during 25 year period, n = 25)

NPV = C(I + PVF 2 5 ) (5)

-l13
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For a 20-year equipment life (replaced at year 20, n = 20)
NPV = C(I + PVF 20 ) (6) -

For a 15-year equipment life (replaced at year 15, n= 15)
NPV = C(I + PVF1 5 ) (7)

For a 10 year equipment life (replaced at years 10 and 20, n = 10, 20)
NPV = C(1 + PVFIo + PVF 2 0 ) (8)

For a 5 year equipment life (replaced at years 5, 10, 15, and 20, n = 5, 10, ..

15, 20)

NPV = C(1 + PVF 5 + PVFIo + PVF1 5 + PVF 2 0 ) (9) ..

From equations 4 through 9:

PIF 25 = I + PVF 2 5

PIF 20 = I + PVF 2 0
PIF 1 5 = 1 + PVF 1 5

PIFIo = I + PVFIo + PVF 2 0

PIF 5 = I + PVF 5 + PVFIo + PVF1 5 + PIF 20

The present value factor for "n" years (PVF n ) is determined by the following

equation:

PVFn er-i

renr

Where n = project year that a replacement cost is incurred
e = 2.78128, the base of the natural logarithm

r I n (0 + R)
R = the annual discount rate in decimal form

FURTHER ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

Fhe preceding example calculations illustrate the use of the basic economic tables
used in cost analysis for this manual. For further information the reader should
consult NBS Handbook 135, Life Cycle Costing Manual for the Federal Energy
Management Programs, dated December 1980, available through: Commanding Officer,
Naval Publications and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19120.

14
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ENERGY COST

in calculating the savings to investment ratio for energy conservation
opportunities (ECOs) and energy systems (ESs) table A-4 fuel prices were used:

Table A-4. Fuel Prices

Direct Energy Sources

oil

No. 2: $30.00* x 1 barrel x 1 gallon x (106) Btu =$5.12/MBti

barrel 42 gallons 139,600 Btu** MBtu

No. 5: $28.0O* x 1 barrel x 1 aln x(0)Bu= $4.59/MBtku
barrel 42 gallons 145,100 ABtu** MBtu

No. 6: $26.50* x I barrel x I gallon x (106) Btu = $4.14/MBtu
barrel 42 gallons 152,400 Btu* MBtu

Natural Gas

$0.60* x 1 therm x 106 Btu =$6. 00/M4Btu

Coal

$43.94* x I short ton x 106 Btu $ 1.90/MBtu

short ton 23. x 10b Btu--*

& Indirect Energy Sources

Electricity

$0.08/kwh used in computing energy cost in dollars

% E.nergy Users News, March 1983

--;-*DOE A&E. Giure

Llovtric itv is listed as an indir. ct energy souirce. This results fromn the fact
th~it electric itv is normally generated using one of the primary fuels (direct
-ier .4v sourc:es). Flte thermal oquivalent of 1 kilowatt hour is 3,413 Btu. In
iompit Ing Na tionalI Ene rg y Sa v igs (NES), however, the Navy has adopted a

-c nvo r ,i iL ta ct ) r of 1 1 600 B lt ki/k wh. T h is is simply 3,413 divided by an
'21tic iency of 10".. This 30(K is the? average percentage of the energy value of the
ftiel (tSurned, to gorer it' eloctrikcitv) that is available to the user after fuel
comb u st 1on los s, mtec hi n ic.ilI to. electrical conversion losses, and electrical
Ilistr ihutioni syste-m losses ha.j boon a-cokint-d fr.

F .(AM4PL E

Lnstalling insulaition in Billding I will save 6,000 Bttu/hr in air conditioning
energy savings. If the air conditioner has an energy efficiency ratio ( EER) of
6.8 Btu/wat t-hr, how much money acid energy will be saved in one year if the energyr
is generated outside the act ivity If the energy is generated within the activity
Using No. 2 oil! (see figuro A-1). Assumne 3,000 annual operating hours.
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Figure A-i. Cost and Energy Savings Sources

(1) Energy Savings (air conditioning) 6,000 Btu/hr x wa8 tt/ x

kw x 3,000 hr 2,647 kwh/yr-

1,000 watt yr

Energy generated outside the activity (see figure A-1):

(2) Cost Savings =2,647 kwh/yr x $00 $ 2 12.00/yr-
kwh

Energy generated within the activity (see figure A-i):

(3) Energy Savings (NES) =2,647 kwh/yr x 1160Bux Jt 30.7 MBtu/yr
kwh X106 Btu r

Cost Savings =30.7 Mtuiyr x =$1
5 7.00/yr

MBtu

16
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FUNDING CATEGORIES

Funding constraints are a fact of life at Navy activities and deserve special

mention here. Energy projects can be funded through normal channels, or they can

qualify for fenced energy funding. The various funding options available to the

installation are described below:

Low-Cost or No-Cost Projects (Maintenance). These projects either require

0- no funds or can be funded from available facility operation and maintenance
funds. These projects should have top priority since their cost is either

zero or very small.

* Activity Level Construction Projects. An activity commanding officer has
authority to approve minor construction projects up to $25,000. As a
general approach, the use of these funds should be investigated for

projects having payback periods of 6 months or less.

a Activity Level Repair Projects. An activity commanding officer has

authority to approve minor repair projects costing up to $75,000. As a - -

general approach the use of these funds should be investigated for projects

having pay back periods of 6 months or less. b

* MalorClaimant Level Projects. The responsible major claimant has author-

ity to approve minor construction projects up to $200,000. The use of" -

these funds should be considered for projects having payback periods of 18
months or less.

* Unspecified Minor Construction Projects (UMCP). Self-amortizing minor con-

struction projects costing less than $500,000 can be approved under minor

construction, provided that the construction will, within 3 years following

completion of the project, result in savings in maintenance and operating

costs in excess of the cost of the project. Funding levels are to be

.d •referred to CNO 2322407 Nov 1982.

Repair Projects. Repair, as defined in chapter 4 of the Facilitirs

Projects Manual (OPNAVINST 11010.20), is the restoration of a real property

facility (under $200,000 for Energy Technology Applications Program (ETAP)

or $75,000 for activity level repairs) to such condition that it may be .

etf,-c+ively utilized for its designated purposes by overhaul, reprocessing,

or replacement of constituent parts or materials that have deteriorated by

action of the elements or usage and have not been corrected through

mairiteilance. Thus, repair or repair by replacement funds can be used to

bring a facility or a system up to current standards by using eiw2rgy -

conservat ion measures, ranging from installation of insulation to

installation of improved lighting. Funding levels are to be referred to

CNO 2322407 Nov 1982.

Energy Technology Applications Program (ETAP). ETAP applies operations a':d

maintenance funds to rapid payback facility retrofit projects inc!uding

Major claimant special projects costing over $25,000 but less than the

$200,000 minimum established for Energy Conservation Investment 'rogram r
EC) IP). Hiowever, ETAP programs vary from major claimant to major claimant.

Funding for pecial project.; is part of the major claimant special pr.jct

** 17



program. Work performed under ETAP closely parallels the retrofit projects

appropriate for ECUP, as described later. ETAP projects are generally for - -

retrofit of existing facilities, but they may include some repair and

maintenance if such work results in energy savings and can be amortized

over the life of the projects. ETAP projects must be self-amortizing; a

ratio of at least 20 MBtu for every $1,000 of project cost must be

achievcd.

* Energy Conservation Investmtent Program (ECIP). Military Construction .-.

(MILCON) funds are available through ECIP for cost-effective retrofits of

,existing facilities costing more than $200,000. Projects include retrofits

to minimize energy loss, use of the latest energy-saving materials and

equipment, and maximizing the efficiency of existing systems to ensure

efficient operitions. ECIP projects should have an SIR greater than one.

I-
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S.

PROCEDURE SECTION""

A-LESP PROCEDURE

The A-LESP procedure is a step-by-step technique whereby the user (i.e., activity
or EFD engineer) can identify promising ECOs and ESs for future investigation.
The procedure is intended to be a 120-man-hour effort for a reasonably - -

- knowledgeable energy engineer at a moderate-sized activity. The procedure should

be viewed as a "first cut" at analyzing the activity's energy situation to aid in
the development of a viable energy program. Results of the A-LESP procedure can
be used to guide more intensive energy investigations, supervised primarily by the
EFD. The procedure consists of three steps:

Step 1. Establish representative facilities/systems and identify potentially
feasible ECO/ES options for each facility/system.

Step 2. Calculate savings to investment ratios (SIRs) for potentially
feasible energy options.

Step 3. Reorganize energy options by SIR and establish decision criteria for
Navy energy and funding categories.

Once energy options have been identified, the energy officer along with the
activity command will initiate more in-depth engineering studies and will finalize
the activity energy program.

Step 1: Establish Representative Facilities/Systems and Identify Potentially
Feasible ECO/ES Options for Each Facility/System.

The A-LESP Users Manual is specifically designed to identify cost-effective energy
options with a minimum amount of time and data gathering. One technique used to

S- accomplish this is to limit the number of facilities being examined by identifying
represi-ntative facilities within the activity and then extrapolating for energy
savings in similar facilities. It is important to limit the number of facilities
in order to reduce manpower requirements, however, the facilities chosen must be -'.-
representative of the activity as a whole. A list of typical facilities/systems
is presented below.

Facility Types

1. Training
2. Maintenance
3. Medical
4. Administration Buildings
5. Dining Halls
6. Community
7. Housing
8. Industrial
9. Storage and Utility Buildings

10. Hangars
11. Special Applications/High Energy Use (e.g. Computer Center)

21
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Utility Systems

1. Central Steam Plant (Steam or Hot Water)

2. Central Power Plant (Electrical)

3. Cogeneration Plant

As a facility is chosen, the energy officer enters it on Form I (see FORMS tab)

along with any potentially feasible energy options contained within the A-LESP

Users Manual. Potential feasibility is determined by looking tt the feasibility

requirement chart contained within each ECO option (gray tabs) and ES option
(blue tabs). In order to shorten data collection time, representative buildings

are an3lyzed at the activity. Results are then cxtrapolated for similar facility

types. Four suggested extrapolation factors (Fl, F2 , F3 , F4 ) can be used.

F1 = Wa where: Wb Surface area of walls at representative building
Wb

Wa Total surface area of walls for all similar activity ""

buildings

F Ra where: Rb Surface area of roof at representative buildingRb b
Ra Total surface area of roofs at all similar activity

buildings

F = Va where: Vb = Volume of representative buildingF3-
Vb

Va = Total volume of all similar activity buildings

F4 = N N Number of similar facilities/systems

The following list correlates ECOs with typical extrapolation factor:

ECO EXTRAPOLATION FACTOR ECO EXTRAPOLATION FACTOR - -

BE I Fl, F2  HVAC 11 - 17 F3

BE 2 Fi  HVAC 18 - 23 Not Applicable

BE 3 -6 F1  HW 1 -4 F4

BE 7 F2  L - 6 F4

BE 8 -12 F4  E - 2 F4

D I F4

D 2 F4

D 3 F3

HVAC 1- 10 Not Applicable

An example of a completed Form I is shown in figure PR-i. Once the facility and

its associated ECO/ES options have been listed on Form I, the process is repeated

for the next facility until all facilities/systems have been ovaluated. In order - -

b 22



FORM I

REPRESENTATIVE FACILITIES AND

CORRESPONDING ENERGY OPTIONS

Representative Type of Possible Possible
Facility/System Facility ECOs ESs Extrapolation

j • (i.e., Bldg No.) (i.e., Hangar) (Section-Option) (Section-Option) Factor

Bldg 100 Administration HVAC 12 10

Bldg 63 Storage and D 2 50
Utility

Bldg 63 Storage and HVAC 5 1
Utility

Bldg 10 Oil-fired S 2 1
Boiler

Bldg 10 Oil-fired P 7 1
Boiler

Bldg 21 Community BE 2 5

- Bldg 21 Community BE 7 70

Bldg 341 Administration BE 1 48

if

F g,: P.-I. Samplo Completed Form I Page of

* 23
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to verify that all pertinent facilities have been included during thE
identification process, it is recommended that buildings on an activity map be

l)ored to identify with the representative facility/system, thereby eliminating
the chance of overlooking an activity facility.

Step 2: Calculate SIRs for Potentially Feasible Energy Options.

ince Form I has been completed, the potentially feasible ECOs and ESs ar.
transferred to Form II (FORMS tab) (figure PR-2). Form II is completed by using
informatLon and calculations provided in each ECO and ES sheet (gray/bluE
t-bs). For each ECO/ES, perform the following tasks. First, collect informatior
called for in "SURVEY DATA NEEDS." Second, perform the calculations called for it
"PROCEDURE." Third, estimate costs using data in "GENERAL INFORMATION." Now,
Form II can be completed, as follows:

rhe numbers in parenthesis below refer to the identical column in Form II.

Column (1) (NO.) is used as a reference designator for comparison betwee
OptLons.

Column (2) (ECO/ES OPTION) lists the name of the ECO/ES option undei
consideration as provided at the top of the ECO/ES sheet.

Column (3) (REPRESENTATIVE FACILITY) lists the facility building number.

Column (4) (NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS) is the total energy savings to th"
nation in Btus per year. Use the equation provided in thi
ECO/ES sheet.

Column (5) (LIFETIME OPERATION SAVINGS) is the numerator of the SI "
equation provided in the ECO/ES sheet.

Column (6) (LIFETIME INVESTMENT) is the denominator of the SIR equatioi L. ,-.

provided in the ECO/ES sheet.

Column (7) (EXTRAPOLATION FACTOR) is determined from either ECO/ES sheet: .

or from facility information (see step 1 for further explanatio ,
of extrapolation factor).

Column (8) (TOTAL NATIONAL SAVINGS) is obtained by multiplying column 4 b'
column 7 (the extrapolation factor).

Column (9) (TOTAL INVESrMENT) is obtained by multiplying column 6 by colum .
7 (the extrapolation factor).

Column (10) (SAVINGS INVESTMENT RATIO) is obtained using the calculation
given on each ECO/ES sheet.

Column (11) (FUNDING CATEGORY) is a column for listing various possibl.
means of funding the energy options.

Column (12) (ENERGY GOAL CATEGORY) establishes which energy goal

particular option will benefit from if the option is implemente.
(see table GI under "GENERAL GUIDANCE" tab).

24
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All steps necessary for each SIR are contained within the ECO/ES option sheets.
The energy officer must follow the procedure given for the option and calculate
the SiR. Each option sheet contains a description of the option, the required 0
survey data needs, a step-by-step procedure for calculating the SIR, and a
completed sample calculation. Survey data is obtained from either the manual's
Supporting Data sections or from site specific information. The accuracy of site
specific measurements used to compute SIR tends to have a linear effect on the
S[Is accuracy; that is if the survey data is off by ±10Z the SIR computed using
that survey data will be off by ±10%. Since the A-LESP procedure is used for
first cut estimating, the accuracy required for site specific survey data is ±10%.
During the evaluation of the options, calculation sheets should be identified and
kept for future reference should a question arise on assumptions or costs involved
in a particular option.

Figure PR-3 shows Form III which provides a format for calculations performed
f)r option sheet BE 7, INSTALL REFLECTIVE COATINGS ON ROOFS. Option BE 7 is
contained in the Building Envelope Section (gray tab). Form IlI should be used
for all option calculations and kept as a record for all options analyzed. Blank
Form Is, Ils and Ills are provided in the Forms Section.

Step 3: Reorganize Energy Options by SIR and Establish Decision Criteria for
Navy Energy and Funding Categories.

As discussed in step 2, after Form I has been completed, the feasible ECO/ES
options are transferred to Form II (FORMS tab) (figure PR-2) for calculation of
energy option SIRs. After SIR calculations are completed, the ECO/ES option data
is transferred to a clean Form II (figure PR-4), ranked in descending order of
SIR. In addition the ECO/ES funding and energy goal categories (columns 11 and 12
respectively) are determined and entered on the new Form 11 (figure PR-4).

Various funding programs should be reviewed prior to category assignment. The
energy goal category refers to the specific reduction in energy based on the 1980
DOD Energy Goals for Naval Shore Facilities discussed in the General Guidance

£ section, table G-1.

25
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a.

FORM I I I

OPTION CALCULATION SHEET

ASSUMED SURVEY DATA VALUE REP. FACILITY Bldg. 21
Latitude 370 N ACT. FACILITIES Bldg. 21-89,382,560

Absorption coefficient (old) 0.8 _ _ _ _ _-_-

Absorption coefficient (new) 0.3 OPTION SHEET NO. S-2 .
U-value of existing roof 0.14 A-LESP SURVEY DATE 5/83
Langleys 400 OPT. FEASIBILITY (YES/NO) Yes
Dry bulb degree hours greater NES 180 MBtu/yr

than 780 F 10,000 SIR 1.81_
Cooling Energy Efficiency FOLLOW-ON SURVEY DATE 8/83

Ratio (EER) 6.8 PROJECT SUBMITTAL DATE 1/84
Roof Size 100'x 200' PROJECT COMPLETION DATE 5/84
Startup Cost (C): $0.35/ft2

Change in O&M: $0.01/ft2 ($200/yr increase)

Fuel saved: Electricity
Energy Cost: $0.03/kwh
Escalation Rate: 7%
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
Equipment Life: 10 years

CALCULATIONS DATA VALUE USED

solar heat gain using
old coating absorb. coef. 10(l03) Btu/ft2

solar heat gain using 4.8(003) Btu/ft 2

new coating absorb. coef.

Roof Size = 100 x 200 ft (20,000 ft2 )

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) = 10(103) - 4.8(003) Btu x lwh x lkwh = 0.77kwh/ft 2

=t 6.8 Btu 1,000 wh + '

NES (MBtu/yr) = (0.77 kwh/ft 2 -yr) x ((11,600 Btu/kwh) x (MBtu/106 Btu))

= 0.009 MBtu/ft2 -yr
= 0.009 MBtu/ft2 -yr x 20,000 ft2 = 180 MBtu/yr

ELECTRICAL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) 0.77 kwh/ft 2 x $0.08/kwh = $0.06/ft2-yr
$0.06/ft2-yr x 20,000 ft2  $1,200/yr

SIR = AE(DERF) - AO&M (PYDF)
C(PIF)

AO&M $0.01/ft2

SIR $0.06/ft2 (18.049) - $0.01/ft2 (9.524) 1.81
$0.35 (1.561)

* See Building Envelope Section for entire Option Sheet. _

Figure PR-3. Sample Calculations

27
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BE i. INSTALL/REPLACE INSULATION

DESCRIPTION: The transmission of heat through a SURVEY DATA NEEDS: SOURCE CF DATA:
building's walls, roof, and floors can account for a
significant portion of the total heating and cooling - U-value of existing walls, roofs, Tables I and 2

# loads. Insulation is installed to reduce heat flow floors

due to conduction. In many instances oid buildings - Dimensions of walls, roofs, Site Specific
c3ntain minimal or no insulation. Sometimes floors
insulation becomes ineffective as a result of damage - Heating degree days Map 1, Supporting
during construction or modification, deterioration Data -
due to weathering, or settling and compaction. - Langleys of solar radiation Map 2, Supporting

Data
;all areas can be insulated by adding insulation to - Exposure of walls (EW,N,S) Site Specific "
the interior or exterior surfaces or wall cavities. - Absorption coefficients of walls Table 5

. Exterior and interior insulation must be protected and roofs
from its environment. Treatment of door and window - Latitude Nap I, Supporting
openings is addressed in subsequent energy conserva- Data
ron options. Equipment and fixtures may also have - Occupied hours per week Site Specific
t) be relocated. Insulation can be added to wall - Annual dry bulb degree hours above Nap 3, Supporting
cavities by various methods. For example, if the 78OF Data
wa*'s have ioobstructed internal voids, they can be - Heating plant efficiency (REFF) Site Specific
Lnsulated ising blowr-in granular insulation through - Cooling energy efficiency ratio Site Specific
small access holes that must be cut. (ERR)

Aots can be insulated in a variety of ways. If the PROCEDURE:
space above toe ceiling is not Conditioned or used
as a crawl space, the simplest procedure is to lay 1. Use the appropriate nomographs I through 4 for the
r)!, Dr oatt insulation on top of the ceiling or surface under consideration to determine the present
i ,)w in loose insulation. Insulation can also be in- annual heat losses for existing condition.
ital'ed directly under roof decks by suspending or
steacning rigid board-type insulation or spraying 2. Repeat this procedure using the U-value of the new
=Ie inderside with foam insulation. When re- insulated surface. See table I.
rooting, rigid board insulation can be added above
toe rout deck and covered with waterproofing. The 3. Fuel Savings (M tu/yr) -

insilation should be protected in high wear or traf-
tic areas. Heat Loss (existing) - Heat Loss (insulated)

Heating Plant Efficiency
4h 1i tloor slabs can be insulated at the pert-
meters, it is most effective to insulate suspended 4. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) =
or tramed :loors above unheated spaces. Spraye to....... rigi board, and roll-type insulations can be Rpeat steps I and 2 using nomographa S-S to

4sed. Zhe Latter should be well supported and pro- determine the electrical savings (i.e. annual coolingtected from damage. dire screening or plywood energy saved in kwhiyr) as follows:

ineathing :an be used.
Cooling Loss (existing) - Cooling Loss (insulated)

SIZ:UY tEQUIREMNT: -

x l X I kwh

EER(Rt) 1,000 wh

% YE GENERAL INFORMATION: .

Sizes Available: N/A
MAYBE Startup Cost: $1.46/ft

2 
(installed: labor and

_z materials for polystrene insulation) for accessible
roof, floors, and walls

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Equipment Life: 25 years (depending on structure)

4 Skill Level of Personnel Required: Insulation
contractor

- Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
;a )05 31 015 0 2 Prototype Being Tested

j 021 SKWH Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service

A SYRT Available on Market a

NAtIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) in Btu/yr):

6iNb'-lA7 JEtRkMEN73: !pgrading ,A buil ng' iinso- NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings 'in Btutyr)
Lati)n -an save energy :or nesting and cooling.
jepeni-idg n roe 1,pes and procedures used, souno 'Electrical Energy Savings , n Kwhvr) x

Av.,. may De redu..e, 1u the duilding's fire rating

*sspr c-.. l,o00 atukyh)

. .0 .



BE 1. INSTALL/REPLACE INSULATION - CONTINUED

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

SIR - AEfueI(DERF) .%elec (DERF) AO&M (PYDF)

C(PIF)

SAMPLE CALCULATION: a

Assumptions
Area of insulation 20,000 ft

2

Latitude 37°N " .
Old U-value 0.203
New U-value 0.086
Absorption coefficient 0.8 'C ,

Exposure direction South
Lang leys 400
Occupied hours/week 40
Heating degree days 4,000
Dry bulb degree hours above 78°F 7,000
deeting plant efficiency (REFF) 0.75
Cooling energy efficiency ratio (EER) 6.8
Change in 06M: None
Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity
Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu, $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Energy Loss 8(103) 3tu/ft
2  

Nomo 2 ."

fe 1 un insul1)

Energy Loss 4(103) Btu/ft
2  

Table I for
(fuel insul) U-value and Nomo 2

(electrical" "
ininsul) '"

" '

Energy Loss 2.5(103) Btu/ft
2
Table I for

(electrical U-value and Nomo 6
insul)

FUEL SAVINGS (K~tu/ft
2
-yr)-

(8 x 1O
3  

- (4 x 0) . x lO- 10Itu/ft
2
-yr"

"

vu.
7
5 "'

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/ft
2
-yr) I L.

(5(103) - 2.5(l03)) x 1 x 1 kwh -
6.8(Btu 1,000 .h

0.37 kwh/ft
2
-yr

'ES (MBtu/yr) -

5.3 x 10
- 3 

.iBtu/ft
2
-yr + (0.37 kwh/ft

2
-yr x

11,OO Btu/kwh x Matu/10
6 

Btu) - 0.01 MBtu/ft
2
-yr

0.31 '.Btu/ft
2
-yr x 20,000 ft

2 
- 200 MBtu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

5.3 x l0
- 3 

(Mtu/ft
2
-yr) x $5.12/Btu - $O.03/ft

2
-yr

$0.03;/ftZ-yr x 20,000 ft
2 

- $600/yr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (5/yr) "

0.37 kwh/ft
2
-yr x $0.08/kwh $O.03/ft

2
-yr

SO.03/ft
2
-yr x 20,000 ft

2 
" $60

0
/yr

SIR

iO.03/ft
2
(20.05) S0.03,ft

2
(18.049)

Co.b*bf tL (1)

0.78

32/(33 blank)
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INSULATED WALL'

HEATED SPACE

Figure BE-2. Insulate Between Conditioned and Nonconditioned Spaces



BE 2. INSULATE BETWEEN CONDITIONED AND NONCONDITIONED SPACES

DESCRIPTION: While a building's exterior surfaces 4. Fuel Savings (Btu/yr)-
may be insulated, internal partitions between spaces
may not. Changes in builang utilization may result Heat Lost (uninsul) - Heat Lost (insuil)
in some areas being conditioned only occasionally, Heating Plant Efficiency
Wnile adjoining spaces are fully conditioned.
Installing insulation and reducing air infiltration 5. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) -
Detween these zonei can save a significant amount of
energy. A vapor barrier to prevent the accumulation Cooling Lost (uninsul) - Cooling Lost (nsul) x
Ina ondensation of dater within the insulation

It.oulI be installed at tne conditioned space x 1 kwh
"urface. Storage facilities requiring only humidity EER-/Btu\ 1,000 wh

,- .tr~l should be separated from fully conditioned wh
* s-paces.

FEASS'.LITY REQUIREMENT: 
GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: N/A .
Startup Cost: $1.46ift

2  
installed: labor and

1 0,000 materials for polystrene insulation) for acces-
S"ESsible roofs and wails

I Repl eent Cost: Same a . -u .• st
- MA Equipment Life: 25 yeari

Skill Level of Personnel RIquired: Insulation con-
tractor

Level of Development: 7

I < Nr "Basic Research Underway
Prototype Being Tested

. Operational rest and Evaluation Underway
:I :Approved for Service

" Available on Market x

t 'O d 20 015 0.2 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu,'yr):
. 014 005 01 015 0.2 '

0027 1.KWH NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)
d 8 SMBT":

"SIIMAPS' A% 3 (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/;r x

3nNiI: S DELIM IMN: Energy used to maintain 1f,bOO Btuikwh)
specific environmental soqditmons can be reduced by
.imiting tne 'low if energy to uncontrolled areas. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

iLRVEY DAA Ncl.DS: SOURCE OF DATA: SIR - lEfuei(DERF) + IEelec(DERF) + !O&M (PYDF)

- :-valie 3f existing interior Tables 1 and 2 C(PIF)

part tions SAMPLE CALCULATION:
. - o3,1ing Iescr~ption loss factor Table 10

- leating degree dayi Map 1, Support- Assumptions:

ing Data Latitude 37N
- o'i.me .,t ionconit-tons: space Site Specific Olid U-value 0.4
- Annual or' iulb degr.e ho;rs ,Map 3, Support- New U-value 0.1

iaove 781F ing Data NewoU-valu 0.1
- nensluns if artitions Site Specific Absorption 0.3

- sung energy eificiency ratio Site Specific coefficient

illExposure direction South
Langleys 400

-teattug plant F) Site Specific Heat loss factor 0.08
(Btu/ft

3
-OF-hr)

Heating degree days a,000
Det.-rine U-yalue or insulation used in Dry bulb degree 7,000Uetrmune -ale '1 in use hours above 78°F
?artitt. n see tooi'u I and 2). Heating plant 75% -

.. !.,ate '.ubi- volume of the nonconditioned efficiency (HEFF)
ipace. ;e ect e loss tactor F) from table Cooling energy eti- o.8

ciency ratio (EER)
Area of partition 1,000 ft

2

Volume of noncondi- 10,000 ft
3

.a-;ate ieatthE loss for insulated and unin-
s;.ate partittns. Jse equation to determine Chane ipa e

• nryloss Do oLh ipating and -,ooking season. Change in O&M: None
Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity

Energy Cost: $5.12iMBtu, $0.08/kwhunergy l.t "Ap x 'P, p ) V x F) X 0 Escalation Rate: 3%. 7%
Ap s rp) n IV a F) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Ap -,-ro ata riton ft . Calculations follow from the procedure section:

' ."'il ~m- f Nsnc 'ndut[oned Upace .ft
3

) Energy Lost = ILOO0 0.4) X .10.000 X 1).08) x Ia.O00)(2.
' e re Factor 3t :t iF5rr fuel uninsul) 101UO x . ,JOO x J0 .08)-

-5 . = Urre _urs ,e a r
- tr seating: neatung legree days x (Xtuil0b Btu) 25.b MBtU.'r

map X u
- :,r ,esg: caoong degree

3ur; anive V
0

F map 3)

• 35



BE 2. INSULATE BETWEEN CONDITIONED AND NONCONDITIONED SPACES - CONTINUED

Energy Lost (1,O00 x 0.1) x (10,000 x 0.08) x (4,000)(24) x (MBtuilO
6 

Btu)

fue insul) (1,000 x 0.1) - (10,000 x 0.08)

- 6.5 MBtu/yr

Energy Lost (i1,000 x 0.4) x k10,000 x 0.08) x 7,000 x (NBtu/10b Btu

eLectrtcal (1,000 x 0.4) * (10,000 x 0.08)
ininsu)

- 1.9 hBtuiyr

Energy Lost - .1.000 x 3.1) K (10,000 x 0.08) x 7,000 x (MBtu/10
6 

Btu)

,electrical (1,000 x 0.1) + (10,000 x 0.08)

.nsn 1)

. 0.o2 Btu,'yr

FUEL SAVINGS XBtuwyr) =

25.n10
0
) - 5.5(15) 23 Atuyr

ELECTRIuAL SAVINGS Ikwh/yr)

0.2(101( x I kwh 190 kwh/yr

NES .'Btuyr)

23 MBtu,yr + 190 kwh/yr x

il,OO Btuikwh x 1MBtu/10 Btu)) 25.2 4Btu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS i$/vr) =

23 ttuivr x $5.12,Btu - $17.8/yr

SLE17RIcIry CoST SAVINGS i$/yr)

:90 Kwh/yr x $O.08/kwh $i5.20/yr

l,- >5 2.351 + $15.20 (18.049)

$1, o0. 00 1)

36/(37 blank)
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ROUGH FRAMED INSULATED CAVITIES----,
OPENING, WINDOW
REMOVED

NEW 2 x4 STUDS--

BEFORE AFTER

Fi~gure BE-3. Reduce Window Area



BE 3. REDUCE WINDOW AREA

7
ESCRIPT, N: -n areas wnere winaows are not required 5. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) =

tsr view. ,J l rn or ]esthetics, consider

replaacung rnem with cnsulate; mnaque wall iectrons. :Heating Load Windo-4s - Heating Load Wall)
..ue wa.. irea tiat replaces the windows will provide Heating Plant Efficiency

.ess neat transmission due to conduction and,

iepe-d iug ipon uis .ritentat on and expisure, will 1. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) =

r duC e :oou ng _,ads ue tO iolar gain. Reductions

irea are nost Deet!icial on the north, kCooling Load Windows - Cooling Load Wall)( 1 kwh

FE-61ALU RQC:'.EMEr: F _tu 1,000 w".. - . wh/ - -

GENERAL INFORMATION:

40-- Sizes Available: N/A

YES Startup Cost: $8.00/ft
2 

for accessible

SJoeYE walls i:nstalled price: labor and materials,
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 25 years
500 MAYBE Skill Level of Peisonnel Required: Carpenter and

Brick Mason

Level of Development:

Basi- Research Unde r-way

-Prototype Being Tested

]':2 , ', I------------- Operational Test and Evaluation Undetwa"
'5 i U 0.2 Approved tor Servie"

U $ K IH Available )n Market x

3 a SMBT NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS INES) (in Btu/yr):

_S nand NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)
" ,N F' L .RIY 2: it; aL s n heat a d L . .

:ltr : t it sutide ir an nie redu-_ed by a (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwhiyr) x

7- 1C 1n , window urea. Qt r iments inclrude

ut ,.: : <-. :eraw n a d ;- :oct~on in natural 11,600 Btu/kwn)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
c - -A N iES oRUE OF DA7A:

SIR - AE fuel(DERF) + lEelec(DEREF) + AO&M (PYDF)e - ciaC , r :.Ieous :Oows St e Speccfic Cl PIF)

- .. dow iurt ce urea Site Sp c fic

Expsure oirect on )f windows Site Specific SAMPLE CALCULATION:

- .a): - r roaratIon Map 2, Support-

ing Data Assumptions:
I - iuuu1 ir ,,b uegr,: oars Map 3, Support- Window Area 200 ft

2

nore "° iag Data Latitude 370 N
- :j. .u : ' gaze. u. le Site Specific Absorption coef- 0.8

,ae, t: ple glazed ficient (of new "r
- ar Map :, Support- wall area)

ing Data Exposure direction West

- )c puped lours per weeS Site Spe-ific Langleys 400

- -i,"'ing e ree lays Map 1, Support- U-value for replace- 0.1

ing Data ment wall
- K. uorpti-r znetficient nf Table 5 Occupied hours per 40

now walle-in area week

- Aeatug plant erficience HEFF) Site Specific Glazing (single, Double

- _ooling en-ry efficiencv Site Specific double)

ratio Et.R Heating degree days 4,000

Dry bulb degree hours 8,000
PROCEDURE: above 78

0
F

Heating plant ef- 75%
.Determine tne nmber ofr extraneous windows, ficiency (HEFF)
winow irea, and exposure airection of the Cooling energy ef- 6.8
wundows to -i removed. ficiency ratio (EER)

Change in O&M: $15/yr ($O.075/ft
2
-yr) decrease

.using nomuograpni 4 or iO and 11, calculate the Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity p
;doing -oad due to solar neat gain and Energy Cost: 55.12/MBtu, SO.08/kwh

cinductin for the windows. Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%

Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
3. :sing umogrsphs 12 or 13, calculate the neat

os throgh the windows. Calculations follow from the procedure section:

: , -. 'Ts- ra < hmograps i )r d i or t, calculate Annual solar heat gain/ 132 ',l03) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 10

the winter neat loss and sumer heat gain ft
2 

of window

Jarougn the - nsuilated wall section that will during sumer

9 replace -he windows.

39



BE 3. REDUCE WINDOW AREA -CONTINUED

Annual conduction 4(103) Brts/ft
2  

Nomo Ll
heat gain
transmitted/ft of
window during
su~er

Annual solar heat 30(103) Btu/ft-
2  

Nomo 13 *

loss ft, of
window in winter

LAnnual solar 5kli0 Btu,ft
2  

Nomo 2
winter heat loss,/t.
rt- wall ~
section that re-
pl1aces window

Annual solar 3(103) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 6
surmer heat
ain/ft- wail

section tnat re-

places window

L FULL SAVINGS (XBtu/ ft 2
-yr)

30i (0
3

) - 5(103) - 0.3 ,Btu/ft
2
-yr

0. 75

ZLZTRICAL SAVINGS /'Kwh/ft2..vr) kw

.8Bu 1,000 wh

73.'I kwh~t2wv

7NES IM.t',"r)

J.0
3 3 

M"tuiEt
2
-yr (19.6 kwh/ft

2
-yr x

il,ouO Btuikwh x MiBtu/106' Btu)

* = 0.-'b (/MLtu/ft
2
-vr)

J.2b MBtu/ ft -yr x 200 ft2

* = /2 M3tu~vr

* ~ ~ ',LL,. LOST SAVINGS ,r

Wii S t' -y~r A $5. 12, Mitu $0 7= f-

t-.,r x ZO0 it- - 34.30/yr t

/iX Z T, Y f 'OST SAVINGS ,S/- r)=

* .r1 s'r :!-Vr x io. 5/'Kwn - $1.57/ ft -yr

5*) tt -r x 200 ft- 5
3 13

.0/yr

* s. 7' _'U. J5) 51.5 7/ 18.U4.9) $0.0
7
5t9.524)

-Jba

40/(41 1bl1ank)
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w. .-.

-STORM WINDOW

EXISTING DOUBLE HUNG
WINDOW

11

Figure BE-4. Install Double Glazing
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BE 4. INSTALL DOUBLE GLAZING

DESCRIPTION: Heat flow through single glazed windows 5. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)
can represent a large portion of the building en-
velope. Single glazed windows can conduct more heat (Heat gain (sgl) - Heat Gain (dbl)) x
tnan a similar area of uninsulated wall. Adding a
second laver of glazing either permanently or sea- i x I kwh ...
sonally through the use of storm windows can cut the EER(Btu\ 1,000 wh

window's energy loss considerably. To prevent con- -,

densation between the panes of glass, the windows
should be assembled with a dessicant in the window GENERAL INFORMATION:
cavi-y and carefully sealed on all sides. Storm
windows often have leak holes at the bottom to allow Sizes Available: N/A
tor t ie escape of condensed water. Startup Cost: $6-$9/ft

2 
combination storm

and screen; $9-$15/ft
2 
double glazing

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 25 years
___Skill Level of Personnel Required: Glazing

< contractor
Level of Development:

=YES Basic Research Underway
10.00o Prototype Being Tested

Operational Test and Eva,-tcon Underway
SZ M A YBE Approved for Service

7 500 Available on Market x

0 • 0 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

Z - NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

S000 -- (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
ago, 305 0.1 0.15 0.2

0.0 27 S/KWH 11,600 Btu/kwh)

4 A SMT ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
*SEE MAPS I AND 3

SIR = AEf,~1 (DERF) + LEI,(DERF) + LSO&M (PYDF)
SFNEFITSiDETRIMENTS: Reduction in heat transmission S(DF)
through window areas while maintaining transparency. C(PIF)

Possible increase in O&M cost.
SAMPLE CALCULATION:

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: Assumptions:
Window area 200 ft

2

- Number of single glazed windows Site Specific Latitude 37
0
N

- Window surface area Site Specific Exposure direction South

- Exposure direction of windows Site Specific Langleys 400

SEWNS) Occupied hours per 40

- :angleys of solar radiation Map 2, Support- week
ing Data Heating degree days 4,000

Dry bulb degree hours 10,000
- Annual drv bulb degree hours Map 3, Support- abve e h 0 0in Dtaabove 78FiSupedbve -ior ce ng eicData

- JCCUPed hours per week Site Specific Heating plant ef- 75%

- Heating degree days Map I, Support- ficiency (HEFF)

ing Data Cooling energy ef- 6.8

- Latitue Map 1, Support- ficiency ratio (EER)
ing Data Change in O&M: $lS.00/yr ($O.075/ft

2
-yr) increase

c Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity
- ?earing jant efficiency Site Specific Eeg ot 51/~u 00/w

H.EFF)1 Energy Cost: $5•12/NiBtu. $O.08ikwh

- Cooling energy efficiency ratio Site Specific Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%

EER) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

FROcEDURE: Calculations follow from the procedure section:

1. Determine exposure direction, window surface Heat loss/ft
2 

of 24(103) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 13

area, ani number of windows to be modified. window during
winter (double "

S. Use homographs 9 through 13 to calculate annual glaze)

winter heat loss and sumer heat gain due to Heat loss/ft
2 

of 46(i0
3
) Btu/ft

2  
Nomo 13

- onduction and solar radiation for the existing w d

single glazed windows, window duringwinter (single

3. Repeat step 2 for double glazing. glaze)
Heat gainift

2 
of 124(103) Btu/ft

2  
Nomo 10

.". Fuel Savings (Btu/yr) window during

Sumer due to
Heat Loss -sal) - Heat Loss dbl) sunihrdint

Heating Plant Efficiency sunlight radantW. heat (double glaze)

43
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RP a w

BE .. INSTALL DOUBLE GLAZING -CONTINUED

windo. during
auaier due to
sunlight radiant

heat (single jlazL)

Hleat gain,ftr
2 

oi 5k .
3  

S..t Nomo1

windo. .uring
suimmer due to
Conduction
douDie gljze)

Hea t ga in, :t- o r dI 3t" ft Nomo 11

window du'ring
summer lue to
Conduct iof

FUEL_______________ ltu It--vv

.5-...:~ [li-.,i03) 5(10321)
S iwn -. . -vrw

,.a( Btu) 1.JU(U wn

).9 ABtuif-y +r = 44'w/f2y

.1, 00 Btuikwn x xBtuIlO' Btu) 0.086 mBtu/ft
2
-yr

3.J~b Ytgtulfrt
2
-vr x 200O it

2 
1 7.2 MBtu/yr

('051 COST SAVINGS S/yr

3J.329 1Btu/ft
2
-yr) x $5.I2/Mttu $O.15/ft

2
-yr (

SO. .5, ft'-vt x 200o ft - $
3 0

/yr

iwLSCRICIrY COST SAVINGS (Sotr)

-.9 KwhiftZ'-yr x $0.0
8
/kwh -SO.39/ft

2
-yr

50.5 34 -. K -I03 zz S 78yr

3IR

40. k" .5) SO.39kIS.049)' (-$0.075) (9.524)
$7 (I)

-53
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VALENCE BOX

CURTAIN MATERIAL

WINDOW GLASS

FIBERFILL LINER

TUCK SLOT

Figure BE-5 Install Insulating Drapes
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BE S. INSTALL INSULATING DRAPES

D DESCRIPTION: 4indows. even double glazed units, ave 3. Use nomograph 9 or 10 to find the solar heat gain
* higher heat transmission rates than equal wall through a window and nomograph 5 or 6 to find the

areas. :o reduce heat loss while maintaining the ad- solar heat gain through a window with drapes.
vantages of window areas tot daVlIgttAng, views, and
ventilation, Lnsulating drapes can be fitted to 4. Fuel Saviigs (MBtu/yr) -
window areas. Various lined drapes and materials

filled with insulation can De used. The surface Heat Loss (window) - Heat Loss (window w/drapes)
tacing the w:idow is typiCa!ly a light or reflective Heating Plant Efficiency

co..r to aide in summer heat control.
5. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)

7o le most eftectxve as an .nsularxng layer, the
drapes should te sealed at the top and sides and Heat Gain (window) - Heat Gain (window w/drapes) x
allowed to drag the floor or fit into a slot at the
bottom. The purpose of this is to prevent warmed X l 1 kwh
room air from passing between the drape and window ERBtu\ j*,O wh

40t- where it can te cooled and sink to the floor by hh

natiral convection.

GENERAL INFORMATION:
.tner materials such as multilaver reflective mylar
'InJow si:ades, sli ing ir niaged insulating foam Sizes Available: N/A
-iaie s, snd roll-p winuow quilts can be used to Startup Cost: $4-$l2/ft

2 
installed

perform the iame tasK. (see table 4C)

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost - "-
1AS3[L.LTY REQUIREMENT: Equipment Life: 10 years

Skill Level of Personnel Required: Drapery contractor

'C-oo 0Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
I500 YES Prototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service

=MABO Available on Market X

< NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

2.502 0 NES H Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

0.0 0.05 01 0.15 0.2 11,600 Btu/kwh)

.327 SECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS EQUATION:- ~4 8 $,MBTU -

SEE MAPS IAND 3 SIR* - Efuel(DERF) + aEele(DERF) + AEO&M (PYDF)

C(PIF)
sENEFITS,DETRIMENTS: Reduced heat loss and poten-
tial solar heat gain control without loss of typical SAMPLE CALCULATION:
window functions. Possible increase in maintenance
osts. Assumptions:

R-4 drapes closed 16 hours/day
SURVEY DAtA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: Window area 200 ft

2

Latitude 37
0
N

- Estimate number of hours/day Site Specific Absorption coefficient 0.8
drape will be closed Exposure direction West

- Number of windows requiring Site Specific Langleys 400
drapes Occupied hours per 40

- Windows: single glazed/ Site Specific week GlazingSingle
double glazed Heating degree days 4,000

- Latitude Map I, Support- Dry bulb degree hours 10,000
ing Data above 78°F

- Langleys of solar radiation Map 2, Support- Heating plant effi- 75%
ing Data ciency (HEFF)

- Window exposure direction Site Specific Cooling energy effi- 6.8

E,W, , N) ciency ratio (EER)
- Window area Site Specific Change in O&M: $24.00/yr ($O.12/ft

2
-Yr) (increase)

- Occupied hours per week Site Specific Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity
- Heating plant efficiency Site Specific Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu, $O.08/kwh

(NEFF) Escalation Rate: BE, 7% .

- Cooling energy efficiency Site Specific Annual Discount Rate (R): 10% W
ratio EER)

- U-value of window Table 3 Calculations follow from the procedure section: 1 -
- R-value of drapes Manufacturer

Information U-value window: 1.15 Table 3
U-value window with drape: 0.45 Table 3

?RUCEDUleE: .-

Heat loss/ft
2  

50(103) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 13 "
1. Determine number, trpe, exposure direction, and windows "

area >f window to be ftitted with insulating
drapes and Jetermine average U-value for window
and Irape from tabie a.

. .*. 'Jse nomograph 12 )r 1) to determine the annual
neat loss for the plain window snd homograph 14,
tor the irspery fitted window.
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BE 5. INSTALL INSULATING DRAPES - CONTINUED

Heat loss/ft
2  

43(103) Btuft
2  

Nomo 14

windows with drapes

Cooling solar 155(103) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 10heat ga in/ ft
2  '""

windows

Cooling ,solar heat 21(103) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 6
gain/ ft

"

windows with

Irapes -

FUEL SAVINGS (M~t,,/ft,-yr)

5. 50(103) - 43(103) - 9.3 x 10
3 
SBtu/ft

2
-yr

0.75

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh'ft
2
-yr)

:55rAD
3
) - 21(103) x l x 1 kwh

1,000 wh

19.7 kwh/ft
2
-yr

NES (MBtu/yr) = e.
9.3 x 103 "Btu/ft

2
-vr '19.7 kwh/ft

2
-yr x

11,600 Stuikwh x M]Bt,/10
6 

Btu) - 0.24 ,fBtu/ft
2
-yr

3.24 KBt' ,'ft-vr x 200 ft
2  

48 <tu/:r

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($iyr) "

.300 atu/ft
2 
x S5. 12 0t SO.05/ft

2
-yr

SO.05,'ft2-r x 200 ft
2  

SIO,'yr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

19.7 kwhft
2 
x $O.08/kwh . $1.58/ft

2
-yr

31.58/ft-yr x 200 ft 2 
=S

3
16/yr(

$0.,J5(20.)5) S 51.58(13.049) + (-$0.12)(9.524)
$6 (1.561)

3.03
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Figure BE-b. Control Solar heat Gain



BE l. OUNROL SOLAR HEAT ;AIN

DESCRPrION: e3t ;ian jue to s-ingnlt penetratn . Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)

inte r .or spaces tnr -gn winDwi _-an r.~si in 114n
[ooling ',)ads and pnssicai Jtii.mfirt. ependlng 3n Heat Gain aunprotected) - Heat Gain (shaded))

t le nu1jIngs '.ocat .,n and jr ,entat z.)n. vatr i-s

means D; sol..r .ntrt ... De ise. x _ x I .kw'

To prevent a, r,t sunlign t cr3m reaching -le -w'

-jinaowi , e xt ernaI shad ing saich a s vyernangi, awn-
ings. and Louvers can :e ise. -vernangs ,re par- ;ENERAL INFORMATION:

tic~ar.V ~tectve n outtn-acing 1ndjw5 aecause
-authen can 0. siZei ti I)C the mvr San whie Sizes Available: N/A

-admttig the .,wer winter 3 n. Sorth , acing Startap Cost: Installed cost/ft2): see table 4C

• idW3 . nja .. l.ot De Z.nS.. ered tor n L......gy Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
conservat in opt: )n as solar neat gain is asially Equipment Life: 10 years

LnsigniiLcant. The .se of trees, snrubs. and )ther Skill Level of Personnel Required: Carpenter

41. andscaping can pravide attractive as well as et- Level of Development:

.egtive son screens.

Basic Research Underway

, inaows can a1so be .ited wi:n retlective coatings Prototype Being Tested

)r :vest reotecLng icreens t reduce the amount )t Jperational Test and Evaluation Underway

:ratsMitled leat. Approved for Service

Available On Market x
FEAS:BLL[Ty -(L4IREMI.N :

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) in Btu/yr):

NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

5300 YES (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwhi'yr) x

11,600 Btu/kwh)

-0300 MAYBE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

300 'SIR - 2E (DERF) - 2O&M (PYDF)
S5.000 C[ PIF) ..

Z SAMPLE CALCULATION:

I ,Assumptions:
DO5 3 0.15 3.2 Reflective polyester

0 027 S,KNH film

_ 3 SMBTU Window area 200 ft
2

MAP 3 Latitude 370 N
'DE APExposure direction West

Langleys 400
biNt:ftS DErkIMENIS: Direct s,lar radiation can be Glazing Single

redce trom tne interior space to minimize cooling Dry bulb degree hours 8,000

load wn il d sMtting diffused daylight. Possible above 78OF

increase in naintenance costs. Cooling energy ef- n.8
ficiency ratio (EER)

SURVEy A A NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: Change in O&M: $15/yr ($O.075/ft
2
-yr) ixncrease)

SC AANDOR O ATFuel Saved: Electricity

- Numoer at window, Site Specific Energy Cost: $O.08/kwh

- oini:w area Site Specific Escalation Rate: 7Z
- Antna, Irv 5ulb Degree hours Map 3, Support- Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

aDo) 7.5F ing Data
- Shading cietiicient Table -.B Calculations follow from the procedure section: ""

- ,ype )t iha ing device Site Specific

- Exposure direction or windows Site Specific Heat gainlft
2 

un- 155(103) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 10
,E,"N S) protected window

- Langleys of solar radiation Map Z, Support- 1 __

ting Data Shading coef- 3.24 Table 4B

- Type ), ,,azinv osed Site Specific ficient Of shading
- I ooing energy efticiencv Site Specific device

ratio EER'

Heat gain, ft shaded window "

?ROnEDURE:
10.24) a 155(j03) - 37.2(103) Btu/ftl-yr

Determine the number, type, area, and exposure

Airection for windows to' he fitted with shading ELECTRICAL SAVINGS kkwh/ft
2
-yr)

-dev ices.-.."

"155k103) - 37.2(103)) X I x 1 kwh

-'se qhomograpn )r :j t,1 calculare the annual 0.8(Btu 1,000 wh

Soiar seat gain thr-agn the inpr)te:ted windows. w"rj

3. Heat gal tnr )ngn inaded wnlows m neat gain 17.32 kwhft
2

-yr
tnr),ign plain windows x snading :oet i elt It

. ihading levtce t1ble 8B).

51
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BE b. CONTROL SOLAR HEAT GAIN -CONTINUED

NES KBtu/yr)

0 .2 'tBtuj ft
2
-yr o-t

3.2 ItBty tt-yr x 200 ft
2  

40 Mitu

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (Siyr) =1-

13Z&hft2 x $O.O8/kwh $1.39/ft
2
-yr

$1. 391 ft-yr x 200 ft
2 

-$
27 8

/yr

SIR

$i.39(18.J49) - -SO.075)(9.524)

$2.5(l.561)

I

52/(53 blank)
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EXISTING ROOFING

Figure BE-7. Install Reflective Coatings on Roofs
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3E 7. INSTALL PkFLECTIVE COATINGS ON ROOFS

0Es RI I ,N Bec,use roots n shddettec- Skllevel of P-rsonnel Required: Roofing' zevDy other *.eans, various reflective coatingi zontractor

'an be ised to reduce solar heat 4ain. White 4evel of Development:

iggregate or ravel can be used on built-up roots to

reduce tne absorptLon coetticient. 4ight colors are Basic Research Underway

rc end wen shngles- Prototype Being Tested

4 L .e 1-11-1 -ne. 11Operational Test and Evaluation jnderwav

.arllous ,prav-on reflective coatings have Deen Approved for Service
eve'.oped priaarily for ase on buildings with metal Available on Market x

roofs and on tiilt--lAp roofs. in selecting a paint
_t reflective tLnisn make sure tnat it is ompatisle NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

-with the existing root and -an withstand abrasion in

trattic areas. NES= Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btuiyr) %

FE.AS:3iLli-1 REQ' ZMgMIENT: (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

11,600 Btu/kwh)

40000
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

_ -- YES , ,

= 30 300 SIR - 2E (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
C(PIF)

X. - D SAMPLE CALCULATION:

5,000 Assumptions:

300 Roof area new coating: 20,000 ft
2

white gravel
5 Latitude 37

0
N

0 Absorption coefficient 0.8

J.014 a05 3.1 .2(old)
0.027 S, KWH U-value of existing O.i.

II roof
0 3 S. MBT1 Langleys 400

"3EE MAP 3 Dry bulb degree hours 10,000

above 78OF

3ENt.FIESDEIRIMENTS: Increasing the reflectivity of Cooling energy ef- 6.8

a iurface decreasing absorption coefficient) will ficiency ratio (EER)

reduce the cooling load of the building. Change in O&M: $2
0
0/yr ($O.Olift

2
-yr) (increase)

Fuel Saved: Electricity

SURVEY DAIA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
Escalation Pate: 7Z

- ThicKness and composition Site Specific Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

-f existing roof

- Annual boulb degree Map 3, Support- Calculations follow from the procedure section:

hours above 78
0

F ing Data
- Absorption coefficient of Table 5 Solar heat gain 10(103) Btu/ft

2  
Nomo 8

:.ew roof coating using old coating

- Absorption coef tcient if Taole 5 absorption coef-

existcng roof ficient

AR -value if existing roof Tables I and 2

Langleys of solar radiation Map 2, Support- Solar heat gain .. 8(l03) Btu/ft
2  

Nomo 8
ing Data using new coating

- -valoe of root with coating Tables I aos 2 absorption coef-
- Roof area rt Site Specific ficient

* - ooling energy efficiency Site Specific

ratio ZER) ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/ft
2
-yr) =

PROCEDURE: 10(103) - 4.8(10
3
) 1 I x 1 kwh

,l(Btu 1,000 wh

1. Determine absorption coefficient (table 5) and \wh/

-value if existing roof (table I). = 0.77 kwh/ft2'-yr ". . -

-. .se jomograpn i to find the annual solar heat

4ain through the roof for the absorption NES (MBtu/yr)

oetlficient of toe proposes coating. (0.77 kwh/ft
2
-yr) x (il,00 Btulkwh) x (M0tui10

5  
tu)

3. -epeat step 2 -or the existing roof coating. = 0.009 MBtuft
2

-yr S

- ectricai Savings 'kwh,,r = 0.009 "tu/ft
2
-yr x 20,000 ft

2 
= i80 MBtu/vr

Heat ;ain Exist. Roof) - eat gain (New Coat)) x

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS S$/vr)

ER(3,) iJ00 wh 0.77 kwh/ft
2
-yr x $.08/kwh

;E("A 
- S0.o6/ft

2
-yr

= $0.06/ft
2
-yr x 20,000 ft

2 
I $1,

20
0cyr

Sizes Available: N/A

Startop Cost: 3O.13-3.81 ft2 applied. SIR = $0.06(18.049) - -SO.01)9.24)" .

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost $O.35(1.501

Eq ipment '-fe: 10 years 1.81

55
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H WEATHERSTRIP

Ido

Li HiCAULK

WEATHERSTRIP

Figure BE-8. Caulk, Weatherstrip to Reduce Infiltration
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3E S. CAULK, WEATHERSTRIP tO REDUCE INFILTRATION

JES.&ip:UN: infitrntion outside air accounts 3. Determine the infiltration rate for the facility as
:r i sagniricant portion ot Iuiou 5 ng'i heat loss. follows:
ae~>aes entering tnr)ugn open dourS during entrance
in, exit, iir enters thraugh craci around loors and a. Use nomograph 15 to find the infiltration rate
jiadoU, exterior wall penetrations, and 'unct ins for windows to be weatherstripped (IW).

1 si 1.t coimp-arent Sinw and- inJ oor s wnicnn
coat rema na ,per a le -w1e exol;dng outside air o. Use table 6A to find the infiltration rate for
-1... a we te.... p,e. A variety if products, windows to be caulked (

1
caulk). Use table 6 to

, nd types )f materials are available. Their find the infiltration rate between the door and
, 'n -epe'ds on , ne apecatic application. frame ID).
.nr.':'. Is and door sweeps lso reiuce infiltration.

¢. Assume an infiltration rate at ceilings/wall
t as g ls, n o penings San he sealed more junctions combined with that around baseboards
.rnanenzky is Ing zalking compounds. Many (lC ) of between 0.25 and 1 cfm/ft

2
* of floor

:vres: types t, -'an s nave neen developed to area. For estimating purposes 1 cfmift would
4__ ne.'t :1e neas -: v rious applications. Most are represent loose wall construction (i.e. high

t ma re3aIo p. able to allow tor toe infiltration) and 0.25 cfm/ft
2 

would represent
.a"i: and antract ion or vibrat ion )r the loose wall construction (i.e. nominal

itc:.' . -, ,serve caulking ln get a retter infiltration).

sea ., are gaps snoaJd ne :siled rsrst witt pasking
is 3anaM st'rotoam Crpe then saulked. Caulk * Based on data from 1981 ASHRE Fundamentals Handbook

s',,su I anIin De applied to clean dry sacrtaces.
4. Determine total infiltration (IT) as follows:A~ibiL.ty rEQIa ifMh.NTr:

a. Caulking only:

I
T . I

W + I
C

)00 b. Weatherstrippng only:

v IT ' (IW:existing - IW:new) + (ID:existing - ID:new)

YES c. Combination caulking/weatherstripping

h020.
MAYBE 

1
T (IW:existing - IW:new) + (ID:existing -D:new)

+, +W* Icaulk
NO 5. Use nomograph 16 to determine annual heating load per

1,000 cfm.

5 6. Fuel Savings (M-tu/yr)

S,MT
U .

(Nomograph 16 Result (MBtu/1,000 cfm-yr) x 0.51T (cfm))/
'SEE MAP Heating Plant Efficiency

7. Electrical Savings (kwb/yr)

3ENEFIrSOETRIMENTS: Reduction of infiltration can 
0
.
5
lT (cfm) x Annual Dry Bulb Degree Hours above 

78
OF/yr "

priduce savings in ootn heating and cooling ener- 0 ' x " -
g ies. 1.08 Btu - min

* 
x 1 wh x I kwh

ft -OF-hr ER Btu 1,000 whSURVEY DATA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: wh

- Average wind speed Site Specific ** 1.08 -0.075 lb airicu ft x 0.24 Btu/lb-F (specific- xidtn of crack Site Specific heat of air) a 60 mmn/hr

- Length af crack Site Specific f a 6 h

- Heating degree days Map 1, Support- GENERAL INFORMATION:

ing Data
- Annual Irv ulb degree Map 3, Support- Sizes Available: N/A

hour. move 78OF ing Data Startup Cost: $1.17 to $
3
.00/lineal ft installed

- Heating plant efficiency Site Specific Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
<HEFF) Equipment Life: 5 years caulking, 15 years weather-

- .oo0ing energy etliciency Sire Specifi" stripping
ratto , Skill Level of Personnel Required: Carpenter

- Exposure direction of Site Specific Level of e on:
windows , E,4,N.S) Level of Development:

- rvpes af sealing aobs Site Specific Basic Research Underwayreqnred1 Prototype Being Tested
- Indor temperatare Sate Specific 

O
perational Test and Evaluation Underway

- o,rs of accupancy per Sit Specitfic Aproved for Service
week 

Available on Market

FRJCEDURE: NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

i Establish tne iverage jina speed for the site. NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings un Btu/yr)

. stimatecrac size lngti and width' around flectrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
wIndow., otween loors and trames, aid at
.eiing.'ali ,-tn. and naseh.. il,600 Btu,kwh)

57
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BE 8. CAULK, WEATHERSTRIP TO REDUCE INFILTRATION - CONTINUED 'ILI

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) .

SIR = 175 kwh/yr x $.08/kwh $14/yr

lEfuel(DERF) Eelec(DERF) + 6EO&M (PYDF) SIR =

C(PIF)

$188(20.050) + $14(18.049) c' - ,.1

SAMPLE CALCULATION: $0 243

Assumptions: = i1.
Caulk all infiltration points

Ic = 0.9 cfm/ft
2 

of floor area
Floor area . 180 ft

2

Window Specifications: 25 (6 ft h x 3 ft w)

double-hung steel
Crack size: 18 ft x 1/16 in. per window

Wind Speed: 15 mph
Indoor Temperature: 68F winter, 78OF summer
Hours of Occupancy Per WeeK: 168 hr/wk for winter

and su~er
Heating plant efficiency (REFF): 75%
Cooling energy efficiency ratio (EER): 6.8
Change in O&M: None
Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity
Energy Cost: $5.122tBtu, $0.06/kwh
Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%
Annual Discount Rate IR): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

a Referring to nomograph 15, determine the infiltra- . '

tion rate for double hung window for wind velocity L
of 15 mph.

Infiltration (cfmift of crack) =

O.o2 cfm x 25 windows x 18 ft of crack
of crack window

279 cfm

e The infiltration rate for ceiling/wall junction -
combined witn that around baseboards is determined

as follows:

3.9 cfmift
/ 
,f floor area x 180 ft

2

* 162 ofri ..

1= 279 cfm * 162 cfm

.i41 m

* Referring to nomograph 16, determine the energy
ised per year for heating load.

ENERGY USED = 125 Btu x 106/1,000 cfmjyr

FUEL SAVINGS MBtuyr) -125 MBtu/1,O00O cfm

x 3.5 (441) cfm)iO.075 = 36.8 MBtu

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/vr) = (0.5) x (441 cfm)

x 5,0000 F-hr/vr x 1.08 Btu - min

tt F-hr

x 1i/6.8 (Btulwh) x I kwh/l,000 wh) = 175 kwh

NES -MBtu/vr =

3b.3 MBtui-yr + 175 Kwh, yr x 11,bOO Btu/kwh

x MBtulo 30 t.)

J,.39 1Bcu/yr

FUEL COST SAVING. .$,yr) =

3b.8 M1Btuiyr x S5.!12,MBtu 5188.1/vr

58/(59 blank)
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NEW WALLS

VESTIBULE

NEW DOORS

Figure BE-9. Install Vestibules
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BE 9. INSTALL VESTIBULES

DESCRIPTION: Infiltration of outside air into 4. Using the following formula, calculate the energy
buildings constitutes a major source of heat loss, saved for cooling:

Infiltration can be minimized by installing
vestibules. A vestibule is a small room at the Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) .
building entry-way with one set of doors opening to
the building interior, and one set opening to the Infil (from step 2) X Annual Dry Bulb Degree Hours Above 78°F -

MP building exterior. As the exterior door is opened,
only warm air trom tne vestibule can escape while x 1.08 Btu-min* x 1 x 1 kwh
cold winds may only penetrate as far as the interior ft OF-Hr EER t Btu 1,000 wh
door. When the interior door is opened, only the wh
quan-ity of cold air in the vestibule may enter the
building. The vestibule can function as a sheltered * 1.08 = 0.075 lb air x 0.24 Btu (specific heat of air) x
space for donning outerwear or waiting for ft lb-°F
cransportation. Vestibules are a less costly alter- 60 min
native to the more efficient revolving door (see BE hr
10).

GENERAL INFORMATION:
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT:

Sizes Available: N/A
Startup Cost: $5,800 single luminum & glass door
with closer, $6,600 j uold doors

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost -
'0000 Equipment Life: 25 years

Skill Level of Personnel Required: Carpenter
.5 Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
YES Prototype Being Tested

5.000 Operational Test and Evaluation Underway %

Approved for Service
SMAYBEAvailable on Market

NO NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr): ...

0 50 NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +
0 5 1

S/MTU(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

'SEE MAP 1 11,600 Btu/kwh)

LECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS EQUATION:

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Infiltration is reduced with- SIR -
out impeding the flow of personnel entering and
exiting a building. AEfuel(DERF) + AEelec(DERF) + &O&M (PYDF)

C-::t-:SURVEY DATA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: CPF
SAMPLE CALCULATION:

- Passages/hour through Site Specific

building entrance Assumptions: .
- Hearing degree days Map 1, Support- Indoor temp: 65OF winter, 78

0
F summer

ing Data Dry bulb degree hours above 78
0
F: 5,000

- Indoor temperature (sumer Site Specific Passages/hr: 200
and winter) Work Week: 40 hr

- Hours of occupancy per Site Specific Heating plant efficiency (NEFF): 75%
week Cooling energy efficiency ratio (EER): 6.8

- Dry bulb degree hours Map 3, Support- Startup Cost: $6,600
above 78OF ing Data Change in O&H: None

- Heating plant efficiency Site Specific Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil, electricity
(HEFF) Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu, $0.08/kwh

- Cooling energy efficiency Site Specific Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%
ratio (EER) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

PROCEDURE: Calculations follow from the procedure section:

1. Determine the number of passages/hr for the en-
trance. Infiltration

2. Using the following formula, calculate the dif- (350 ft/passage) x passage x hr
ference in infiltration rates (IRs) between
swinging doors and vestibules. hr 60 min

Infiltration (cfm) " - (900-550 ft
3
/passage) x 200 passages x hr

"ssal~es hr hr 
6
0 min

* 350 ft
3
/passage x X 60 1in,167c

, " 1,167 cfm

3. Using nomograph 16 and associated survey data
determine the energy saved for heating as follows: FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)

Fuel Savings (Btu/yr) - 1,167 cfm x 25 x 10
6
Btu x MBtu

0. 75 1,000 cfm-yr I O
Infiltration (cfm) x[ Nomograph 16 (Btu x 106)1

Heating Plant EfficiencyL 1,000 cfm-yr J 38.9 Mtu/yr

61'." ".".. . ..-. . .. -
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* BE 9. INSTALL VESTIBULES -CONTINUED

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr)

1,167 cfm x 5,000 
0
F-hr/yr x

*1.08 Btu-,mrn x wh x 1 kwh
ft OF-hr 6.8 Btu 1,000 wh

* = 926.7 kwh/yr

NES 0M0ruiyr)

38.9 '.Btuiyr (926.7 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh

* c >nBtu/10
6 

Btu)

49.6 M"tu/yr

* FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)> 1
38.9 MBuyr x S5.12/MtBtu

* - 199.2 S/yr

* ELECTRICITY 05T SAVINGS (Slyr)-

92b.7 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh 7 -

=74.1 S/yr

SIR . -

$149.2(20.050) $ 74.1(18.049)
S6,oOO (1 . .

62/(63 h lank)
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BE 10. REPLACE SWINGING DOORS WITH REVOLVING DOORS

. DESCRIP'TION: Where swinging doors are currently 3. Using nomograph 16 and associated survey data,
- used tor pedestrian access only, they may be determine the energy saved for heating as follows:

replaced with revolving doors. Swinging doors dllow
outside air to pass unobstructed into the interior Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) .
of the building is the door is opened. In contrast, 9--x

, revolving doors allow 3nly the air contained in the Infiltration (cfm) x (Nomograph 16) Btu 1
6
]

sector of the revolving door to enter. Conse- Heating Plant Efficienc1y L 1,000 cfm-yr
quentLy, revolving doors reduce infiltration and

conserve energy. To saintain accessibility for 4. Using the following formula calculate the energy
handicapped persons, it will be necessary to have at saved for cooling:

- least one sliding or swinging door.

Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) "
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT:

Infiltration (cfm) x Annual Dry Bulb Degree Hr x '-.'-

Above 780 F

ooo 1.08 Btu-min* x I x 1 kwh
'000 -- ftdO-F hr EER 'tu) 1,000 wh

1 \wh/

a * 1.08 = 0.075 lb air/ft
3 
x 0.024 Btu/lb-°F (specific

heat of air) x 60 min/hr~YES
5.000 GENERAL INFORMATION:

ZSizes Available: 6-ft 6 in. to 7-ft diameter,

S6 ft 10 in to 7 ft high
Startup Cost: Installed stock units, min $9,800,

average $11,500, max $12,900, stainless steel $14,600
0 ,0 . E YES , ,for automatic controls, add $1,100
0 5 10 Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

$,M8T'j Equipment Life: 25 years Z'

SEE 'AAP I Skill Level of Personnel Required: Carpenter,
glazing contractor

Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
3ENEFITS/DETRIMENrS: Reduced infiltration with Prototype Being Tested

little restriction of the flow )I personnel. Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: Available on Market x

- Passages per hour through Site Specific NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
ouilding entrance

- Heating legree -days Map I, Support- NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)
ing Data

- Indoor temperature (summer Site Specific (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
and winter;

- Hours of occupancy per Site Specific 11,600 Btu/kwh)
week

- Dry bulb degree hours Map 3, Support- ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: L
above 78°F ing Data

- Heating plant efficiency Site Specific SIR "
(HEFF)

- Cooling energy efficiency Site Specific &Efuel(DERF) AEelec(DERF) 6 AO&M (PYDF)
rat io (EER) C(PIF)

PROCEDURE: SAMPLE CALCULATION:

1. Determine the number of passages per hour. Assumptions:

Existing entrance without vestibule
2. Using the following formula, calculate the 65

0
F indoor temp winter, 78°F summer

difference in Infiltration rates between Dry bulb degree hours above 78°F: 5,000
existing and revolving doors: Passages/hr: 200

Infiltration (cfm) =Manual 
revolving door

40-hour work week
Heating plant efficiency (HEFF): 75%

(Infiltration Rateexisting - Cooling energy efficiency ratio (EER): 6.8

Startup Cost: $9,825
Infiltration Raterevolving) x passages x hr Change in O&M: No change

hr 60 mi Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil, electricity

Energy Cost: $5.12/Mitu, $0.08/kwh
Infiltration Pate Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%

Entrance Type (ft
3
/passage) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10Z

Without Vestibule 900
With Vestibule 550 Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Revolving (Manual 60 Using the table in step 2, the infiltration rate
Revolving (Motorized) 32 (IR)/passage can be determined.

65



BE 10. REPLACE SWINGING DOORS 'WITH REVOLVING DOORS - CONTINUED

Without Vestibule 900 ft
3
/passage

Revolving - 60 ft
3
/passage

CF4 ' (IRwithout vestibule - IRrevolving (ft
3
/Passage)) x

(passage) x ( hr )
hr 60 min

- (900 - 60 ft
3
/passage) x (200 passages) x hr

hr 60 min - .-

-2,800 t/i

FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)

2,800 cfm x 25 x ,0
6
Btu x 5tu

0.75 1,000 cfE-yr 10.Ic

=93 iSBtu/vr

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kvh/yr)

2,800 cfm x 5,000 OF-hr/yr x 1.08 Btu min x

ft
3
-OF-hr

wh x kwh
6.8 Btu 1,000 wh

= 2,223.5 kwh/yr

NES (Mtu/yr)

93 MBtu/yr + (2,223.5 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh MBtu/
106 Btu)

-118.8 ", tu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

93 4Btulyr ($5.12/MBtu)

S$4,7
6

.
2
/yr * ,

* ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

2,223.5 kwh/yr ($0.08/kwh)

- S177.9/.r

SIR

S476.2(20.050) + $177.9(18.049)
$9,825 (1)

1.30

References:L

1. ASHRAE Fundamentals, 1979
2. Means Cost Estimating Handbook, 1982
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TOP VIEW 3
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Figure BE-Il. Install Loading Dock Door Seals
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BE i. INSTALL LOADING DOCK DOOR SEALS

DESCRIPTION: When trucks are being loaded at docks 6. FUEL SAVINGS (XBtu/yr)
requiring the doors to be kept open, large

quantities of outside air can flow inside. This Infiltration (cfm) x (Avg Winter Inside Temp - Avg Winter
results in a substantial increase in heating load.

Depending on the type of dock construction various Outside Temp) x (1.08 Btu - Min)* x (Winter hr Dock Use/wk)

types of seals can be used to reduce this problem. ft-OF-hr

For open docks where materials are conveyed from x (Weeks of Winter) x (MBtu/10
6 

Btu)
troci to building through doorways, foam rubber or

inflatable loading dock seals can be ised to allow x (1/Heating Plant Efficiency)
-.°'" for the safe passage of aterial handling equipment

while excluding outside air. * 1.08 = 0.075 lb air x 0.24 Btu (Specific heat of air)

-t lb-OF
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT:

x 60 min/hr .

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: 8 x 8 ft to 20 x 20 ft

AW RAGE WEEKLY HOURS Startup Costs: $25 per perimeter it, foam rubber seal
NOoMAYBE OF DOCK USE Replacement Cost: Same as artp cost

Equipment Life: 10 years

20 58 Skill Level of Personnel Required: Carpenter,
mechanical contractor

Level of Development:

S" maeilhaBasic Research Underway
"fNEFITS, DETRIMENTS: Unimpeded material handling Prototype Being Tested

warn red.cd anflix outsile air. Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
-I DArA NEcD6: SOURCE OF DATA: Available on Market "

- Type of existing dock Site Specific NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/r):

doors 
N 

•'.-I

- Dimensaonn or loading joc, Site Specific NES - .ydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Bcu/yr) +

do,,rs fn)
- AVO. .. nd speed ,mpn) Site SpecIfic (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

- Aveage winter outdoor 3ite Specific
temperature koF, 11,600 Btu/kwh)

- Number -f loading lock loors Site Specific

-eeK'y hours of winter se Site Specific ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
hriwk' _ _- CKneSs of dock bu-mper (it) eSeii R" (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF) "

- Average winter indoor Site Specific C(PIF)
temperature 3F) pS eR EF
4-nter length weeks) (4KW) SAPLE CALCULATION:OF)

" - Heating plant efficiency (HEFF) Site SpecificCA

Assumptions:

PRUCUDURE: Two doors 6 ft (w) x 10 ft (h) fitted with three-sided -

foam rubber seal

i. Determine the number and dimensions of each un- Winter Use: 10 hr/wk
sealed loading dock door. Weeks of Winter (WKW): 20.9

Bumper Thickness: 0.5 ft
Determine the average weekly hours of winter use Average Winter Indoor Temperature: 58OF

for loading docks. Average Winter Outdoor Temperature: 38°F
Heating plant efficiency (REFF): 75%

3. Determine the local average wind speed. Wind Speed: 5 mph
Startup Cost: $700

Determine the unsealed area ot the dock doors. Change in OdM: No change
A three-sided (l.e., top, rignt and left sides) Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil S
seal is used for most applications due to the Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu

variability of semitruck/traLler bumper and Escalation Rate: 8%
ander :arriage design. Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

unsealed Area ttl) = Calculations follow from the procedure section:

'Bumper Thi:knes) ((2 x Height) * Width) Unsealed Area Per Door (ft
2 )

Determine infiltratLon for unsealed dock door. (0.5 ft) x (iDj ft x 2) * 8 ft)

.NFILTRA,:ON *cfm) = Avg 4ind Speed (mph) x 5,280 ft 1s ft
2
/Door

" nr x Unsealed Area ft") Infiltration for the unsealed area is computed as follows -.

njo min (procedure step 5).

Frrestimating purposes it was assumed that in- 5 mph x 5,280 f t x hr X 14 ft
2

/Door .-

stallation of a three-sLded dock seal would reduce mile 60 min

infiltration 100%, therefore infiltration savings
with a three sided dock seal equals the amount of - 6,160 cfm/Door

infiltration in the unsealed area.
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BE 11. INSTALL LOADING DOCK DOOR SEALS -CONTINUED

FUEL SAVINGS K.Btuvr)

o,,ju .fm,5dF -38
0
F) x

*.J . 3~ Stu-mn ) 2O.9 i~ncer wk x
rt r- F -r yr

10 :ir~wk) x IiO.75) x (MBtu/100 Btu).

- 37 flbtuyr-Ooor .-

NES 0tituiyr)

=37 MBtu/yr-Door x 2 Doors *74 AtBtu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS $iyr)f

* ~~74 .tu/yr x $552Mt 379 yr

$379 20.05) $0
700 15l
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SLIDING AIRCRAFT
HANGER DOORS
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40t-FT
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Figure BE-12. Hangar Door Seals
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BE 12. HANGAR DOOR SEALS

DESCRIPTION: Air leakage through door seals is a GENERAL INFORMATION:major cause of hangar energy consumption. Infil-

tration can De reduced with the installation of Sizes Available: N/A
nylon brush seals. Startup Cost: $15 to $25 per foot installed

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Equipment Life: 15 years

Skill Level of Personnel Required: Mechanical
contractor/PWC personnel

1,000 Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
"Prototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service is.

AO 50 YES Available on Market X

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

Z
MAYBE NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

0 (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

70 11,600 Btu/kwh)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

*SEE MAP I

SIR -
BENEFIrSDETSIIMENTS: Reduced infiltration with
liztle effect on normal operations. Advantages 6E(DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
Lnclude no significant maintenance problems, no C(PIF)
special tools required for installation, and the
brush seal is flexible and :an conform to changes SAMPLE CALCULATION:
and discontinuties n surface contours unlike
rubber which gaps. Assumptions:

Heating plant efficiency (HEFF): 70%
iURVEY DAtA NEEDS: SOURCE OF DATA: Startup Cost: $23,400

Two hangar doors: 150 ft W x 40 ft H each
- dangar loor size (R) Site Specific Six panels per door
- Numer t door panels S!:e Specific Heating Degree Days: 4,000
- Aeating degree days Map i, Support- Average Wind Speed: 10 mph

ing Data Change in O&M: None

- Heating season average wind Site Specific Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil
.peeo mpn) Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu

- ieating plant efficiency (HEFF) Site Specific Escalation Rate: 8%
- Average winter wind speed (mph) Site Specific Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

PROCEDURE: Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Determine the nangar loor size (width, height) Using the equation in procedure step 2, determine the -
ind number of hangar door panels, panel size:

Z. Determine the .anel size as follows: Wpanel Hangar Door Width

Number of Panels
Wpanel Hangar Door Width

Number of Panels = 150 ft - 25 ft

6
" panel Hangar Door Height

3. Determine the perimeter footage (Sp) of nylon Hpanel - Hangar Door Height

brush door seal required. Note that all four - 40 ft
sides of each panel should have nylon brush
seals installed. Using the equation in procedure step 3, deter-mine the

Sp - (Number of Panels/Door) x (2 Wpenel * 2 %panel) perimeter footage (Sp):

Sp - (Number of Panels/Door) x
4. Fuel Savings (MBtuiheating season) (2 Wpanel + 2 Rpanel

)
panel-

1.1215 - (6)(2 x 25 + 2 x 40)

Sp (ft) x 0.007 DWs
100 REFF 780 ft/door

where: FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr-door) "

Sp Total Perimeter Footage of Nylon Sp x O.007Ws'1215D
Brush Seal 100 REFF

D Number of Heating Degree Days Per
Heating Season . 780 x (0.007)(10)1-1215(4,000)

Ws Heating Season Average Wind Speed 100 0.70

(mph)
NEFF = Heating Plant Efficiency - 4,127.2 MBtu/yr-door
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BE 12, HANGAR DOOR SEALS -CONTINUED

P NES (MBru/yr)=

4,127.2 (fBtu/yr-door x 2 doors

= ,254.4 Sfitulyr

FUEL COST SAVINGS (S/yr)

(8,254.4 Mtu/yr) ($5.i2/lfftu)

$42, 262. S/yr

51R

$42,262.5 (20.05) +0

$23,400 (1.251)

-29
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D 1. INSULATE PIPES AND DUCTS A.

DESCRIPTION: Until recently, warm air ducts and hot 4. See procedures accompanying nomograph 18 for piping
water piping were installed without iasulation. cases which do not match nomograph 18 assumptions.
These conveyances are frequently routed through. . ",
unconditioned spaces where long runs can result in 5. Fuel Savings for Pipes (Btu/yr) , \..
substantial heat loss. The same may be said for
chilled water piping, steam lines, and cool air (Heat Loss or Gainold - Neat Loss or Gainnew) x
ducts. _ _

(length of Insulation) x (Operating hr/yr) x
Ducts may be insulated with rigid fibrous material 10
or flexible mats held in place with wire, clips, or
adhesive. Ducts may also be insulated with spray-on (I/Plant Efficiency)
foam. Ducts used to convey both warm and cold air
should have a vapor seal covering the insulation to j. Electrical Savings for pipes (kwhiyr) -
prevent condensation in the insulation.

(Cooling Loss or Gainold - Cooling Loss or Gainnew) x --

Pipes also can be insulated with a variety of rigid, (-

fibrous, plastic, or glass wool materials. The 1 x (length of Insulation) x (Operating hr/yr) x
selection of the insulation depends on the pipe's EERjBtu\ 10

surface temperature and surrounding environment. \wh"
Fittings, valves, and flanges should also be

insulated. To preclude formation of excessive flash I kwh
steam, steam traps or the first 6 feet of condensate 1,000 watts
discharge pipe from the trap should not be
insulated. 7. Fuel Savings for Ducts (MBtu/yr) =

(Heat Loss or Gainold - Heat Loss or Gainnew) x
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: (ft

2 
of insulation) x (Operating hr/yr) x

(I/Plant Efficiency)

8. Electrical Savings for Ducts (kwh/yr)
000 (Cooling Loss or Gainold - Cooling Loas or Cainnew) x
9 900 (ft

2 
of Insulation) x (Operating hr/yr) x

8o

700 1 x I kwh
EERBtu) 1,000 wh< 600 -. -

500-

400- GENERAL INFORMATION:

300 MAYE

200 Sizes Available: O.5-in. to 3.0-in. Insulation thickness
Z Startup Cost: See table 7 in tables section

100 Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost . -

. Equipment Life: 25 years
0 1.250 2.500 3,750 5.000 Skill Level of Personnel Required: Insulation contractor 4 '

OPERATING HOURS, YR Level of Development: . -

Basic Research Underwa
Prototype Being Tested

BENEFITS/DETRI0ENTS: Reduced energy loss through Operational Test and Evaluation Underwayducts and piping. Approved for Service

dc Available on Market x

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

- Size of piping/ducts
- Length of existing pipes/ducts NES - Hydrocarbon Energy Savings (in Btu/yr) +

- Thickness of existing insulation on pipes/ducts (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
- Type of existing insulation on pipes/ducts
- Cooling energy efficiency ratio (EER) 11,600 Btu/kwh)
- Operating temperature of water/steam in ducts 1,0t/h

and pipes ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
- Ambient temperature
- Operating hours of pipe/duct per year SIR
- Type and thickness of planned insulation
- Plant efficiency (if unknown, assume 0.75) AEfuel(DERF) + AEelec(DERF) JO&M (PYDF)

PROCEDURE: C(PIF)

1. Determine the length of pipe/duct and ambient SAMPLE CALCULATION:

operating temperature and calculate the
temperature difference. • Assumptions:

Warm air duct 18-in. diameter x 250-ft length (1,200 ft
2
)

2. Determine type and thickness of existing Bare duct
insulation on pipe/duct (if any). 0.5-in. insulation to be installed

Temperature difference: 500 F

3. Using nomographs 17 through 20 determine a first Operating Hours/yr: 2,200 hr/yr
approximation of the heat loss or gain/hr of the Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF): 75%

- pipe/duct, both in its present condition and Startup Cost: $2,400
equipped with the thickness of insulation under Change in O&M: None

consideration. Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil
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D 1. INSULATE PIPES AND DUCTS -CONTINUED

Energy Cost: $5.12I?4Btu
Escalation Rate: 8%

Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
Calculations follow from the procedure section:

FUEL SAVINGS (HBtu/yr)

(50 Btu/hr/ft
2 

- 24 Btu/hr/ft
2
) (1,200 ft

2
) (2,200 hr/yr)

0.75
x X tu

106 Btu

- 91.52 MBtu "

NES (MBtu/yr) = 91.52 MBtu

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

- 91.52 KBtuyr x $5.12/MBtu

- $469/yr

SIR =

$469 (20.05) + 0 (9.524)
$2,400 (1)

- 3.92

SL_

p10
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D 2. INSTALL/REPLACE STEAM TRAPS 0

DESCRIPTION: Steam traps are used to remove conden- SAMPLE CALCULATION:

sate, air and carbon dioxide from steam lines to
improve system performance. When steam traps mal- Assumptions:
function, live steam is allowed to escape. If only Size of Malfunctioning Steam Trap: 3/16 in. orifice,
those traps are repaired that have been observed to 125 psig
fail, it is likely that many others are functioning Operating Hours: 3,000 hr/yr
inefficiently. Therefore a steam trap maintenance Heating plant efficiency (HEFF): 75.
program is recommended to ensure additional energy Equipment Life: 5 years
saving. Test equipment can be obtained to check the Startup Cost: $76
traps' proper operation. The amount of energy saved Change in O&M: $70 increase (with maintenance program)
depends on the number o.f traps that were found to be Fuel Saved: No. 2 fuel oil
Jef,?ctive and on the trap size. Energy Cost: $10/Mtu (Production Cost of Steam)

Escalation Rate: 31%
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

#4" ~Always feasible. ""t.Alwy fCalculations 
follow from the procedure section:

3ENEFITS/DETRIHENTS: Replacement of defective steam
traps or installation of additional steam traps will Stram loss - 110 lb/hr (nomograph 21)
result in a savings of steam and delivery of higher
juality steam, FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)

SURVEY DAtA NEEDS: 110 lb x 1,100 Btu x 3,000 hr
hr b vr x MBtu

- Number, size, and type of malfunctioning steam 0.75 [00 Btu
traps

- Steam trap orifice size (in.) = 484MBtu/yr
- Steam pressure (psig)
- Operating hours/yr NES (MBtu/yr) - 484 MBtu/yr
- Heating plant efficiency 'HEFF)

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)
PROCEDURE:

484 KBtu x SlO/Mtu
1. Determine the number, size, and type of

malfunctioning steam traps. $ $
4
,
8
40/yr

2. From homograph 21 determine the steam loss in SIR =
b, r tot the steam trap orifice size and

working pressure used. $4,840 (20.050) + (-$70) (9.524)

$76 (1.561)
. a osvigs "t,r) 0

812L Steam '-ass (lb/hr) x 1,100 Btu/lb a Operating hr/yr
Heating Plant Efficiency

;ENERAL !NFORMATION:

Sizes Available: 3/16 in. to 2 in. orifices
Startup Cost: Pipe Size (NPT) (In.)
,Cost installed) 1/2 1 1-1/4 1-1/2 2.

Inverted 3ucket $76 $115 235 280 403
Float 96 $112 135 $184 $306
Thermostatic

Replacement oars: Same as startup cost

Eqiipment Life: 5 years for waterfront application; 10
vears :.sr commerzial application;

Skill t.evel ,f Personnel Required: Plumber
Level if Development:

3asi: Research lnder.av
?r~toty p Seing Tested
)perat,,na[ 7est & Evaluation Und.rwav
Anprov-d -3r Service
kvaisole ). Market ,

SAFIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS 'NES) .in Btuvr):

NES Aydrocarbon Fuel Savings 'in Bt/yr)

* Electrical Energy Savings 'in 3tu/vr) x

"l .I .OO 3 t u /k w h )

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EUArIrJN:

SIR L E DERF) -GIO&M PYDF)
C( PIF)

.8...

1-"
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D 3. REDUCE FLOW RATES ON FANS

DESCRIPTION: Many existing ventilating and air con- - Fan Flow Rate in cubic feet per minute (CFM) '0, g

ditioning 3ystems may be oversized. This results in - Fan rotation speed in revolutions per minute
wasted energy. Some systems were intentionally (RPM)
oversized because of conservatism. Further, in some- Brake horsepower required (BHP)
buildings where other energy conservation measures - Static pressure in inches of water (SP)
have been taken, the internal heat loads are sig-
nificantly smaller than those which formed the basis 4. Establish reduced air flow rate to meet minimum air
for the original cooling system design. Finally, in flow rate required by NAVOSH standard.
some instances, the utilization of space, and the
associated heat loads have changed without having S. Obtain the analogous data for reduced air flow rate.corresponding changes made in HVAC equipment. Care- Alternately, fan law equations can be used to esti-
ful reevaluation of building heating/cooling loads mate reduced power requirement for reduced flow rate.
and required HVAC system capacities may make lowered See sample calculation.
air supply rates feasible, particularly in the heat- -ing mode. Flow rates may be changed by changing 6. Fuel Savings* (MBtu/yr) 

=

40t motor-blower pulley size.
(BHPoLd - HPnew) x 42.418 Btu x 60 rmin x Vv

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: hp-min hr 60 mm..

Operating hr/yr

0.220 for steam-driven fan

7. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)

" (BIPold - BHPnew) 1 42.418 Btu x 60 min x

YES hp-min hr

1 kwh x Operating hr/yr
0.05 - MAYBE3,413 Btu

GENERAL INFORMATION:

0 0.20 2.40 060 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 Startup Cost: $300 ($200, material; .10, labor)
BRAKE HORSEPOWER HPI Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Engineer for

analysis; technician for installationBENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Reducing air flow rates will Level of Development:
result in lowered costs for electric power to drive
air circulation fans. Potential detriments if air Basic Research Underway
flow rates are reduced beyond air flow requirements Prototype Being Tested I -include personnel discomfort and possible degrada- Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
tion of materials and equipment. Approved for Service

Available on Market x
SURVEY DATA EEDS:

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):Manufacturer's performance data on fans which are
used to maintain air flow. NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

- Fan type (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
- Variation of required driving power for
proposed flow rate changes. 11,600 Btu/kwh)

- Current fan flow rates
- Minimum air flow rate required by NAVOSH standard ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

f o r p e r s o n n e l c o m f o r t . " -e 
"

A+
'

SIR- lue D ) lec(DR)+lON(YF
PROCEDURE: 

C(PIF)

According to the Fan Laws (ASHRAE Systems & Equip- SAMPLE CALCULATION:
ment, chapter 4, table 1), the power required to
drive a fan is proportional to the fan rpm

3
. Assumptions:

Ideally, a tO% reduction in fan speed would then re- 10,000 cfm airflow
quire fan driving power equal to the original fan 10% reduction in air flow ratedriving power times (0.9)

3
, or 73% of the original Static Pressure: 2 in. water

power required. Because of 'imperfect designs and Operating Hours: 4,
38
0/yr

friction losses, this reduction in required power Startup Cost: $300cannot be achieved in practice. Nevertheless, a Change in O&M: None
substantial reduction in power may be achievable. Fuel Saved: Electricity

Energy Cost: $0.08/kwhTo determine the power reduction which can be ex- Escalation Rate: 7%
pected with an actual fan: Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

1. Select candidate fans.

2. Obtain the manufacturer's performance data for
-. the fan being considered.

3. Select the fan operating conditions which most
closely approximate the existing fan operating
point, and determine:
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D 3. REDUCE FLOW RATES ON FANS - CONTINUED

Typical manufacturer's data and sample calculations fora .

CHICAGO centrifugal fan are as follows (approximate 10% %.

reduction in rpm or cfm): *- p

CFM FPM RPM BHP SP

Old 10013 1900 687 1.60 2.0
New 8959 1700 621 1.21 2.0

Diff 10.6% 10.6% 9% 24.4% ( -

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr)

(1.60 hp - 1.21 hp) x 42.418 Btu x 60 min x

hp-m hr

1 kwh x 4,380 hr/yr -
3,413 Btu

1,273.8 kwh/yr

NES (MBtu/yr) "

(1,273.8 kwh/yr) (11,600 Btu/kwh (MBtu/10
6 

Btu))

14.8 MBtu/yr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) "

(1,273.8 kwh/yr) ($0.08/kwh)

= $101.9/yr

SIR-

$101.9/yr (18.049) + 0 (9.524)
$300 (1)

" 6.13
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HVAC I. ADJUST AIR/FUEL RATIOS

DESCRIPTION: Following building modifications to NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
conserve energy, the boiler controls used will

require adjustment. Most significant of these NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) -
adjustments is the air/fuel ratio. Boilers not

fitted with automatic mixture controls should be set (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
to vield the highest efficiencies over the range of

operating loads. Portable test equipment may be 11,600 Btu/kwh)
acquired or a mechanical contractor retained to per-
form the boiler operation tests and verify adjust- ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
meats. Coal-fired boilers should be checked more

freouencly due to the variable nature of the fuel. SIR A AE (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
. A graph of percent load versus hours/year may be C(PIF)

-elpful in determining the optimum operating point.
SAMPLE CALCULATION:

To allow for precise adjustment, the boiler should

-e inspected for air leaks. Air should only enter Assumptions:

.hr~ugh the designated primary and secondary inlets. 0.5 MBtu/hr Boiler
3,000 hr/yr, 500OF stack temp, 10.5%

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: CO2 in stack. Average load 60% of rated capacity, 75%
efficiency

Startup Costs: $300 (test kits)
Change in O&M: $100 (in:rei.-.,

Y E SPRESENT BOILER EFFICIENCY Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil
O 1 MAYBE 1 YES 1  BY STACK GAS ANALYSIS Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu

Escalation Rate: 8%
90 88 80 5 Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: ProoerIv adjusted air/fuel

mixt.res .ili conser e energy and may result in Calculation of Increase in Efficiency:
leiner boiler operation.

C02 EFFIC
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: From Nomograph 22 (z) (%)

- Boiler rated capacity (MBtu/hr) Present 10.5 82
- Annual Operating Hours (hr/yr) Possible 15.5 85
- Average 3perating load (% capacity)
- G iO, in flue gas 3% Increase Possible

-I' in flue gas
- Boiler Efficiency (%) by stack gas analysis FUEL SAVINGS (M~tu/yr) -

- S t a c k t e m p e r a t u r e ( O F ) F" 
-A" -"M /"

(Eff. increase) x (Avg Operating Load) x (Boiler RatedrOEUECapacity) x (Oper hr/yr) x (I/Boiler Efficiency)

" . Analyze the flue gases to determine percent CO2  - 0.03 a 0.60 a 0.5 MBtu/hr a 3,000 hr/yr
or 3 and stack temperature before adjustment. 0.75 , x 3-

Using nomograph 22. calculate the boiler effi- .36 MBtu/yr

ciencies in present and tuned up conditions.

NES -36 MBtu/yr.aximum CO2  Ranges for Common Fuels for

Tuned-Up Boilers FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

% CO2  36 MBtu a $S.12/MBtu -$18
4
/yr

Fuel by Volume

SIR -$184(20.05) + (-$100)(9.524)
Natural gas 11.6 to 12.7 $300(2.463)
Oil 14.25 to 16.35
Bituminous coal 17.7 to 19.3 " 3.70

Anthracite coal 19.3 to 19.85

3. Fuel Savings (XBtu/yr)

(I Efficiency increase X Avg Operating Load x Boiler

Rated Capacity x Oper hr/yr)/(Boiler Efficiency)

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Site@ Available: N/A
Startup Costs: $100-$500/boiler (test instru-

mentation)
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

* Equipment Life: 5 years
* Skill Level of Personnel Required: Boiler Technician

Level of Development:

Basic Research Underea
" Prototype Being Tested

Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service
Available on Market -
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Figure HVAC-2. Install Automatic Flue Gas Analyzing Equipment
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HVAC 2. INSTALL AUTOMATIC FLUE GAS ANALYZING EQUIPMENT i h

DESCRIPTION: Efficient combustion of fuel requires ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

an optimum air fuel ratio providing enough air to

e*osure complete combustion without overdiluting the IE (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
mixture. Ideally as load and stack draft conditions SIR CC(PIF) "" "

change, the air fuel mixture should also be varied.
SAMPLE CALCULATION: ..

On smaller boilers, devices that continuously S C T

m easure carbon dioxide and stack temperature can be Assu rions:
inst3alled. These devices provide a direct readout of t0.5 iBtu/hr

boilr efficiency and can be used by operators to 3,000 hr/yr

-anuallv adjust air/fuel ratios. 75% efficiency

A more accurate measure of combustion efficiency can startup Costad: 6$8,000of rated boiler capacity

se abtained by monitoring stack ga, oxygen content. Changep iot: $on0 0

7hese analyzers are particularly useful on multi- FueCh saved:in O&M:No. ne2

ueled boilers since excess oxygen varies only F e

- sligntlv. On large boiler installations, automatic Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu-

)xygen inalyzers can be used to directly control Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

s1rlfuel mixtures with changing conditions. A D u t"

=EASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Calculations follow from the procedure section:

FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) =

(0.02) x (Avg Operating Load) x (Boiler Rated
Capacity) x (Oper hr/yr) x (I/Boiler Efficiency)

a. = 0.02 x 0.60 x 0.5 ,Btu/hr x 3,000 hr/yr 24 MBtu/yr 2
< 1 0.75

MAYBE NES = 24 MBtu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

NO - 24 n§tu/yr x $5.12/mBtu $
1 2

3/yr m --

2 SIR - $123 (20.05) - 0

.0 8,00 3.00 $8,000 (1.251)

SMBTU
- 0.246

BENEFITS,DETRIMENTS: The installation of flue gas

inalvzing equipment allows more close control of

roiler and/or fuel ratios resulting in more effi-
'ient operation.

SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

- Boiler rated capacity (MBtu/hr)
- Annual hours of operation (hr/yr)

- Average cperating load (% rated capacity)

PROCEDURE:

1. Deter-ine boiler annual energy consumption

'Avg Doerating Load) x (Boiler Rating) x (Oper hr/yr))/

R-,iIr efficiency,

Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) 0.02 x Annual Energy
Consumption

;ENERAL INFORMATION:

3izes Available: N/A

Startup Costs: se.000/boiler
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 15 years

Skill Level )f Personnel Required: Mechanical
contractor'electrician

Level of Development:

• Basic Research Underway

" - Prototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
App roved for Service

Available an Market .

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Bt-sar):

NES= Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Rtu/vr)

'Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/-r) x

11,60o Btu/k.h)
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Figure HVAC-3. Replace Boiler Controls
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HVAC 3. REPLACE BOLLER CONTROLS0

DECITO:O ag olrvcomplex Ceta y- alculations follow from the procedure section:

-- tes rgultethe boiler oprtion and hence effi-

crenv. gin conrolsysemssubject to defective
operation can waste energy. Automatic control sys FE AIG (4t/r

temscanresore thesystem to proper operation.
Some castemstare thesind t continuously adjust 0.05 x ((Avg Operating Load) x (Boiler Rated Capacity) x

fuiel/air mixtures to maintain minimum excess air for (Oper hrlyr)) x (1/Boiler Efficiency)

copet ombustion in response to varying loads and 0.5x06 S. BuH x300h/r 6 ~uy
environmental conditions. They can also be used to . a06 a05MruH x300h/r-60 r/y

maintain various operating schedules and control 0.75

auxiliary functions like blowdown~ control. NS 6 ~uy

* ~~FEASIBILITY REQUIREmENT: FE OTSVNS(/r

60 MBtu/yr x $5.12/MBtu =$307w

SIR -$307 (20.05 + ($20) (9.524)
NO MAAGE OF BOILER CONTROLS $30(12)

(YEARS) 1.

10 15 1 .

BENEFITS /DETRIMENTS: Modern control systems can be

used to optimize boiler operation and control a

variety of functions.

NEEDED SURVEY DATA:

- Boiler rated capacity (MBtu/hr)

- Annual hours of operation (hr/yr)

- Average operating load (Srated capacity)

?ROCEDURE:

I1. Fuel savings (MBtulyr) 0.05 x ((Avg Operating
Load) x (Boiler Rated Capacity) x (operating

hour/yearW)(Boiler Efficiency"

GENERAL INFORM{ATION:

Sizes Available: 80 x 103 to 18 x 106 Btu/hr

capacity
Startup Costs: $580 to $730 14Btu/hr capacity

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 15 years
Skill Level of personnel Required: Mechanical

contractor/c lec trician
Level of Oevel~pment:

Basic Research Underway

AM Prtotye Reing Tested
Operatonal Test and Evaluation Underway
I roved for Seiyj...J.

Available on Are

'IATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

'ItS Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

Electrical Energy Savings (in kwhlyr) x

! ,300 Btu/kwh)

N"MI: ANALYSIS EQUATION:

* E 'DERF) - AO&M (PYDF)
Cl PIF)

;A.MP!'.F ALCVLATION:0

Ais-Mptlions:
Boiler size: 0.5 MiBtu/hr
),000 4r,'vr
75Z efficiency
Average Load: 60% of rated capacity
Start,.p Cost: $370
change in O&M* $20 (increase)
Fuiel Saved: No. 2 oil

Energy Cost: 55.12/MiBtu
Escalation Rate: 8%
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
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NVAC 4. INSTALL AUTOMATIC BLOWDOWN CONTROLS" -

DESCRIPTION: Boiler blowdown is done to maintain a NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
low concentration of dissolved and suspended solids
in the boiler water and to remove sludge. Blowdown NES H Nydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +
may be either manual, intermittent, or continuous.

The frequency of blowdown depends on the volume of (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) "
solids in the boiler makeup water and the type of 11,600 Btu/kwh)teed treatment used. Energy can be conserved by 1160 Bu/wh
blowing down the boilers only when required. Auto- ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
atic blowdown controls monitor boiler water conduc--

tivity and pH and initiate blowdown only as often as SIR . AE (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
required to maintain acceptable water quality. C(PIF)

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS: ,*- -

Assumptions:
500- 1 blowdown/day, 365 days/yr, 50 gal/sin flow rate,

30 sec duration, 15% energy savings
00 YES Startup Cost: $3,000

7 Change in O&M: None

.z Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil
3CO Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu

MAYBE Escalation Rate: 8%
'0O.. Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:'00

430 6.00 8.00 Water Used - (No. of Blowdowns/day) x (days/yr) x
S/MBTU

(Flow Rate) x (Duration)
3ENEFITS,DETRIMENTS: Automatic blowdown control can " -,-.

nserve energy while maintaining desired water = (1 Blowdown) x (365 days) x (50 gal) x (0.5 min)

:aei .v day yr min Blowdown

SURVEY DAtA NEEDS: = 9,125 gal/yr

- B3owdowns/daV Energy Used (KBtu/yr):
- allonsiblowdown
- Boiler operating days/yr (1,300 Btu/gal) x (Water Used gal/yr) (MBtu/10

6 
Btu) =

PROCEDURE: (1,300 Btu/gal) x (9,125 gal/yr) =12 4MBtu/yr

Determine the number of gallons of water FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) =

A ischarged/b lowdown.
(o.15**) x (12 M tu/yr)

2. Determine the annual energy consumed by boiler
Sblowdown. = 1.8 MBtu/yr

Water Used = Blowdowns/day x gal/Blowdown x NES - 1.8 M tu/yr
days/yr

Energy Used 1,300 Btu/gal* x Water Used FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) =

ga I /y r)
(1.8 Sftu/yr) x ($5.12/MBtu)

3. Automat .. control can save up to 20Z of the
energy used by limiting unnecessary blowdowns. = $9.2/yr

Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) = (0 to 20%)** x (Energy SIR = $9.2 (20.05) - 0
Used) $3,000 (1.251)

**Actual savings depend on local conditions. - 0.05
- 0.05 .. S

-: - ;ENERAL INFORMtATION:

* szes Available: N/A
3tart p Cost: $3,000
Replacement Cost: Same as startup *(212OF - 55

0
F) x 1 Btu/lb OF x 8.3 lb/gal =

Kquionent .ife: 13 years 1,300 Btu/gal
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician, ***Assumed 15% savings in energy.
mechanical contractor

Level if Development:

aI3c Research Inderway
FPrototvpe Ben? Tested

)P111rational 2eit and Evaluation 7nderway
A roved Eor Service
Available in Market "
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Figure HVAC-5. Return Steam Condensate to Boiler
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HVAC 5. RETURN STEAM CONDENSATE TO BOILER

Codnae is formed in steam
DESCRIPTION: Condensate GENERAL INFORMATION:
distribution lines as steam loses its heat.

Normally, the condensat, is removed by means of Startup Cost: $50 per foot of pipe
steam traps to prevent water hammer" and possible Replacement Cost: Same as startup coatRetaeon maintai steam quait (dryness)....

pipe damage, or to maintain steam quality (dryness). Equipment Life: 15 years
If the steam condensate is captured and returned to Skill Level of Personnel Required: Mechanical contractor -

the boiler, it may either be used as boiler makeup Level of Development:
water or used to preneat boiler makeup water thereby
saving energy. Basic Research Underway

FEASIBILITY REQUeREMET:PrTtotedeBein
____FASIILTY _EUREMNT Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service Use
Available on Market X

10 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

m 5 11,600 Btu/kwh)

YES ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
SIR S ]

MAYBESI
NO

0 200 SAE(DERF) + /O&M (PYDF)
0 00200 C(PIF)

GAL ONS OF CONDENSATE SAMPLE CALCULATION:
RETURNEDHOUR SML ACLTE

Assumptions:

Boiler Rated Capacity: 2.4 MBtu/hr
BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Benefits - water and energy Boiler Load: 2 MBtu/yr (80% of rated capacity)
are conserved. Detriments - .ost of installing and Operating Hours: 8,760 hr/yr
maintaining the condensate lines. Startup Cost: 300 ft condensate line @$50/ft =

$15,000.00
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: Boiler Efficiency: 75%

Equipment Life: 15 years
- Boiler rated capacity 'MBtu/hr) Condensate System Efficiency: 70%
- Annual hours of operation (hr/yr) Change in O&M: $5

0
0/yr (increase)

- ondensate lie installation and mainrenance cost Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil
- :equired makeup water quantity Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu
- Estimated percentage of generated steam that can Escalation Rate: 8%

0- returned as condensate (gallons) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
Boiler efficiency
A~3re condensate system efficiency Calculations follow from the procedure section:

'RO 11?EDI Quantity of Steam Generated =Boiler Rated Capacity x % Load
Total Heat of Steam

Determine the quantity or steam generated using 2.4 MBtu/hr x 0.80
actual load: 2.19 x 10 Btu/ib 

?,antity of Steam Generated (lb/h, = 1,613.4 lb/hr

boiler rited capacity (Btu/hr) a (Z load)
total eat , steam (1.19 a !

3 
Btu/lbl Potential Steam Condensate Return =

2. Determine heat energy available in condensate Quantity of Steam Generated x Condensate System Efficiency

return as follows: 8.3 lb/gal

Steam condensate return g al of Condensatel = = (1,613.4 lb/hr x 0.70)(1/8.3 lb/gal)

L.hr 136 gal of Cond Returned/hr

"Quantity of Steam Generated (lb/hr)) x

(Condensate System Efficiency) x (1/8.3 lb/gal) FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) =

(1,300 Btu/gal x 136 gal of Cond/hr x 8,760 Oper hr/yr)

3. Determine fuel savings (MBtu/yr) as follows: (KBtu/10
6 
Btu)/0.

7
5 "

(1,300 Btu/gal* x Cond Rtn'd (gal/hr) x 2,066 MBtu/yr

Opec hr/yr)/Boiler Efficiency

* Assuming condensate temperature is 2120F and
makeup water temperature is 550o, as follows:
(212°7 - 550F) x I Btu/lb-O x 8.3 lb/gal
1,300 Btu/gal
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HVAC 5. RETURN STEAM4 CONDENSATE TO BOILER -CONTINUED

NES (Mttu/vr)

2,066 MBtu/yr

* FUEL COST SAVINGS (S/yr)

2,066 M4Btu/vr x SS.12/14Btu

* = SIO,57
8
/yr

SIR

* $10,578 (20.050) 0 + (-$500) (9.524)
$15,000 (1.251)

L1.05
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Figure HVAC-6. Preheat Boiler Feed Water
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HVAC 6. PREHEAT BOILER FEED WATER ,.

DESCRIPTION: Preheating boiler feed water before SPLCAUATO

,°" . it enters the boiler using waste heat will reduce _APL__ LU_ TIN___...-
energy consumption. One source of waste heat that
can De harnessed is the exiting flue gas. Care Assumptions:

should be taken to prevent the stack temperature Stack Gas Temperature (Existing): 5500F

from falling below 3500F. At lower temperatures, 0.5 MBtu/hr capacity, 39000 hr/yr operation

acidic condensate may develop which is harmful to Boiler Efficiency: 75%

boiler equipment. Average Operating Load: 60% of rated capacity
Startup Cost: $1,100

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Change in OAM: $60 (increase)
Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil
Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu

>- 800 Escalation Rate: 8%

Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

YOOS Calculations follow from the procedure section:al. YES--
-n 400 Percent Fuel Saved:

200 MAYStack Fuel20 MAY...... BE Temp Savings : -:
NO (oF) ()"

a 0 Y

4.00 6.00 8.00 Existing 550 4

S/MBTU FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) - ' :''

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Fuel savings of greater than F 
"I 

ty

10% can be obtained depending on feed water supply (% Fuel Saving) x (Avg Boiler Load) x

temperature and waste heat source.
(Boiler Rated Capacity) x (Oper Hr) x (I/Boiler Efficiency) .

"

SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
- 0.04 x 0.6 x 0.5 MBtu/hr x 3,000 hr/yr

- Identify boilers without preheated feed water 0.75
- Boiler rated capacity (MBtu/hr)
- Average operating load (Z rated capacity) 48 MBtu/yr
- Annual hours of operation
- Stack temperature (OF) NES 48 MBtu/yr

PROCEDURE: FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) =

I. Enter figure 1 (in figure section) at the exist- 48 MBtu/yr x $5.12/MBtu - $2
4
6/yr

ing stack temperature, and determine the percent
fuel savings using an economizer for feed water SIR = $246 (20.05) + (-$60) (9.524)
preheat. $1,100 (1.00)

2. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) = 3.96

S." % Fuel Savings x (Avg Boiler Load) x

(Boiler Rated Capacity) x (Oper hr/yr) x
Cl/Boiler Efficiency)

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: N/A
Startup Costs: $1,760 to $2,200 KBtu/hr boiler
capacity

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Mechanical

contractor
Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
Prototype Being Tested

Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service
Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

11,600 Btu/kvh)

* ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

SIR " 6E (DERF) * AO&m (PYD)
C(PIF)
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HVAC 7. PREHEAT C0OMBUSTION AIR

OESCRIPTION Preheating the air that is supplied to NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

the combustion chamber reduces the amount of fuel

requirqd to raise the incoming air fuel mixture to
the boiler operating temperature. The boiler manufac- NES =Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

turer should be contacted to make sure that a pre-

heater can be installed. Frequently preheatinig is (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

accomplished with heat from the boiler flue gases. 11,600 Btu/kwh)

Care should be taken to insure that the flue gas

temperature does not drop below 350
0

F. At l ower ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

temperatures acidic condensate may develop which is

harmful to the boiler equipment. SI =S (ER)+ O& PYF

*FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT-: SAM4PLE CALCULATION:

1.000. Assumptions:-
1000 0.5 MBtu/hr boiler capacity, 3,000 hr/yr

operation, 79% efficiency

800- Average operating load: 60% of rated capacity,

500OF stack temperature

Startup Cost: $900
600Change in 0&M: $50 (increase)

YES Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil

< 0 Energy Cost: $5.12/MBtu
Escalation Rate: 8%

200 MAYBE Annual Discount Race (R): 10%

NO Calculations follow from the procedure section:

4.00 6.00 8.00 Percent Efficiency Increase: 6.5%

S/MBTru

580.I RES MINIMUM STACK 
T

EMPE RATURE OF 450rFFE AIG Mt/r

BENEFITS IDETRIMENTS: Fuel consumption can be cut by % Efficiency Increase x Avg Operating Load x Boiler

Efficiency x Boiler Rated Capacity x Operating hr/yr

*SURVEY DAANEEDS:
= 0.065(0.60)(0.79)(0.5 MBtu/hr)(3,000 hr/yr)

- Identify boilers without air preheating =4. Buy
- Boiler rated capacity (MBtu/hr) -4. ~uy
- Annual operating hours (hr/yr)

- Boiler efficiency NES -46.2 i4Btu/yr

- Avg operating load (%rated capacity) 
A

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

PROCEDURE:
46.2 KBtu/yr x $5.12/Mntu

I Air preheating using boiler flue gases may be

practical if the stack temperature is above $237/yr

4500 F. For optimum savings and safety air may

be bested to 600OF for pulverized fuels, 350OF SIR $237 (20.05) + (-$50) (9.524)

for stoked coal, oil, and gas. Enter figure 2, $900 (1)

Aft* ft.gures section) with the suggested combustion
air temperature .snd find the percent efficiency 47

inc rease.

Fuel Savings (MBrU/.Vrl

Efficiency Increase a Avg Operating Load x
Boiler Efficienev x Boiler Rated Capacity a

)Derating hr yr S

t gEAL :N FOgMA-11ON

.hvi A1,11,11: SIA
Star' m io bt: 3t,200) to $1,800 Mift.lhr boile r

Rezblcenent -ost: Same as startup costs
7ojuiprnent if: 25 years

ikib L evel If ?ersortnel Required: Mechanical

2 'otract'1r

B55l,2 RpesearonUnera
?rotjtvpe Being Tested I

er-at,.inal Test i Evaluation Underwav
A prov- for Service
Avaiable in Mare
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HVAC 8. PREHEAT FUEL OIL -

DESCRIPTION: Certain low sulfur oils require con- SAMPLE CALCULATION:
tinuous heating to prevent the formation of wax de-
posits. Heavy oils must be preheated to the follow- Assumptions:
Lng temperatures to obtain complete atomization. Boler Rated Capacity: 0.5 MBtu/hr"

N. 4 o - 1350F Hours of Operation: 3,000 hr/yr

No. 5 oil - 185OF Boiler Efficiency: 79%

No. 6 oil - 210OF Oil Preheat: 1850F
Av% Operating Load: 60% of rated capacity

Heating beyond these temperatures will increase ef- Startup Cost: $750

*iciency but care must be taken not to overheat or ChAnge in O&M: $50 (increase)
Fuel Saved: No. 5 oilvapor locks may form. Waste heat from flue gases, Energy Cost: $

4
.59/MBtu

blowdown, condensate, or hot wells can be used. Estalation Rate: 9%

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT:Discount Rate R): 10%

AS L Calculations follow from the procedure section:

_. kx  Annual Energy Consumption =

600 AvR Boiler Load x Boiler Eff x Boiler Rated Capacity x
YES OPer hr

4 'aI = 0.60 (0.79) (0.5 14Btu/hr) t3,000 hr/yr) 711 MBtu/yr

200 MAYBE FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) =.-E1

E O 0.03 (711 MBtu/yr) = 21.33 M tu/yr

400 6.00 8.00 NES 1 21.33 'JBtu/yr

S,MBTU

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr)
3:NEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Efficiency improvements of up 2 u""

to 3 percent can be obtained by preheating. 21 33 MBtu/yr ($4.59/MBtu) - $98/yr

SURVEY TA NEEDS: SIR $98 (20.05) + (-$50) (9.524) -A
$750 (.1)

- Determine 'oilers burning No. 4, , nd 6 fuel oil 1.98
- Boiler rated capacity .(Btu/hr)
- Annual hours of operation
- Averige operating load (Z rated capacity)
- Boiler Efficiency

PROCEDURE:

1. Determine boiler annual energy consumption =
Avg Boiler Load x Boiler Efficiency x
3oiler Rated Capacity x Oper hr/yr

2. Fuel Savings :."tu/yr)

0.03 x annual boiler energy consumption

GENIERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: N/A
-tartup .osrs: $1,200 to $1,800 XBtu/hr boiler
capaci ty

Replacement Cost: Same as startup costs
Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level ot Personnel Required: Mechanical
contractor

Level of Development:

tBasic Research Underway
;Prototype Being Tested
, perational Test and Evaluation Undeway
A roved for Service

!Available on Market

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) 'in Bru/vr):

. , ES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

'Eiectrical Energy Savings 'in kwh/yr) x

..L1,60 Btu,'kwh)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS ZQUATION:

SIR ,E (DER) A O&M PYDF)C' P[F::" " "
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HVAC 9. REPLACE EXISTING BOILER WITH MODULAR BOILER

.usually designed to 7 Calculate efficiency contribution of modular *• .-." operate at maximum efficiency when producing their i
rtt n nboilers using relative efficiency for various
rated output. Heating systems usually operate at percent load capacities (i.e. demand) of modular

loads of n% capacity or less resulting in signi- boilers using figure 4 (in figure section) as

fLcant boiler inefficiencies. High-low firing race 
fo4 nows)

burners can be installed to address the problem but

are less effective than modular boilers.

'n 3 odular boiler installation, a series of small

capacity boilers that an be fired independently are 8. Combined relative efficiencies are calculated by

Ised to meet the load. The boilers have .small suming over the modular efficiency contribution

theral inertias that allow rapid response and low (EMod total I + EMod total 2 .... Mod total 4)

oeat ip and 001 down losses. As a building's load

Lncreasei, boilers are brought on line in steps to 9. Efficiency Improvement

sore closely natch the demand curve. Products (modular) - Products (existing)

1FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: 10. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) .

(Efficiency Improvement/
0 0

) x Annual Boiler

AVERA GEPERCENTAGE Consumption

CAPACITY OF

PRESENT BOILER CENERAL INFORMATION:
100% 75% 60% 3%

Startup costs: Gas $ 4,300 to $ 55,000
(installed) Oil 6.700 to 55,000

BENEFITS,DETRIMENTS: The use of modular boilers al- Coal 6,700 to 133,00

ow the building's heating plant to more closely Electric 15,000 to 32,000

natcn the emand curve while improving plant effi-

_iencl. Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Equipment Life: 25 years

3URVEY DA:A NEEDS: Skill Level of Personnel Required: Mechanical

contractor, steam fitter "

"- oiler rated capacity Level of Development:

- Annual hours of operation .hr vr)

-Botler efficiencies vs percent capacity Basic Research Underway

- 3oler demand profile Prototype Being Tested .
Operational Test and Evaluation Underwa.

?R01:ED1' E: Approved for Service
Available on Market , .

".ng boiler )peration logs, establish the num-

'Ir .:o so prtonfrbie od in NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
.: ,Crieets. For example, a typical boiler

siiht perare it 100Z capacity for 500 hours, NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +.-

it 10' :spaciv for )00 hours, etc.
(Electrical Energy Savings (in Btu/yr) x

- nstricz a graph fhistograph) of operating
o1'irs "s percent fll !,ad (see figure 3 in 11,600 Btu/kwh)
:Ig're section for example). Area 1under this
4rapn represents total energy supplied bv the ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

SIe AE (DERF) - AO&M (PYDF)

.etermine percentage of total operating hours C(PIF)

)r -ach load increment.
SAMPLE CALCULATION:

i:cu4ate efficiencv of existing boiler using
at~v. "fficiency for various percent load Assumptions:

lpaclties 'i.e., demand) using figure 4 (in Average Boiler Load: 60% of rated capacity
.:5'r9 siection) as follows: Overall Boiler Efficiency: 79%

Replacement Boilers: Three Boiler Steps
ET~ra: " P EI . P2 E2 * P3 E3 * P4 4E4 * PbE 5  200 . 103, 100 x l0

3
, 200 x 103 Btu/hr

Startup Cost: $8,370
: Toral = Boiler Efficiency Change in O&M: S420 (increase)

Relative Efficiency (figure Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil
P Percent operating time Energy Cost: SS.12/MBtu

Escalation Rate: 8%

oetrmine the modular boiler capacities neces- Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

sari to latch the boiler demand curve,
ieve loped in steps I through 3. Contact manu-
act1-rers for available boiler capacities.

P )r acb moduilar boiler selecred, calcul~ate the
.ne r4v :oncr:buton for the nodular bilers

a:t11 '3ch load Increment is ftollow,:

* L )priting houri x ratio ,f steam
,PpIl:ed bv the specific odular boiler to

'til lemand i.e. percent fill load of
.xsr.ng oiller

105
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L. VAC 9. REPLACE EXISTING BOILER WIaMODULAR BOILER -CON4TINUED

Calculations follow frmthe procedure section: MRTCNMTO Mt/r

Average Boiler Load x Overall Boiler Efficienlcy z '

,,,om ,,,r.o ~Boiler Rated Capacity x Operating hr/yr

* T ~0.60 x 0.79 x 0.5 MBtu/hr x 3,000 hr/yr ... a

m 71l MBtu/yr

a - th FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) Eeg osmto :

-0.10 (1,139 M~tu/yr) - 71.1 Mtu/yr

NES - 71.1 K~tulyr

vim _H~ 'W* Mi oLM' FUEL COST SAVINGS (S/yr)

*~.-4O ~ 71.1 43tu/yr x $5.12/M~tu -$364/yr

1- -- T

~. ~*- I ~SIR - $364 (20.05) + (-$420) (9.524)I, $8,370 (1.0)

a U 25 U 2O:0 -0.40

Although the retrofit SIR is very low, if the existing

boiler replacement is required, a modular boiler should

-NOT: Etabishd oe LLO5tqlr ad to Z105 be considered. In this case, AiC would replace C.

Btu/hr boilers as new equipment.

Relative Efficiency of Existing Boiler 
*

E - Relative efficiency
P -Percent operating time

Pl El - P2 E2 - P3 E3 + P4 E4 + P5 E5

3.08(1) - 0.14(0.93) - 0.45(0.875) + 0.22(0.85) +

0.11(0.82) -0.88C_

Combined Relative Efficiency

First Boiler: Efficiency contribution

0.032 *0.07 + 0.30 *0.22 *0.11(0.86) =0.7166

Second Boiler: Efficiency contribution

0.016 *0.035 + 0.15 -0.201

Third Boiler: Efficiency contribution

(1)

0.032 - 0.035(0.86) - 0.0621

Three-Boiler Combined Efficiency:

0.716 + 0.201 + 0.062 -0.98

INCREASS in RELATIVE EIVICUi.ECT-

l
4
ew Relative Efficiency -Old Relative Efficiency

=981 88Z 10%

106/0107 blank)
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HVAC 10. INSTALL HEAT RECOVERY EQUIPMENT - CONTINUED

SAMPLE CALCULATION:
* um ons : '""

10,000 cfm HVAC equipment, 4,000 heating degree days,
5,000 annual dry bulb degree hours :.bove 780F, heating
plant efficiency (HEFF) - 0.75, EER * 6.8 (cost)

Startup Cost: $14,800
Change in O&M: $300 (increase)
Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil, electricity
Energy Cost: $5.12/NBtu, $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 8%, 7% -
Annual Discount Rate (R): 102 " . -

FUEL SAVINGS (NBtu/yr) -

cfm (exhaust) a Heating degree days x 18.4-.

Heating Plant Efficiency 

"

(4Btu/10
6 

Btu)

- 10,000 x 4,000 x 18.44 ( Mtu 3 - 983 , tu/yr

0.75 106 Btu

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) -

cfm x Dry bulb degree hours x 0.756 kwh

6.8 1,000 wh

- 10,000 x 5,000 x 0.756 - 5,560 kwh/yr

6.8 . 103

4ES

. 983 .Btu/yr + (5,558.8 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh) x

hBtu/106Btu " 1,050 ,Itu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) 
=

983 1Btu/yr ($5.12/.Btu) - $5,033/yr

ELECTRICAL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

5,560 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh $
4 4

5/yr

SIR.

$5,033 (20.05) + $445 (18.049) * (-$300) (9.524)

$14,800 (1.00)

- 7.17

1- b n

I ... -. .
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HVAC 10. INSTALL HEAT RECOVERY EQUIPMENT "P

DESCRIPTION: A wide variety of heat recoverv equip- PROCEDURE:
- ment is available for use. A typical installation

is shown in Figure HVAC 10. In facilities where 1. Determine the temperature and flowrate of exhaust 4.., ,
large amounts If conditioned air is exhausted, ro- and makeup air streams.
,arv heat recovery wheels can be installed to trans- . -.

fer energy to the incoming makeup air. These wheels 2. For sensible heat recovery:
consist If a porous fiber or ceramic disk placed in
the air stream. Hot exhaust air oasses through the Fuel Savings (M tu/yr) -
disk which absorbs its heat. The disk rotates so
that the heated section then passes across the cool cfm (exhaust) x Heating degree days x 18.144* .

*inciming sir stream which absorbs heat from the Heating Plant Efficiency' " 5ll. (MBtu/10
6
Btu)" -

Air-to-air heat exchangers can be used to transfer Electrical Savings kwh/yr -

Ieat from one air stream to another by direct con-

tact an either side of a metal heat transfer sur- cfm (out) x Dry bulb degree hours x 0.756*
face. Heat nipes can also be employed to transfer EER "
neat efficiently. Various other types of heat ex-
changers like the shell and tube heat exchanger can I kwh

IA ised to recover heat from fluids such as hot 1,000 wh

condensate, refrigerant, and blowdown water. *Derivation of Multipliers:

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: 0.756 Btu x 24 hr . 18.144 Btu

cfm-OF-Hr day cfm-OF-day

1.08 Btu

cfm-OF-hr x 0.70 Typical Heat Trans Efficiency
5. YES

0.756 Btu
cfm-OF-hr

MAYBE

3. For sensible heat recovery where the duct inlet and
17, outlet temperatures are not equal to outdoor and indoor

500 temperature, the savings may be calculated using the
following equation:

4 O 6.00 as,0 Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) - cfm (exhaust) x

SMISTU (T Exh - T Makeup) x 0.756* x

OR Operating hr/yr x MBtu/10
6
Btu

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: 1,700 to 41,000 cfm
Startup Costs: $3,000 to $39,500
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

E- S Equipment Life: 25 years
% 30-- Skill Level of Personnel Required: Sheetmetal

-~ worker
Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
'AYSE -Prototype Being Tested

40 -Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
SApp roved for Service

Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)
33 306 309 312 0i5 0.8 0.21

S.KW4 (Electrical Energy Savings (in Btu/yr) x

3ENEFITS, DETRIMENTS: The harnessing of waste heat 11,bO0 Btu/kwh)
where practical is an excellent conservation oppor-
unitv. Energy otherwise discarded can be utilized ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

to perform A needed function. Additional main-
tenance )f equipment say be required and should be SIR =
evaluated 3n an individual basis. u )e'.-D. E fuel(DERF) + AE eleciDERF) %O&M (PYDF)

3URVEY DATA NEEDS: C(PIF)

- Temperature if exhaust sir stream 'IF)
- Flwrate iA exhaust air cfm)

- lemperatire )f makeup air (IF)
- Flowrate )f makeup air 'cfm)
-3eating degree lavs
- Dry blb degree hours above 78OF
- Annual iperating hours (hr/yr)
- Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF)

- Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio EER)
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HVAC 11. REPLACE INEFFICIENT AIR CONDITIONER UNITS S

DESCRIPTION: Air conditioner units use the standard ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
electrically Jr iven vapor compression cycle. Inrecent ties E (DERF) - LO6M (PYDF)..::_.'
recent times, great improvements in unit efficien- SIR
cies have been made. In the industry, unit efficien-
zies are :ompared by the Energy Efficiency Ratio
(EER) jefined as: SAMPLE CALCULATION:

EER - Cooling Capacity (Btu/hr) Assumptions:
Input Wattage watts) 5 Units - 12,000 Btu/hr each, 500 hr/yr operation,

EER 'existing) 5, EER (new) 7
The input wattage for single-phase units Startup Cost: $3,735

Change in O&M: No change
Amps x Volts x Power Factor Fuel Saved: Electricity

The input wattage for three-phase units - Escalation Rae: 7%

Total Amps x Volts x Power Factor x 1.73 Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:The higher the value of the EER, the ,sore efficient-..

the jir conditioner. ELECTRICAL SAVINGS fkwh/yr)

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Coolirg Capacity x Oper hr x kwh x
1,000 watts

BASED ON EER NCREASE OF 1 5.

60,000 Btu x 500 hr x kwh x
hr yr 1,000 watts

5 Btu/wh 7 1. ,
BENEFITS DETRIMENTS: Replacement of air conditioner
."1th sore efficient units can reduce energy consump- NES u
tion by 23%.

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: 1,714 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh x MBtu/10
6 

Btu

- Ener;y efficiency ratio (EER) (existing and new) - 20 MBtu/yr

- Cooling capacity Btu/hr) -L O."G-y
- Annual operating hours (hr/yr) FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

PROCEDURES: 1,714.3 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh -$l3/yr

1. Electrical Savings =kwh/yr) SIR - $137 (18.049)$3,735 (1.561)

Cooling capacity (Btu'hr) x Operating hr/yr x - 0.424

- 7 kwh
EER existing) EER new)JX 1,000 wh

, GENERAL INFORMATION: i
Sizes Avilable: 5,900 Btu/hr

12,000 Stu/hr
29,000 Btu/hr

- stsrtip ,osts: 3505 '5,900 ftu,'hr)
37.7 '12,000 Btu/hr)
$1,208 '29.000 Btu'hr)

Replacement ost: Same as startup cost
Eqs-pmnt 'Lfe: 10 years
ikIl Level 3f Personnel Required: Maintenance

%111-1 >f Development: .

3iiic Researzn -nderway
Prltotype Being eqted
p~rit.)nal Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service
Avslahboe 3n arket X

4A:1)NAL ENERGY SAVINGS 'NES) 'in Btu/vrl:

NES lIvjr)car on FoeI Savings (in 3t-a/vr)-

Elpctr-cal Energy Savings 'in kwh'vr) x

* .)JO 
3

tj kwhl

13

- o-,":f :.,,0 St kwh -

---.
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HVAC 12. INSTALL LOW LEAKAGE DAMPERS

DESCRIPTION: Leaking dampers in HVAC systems result Level of Development:

"-"*'. in energy loss by allowing conditioned air to be ex-

-- hausted or diluted unintentionally with outside air. Basic Research Underway
This typically occurs during periods when outside -Prototype Being Tested
air dampers are closed and only minimum outside air Operational Test and Evaluation Underw,
is to be introduced, as in the case during the morn- Evaluatied UondServereway"_

ng warmup period. Standard dampers can allow from 5 Available on Market x

to 30% leakage when closed. Low leakage dampers re- 
.

o r

strict leakage to 1Z. Cooling savings potential is NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

presumed negligible.

FEASIBILITY REQUIREnNT: 
NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

IS. l(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

11,600 Btu/kwh) -

,AWL i0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

YES SIR-

MAYSE AE (DERF) + &O&M (PYDF)

CPIF)

SAMPLE CALCUL.AT ION:

0 10 20 3Assumptions:
Air Handling Unit Capacity: 12,000 ft

3
/min

PRESENT LEAKAGE WtTH DAMPER CLOSED I Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF) - 75%

Startup Cost: $750

'SEE PROCEDURE STEP I Pan Run Time (unoccupied period): 1.75 hours per day x

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Low leakage dampers conserve 5 days per week

energy by restricting the amount of unwanted outside Heating Energy Index (EIH) - 45 M~tu

air. Tog - 350F; Trtn - 680f; Tmix - 65°F

Change in O&M: None

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: Fuel Saved: No. 2 oil

Energy Cost: $5.12/NBtu

.- Identify leakage for existing dampers Escalation Rate: 82

- Air handling unit capacity (cfm) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

- Heating degree days
- Percent time fan runs during unoccupied hours Calculations fo.low from the procedure section:

- Heating Energy Index (EIH)(M1tu)

- Heating Plant Efficiency (HEF) Present damper leakage:

PROCEDURE: (68 - 65)/(68 - 38) x 100 - 102

. Determine air handling unit capacity (cfm). FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)-

Using following procedure, determine the exist-
ing damper leakage: (12,000/1,000) x ( 1 - 17/00) x 45 x

With damper closed, measure outside air tempera- ((1.75 x 5)/50) x (0.75) " 11.34 NBtu

ture (To.). return air temperature (Trtn), and

temperature of mixed air into air handling unit NES (MBtu/yr) "

(Tmix). The present leakage (in Z of air hand-
ling unit cfm capacity) - 11.34 NBtu/yr

(Trtn - Tmix)/(Trtn - Tos) x 100%. FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) "

2. Obtain heating energy index (EIH) from table 11.34 MYtu/yr x $5.12/MBtu $58.06/yr
SD2 (Supporting Data) for your location.

SIR -$58.06 (20.05) + 0 + 0

3. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) - $750 (1.251)

(Unit ft
3
/min/1.000 ft3/min) x ((Existing Damper - 1.24

Leakage Z -12)/1002) x Heating Energy Index x

'Unoccupied Fan Run hours per eek/50 hr/wk) x

( lHeating Plant Efficiency)

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: 12 x 12 in. Damper - 5100
60 x 42 in. Damper - $500

Startup Cost: Damper ost plus installation labor
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 15 vears
I Skill Level of Personnel Required: Sheetmetal

worker
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HVAC 14. ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

DESCRIPTION: Energy Management and Control Systems - Number of areas or zones which can benefit from
7EMCs are central microprocessor-based systems individual control

.whizh exercise control over some or all of a - The energy savings that can be realized by HVAC

bui.iing's o~r group )f ouildings') majot energy schemes not presently implemented
consiming svtems such as HVAC and lighting. This

overview addresses EMCS application only). EMCSs A qualitative assessment of EMCS fea-sibilitv can benomoer f o.'nfits.uince aeyiar

,f sr a numer of o-n,fits. Since they are developed by considering the factors above. A rigorous
ctopro...ss..r-based sys..ems, they ore progr.im.able. quantitative assessment requires developing the savings

and h an r projected from application of the individual energy

i f~xihcli, waste avoidanepe and control strategies conservation schemes to be incorporated with the EMCS
for eergy faed or accomodating program, as well as quantifying the additional benefits

building ise and 3ccupancv schedule changes. that result from their integration into a flexible
s VAC energy central control system. Such analysis is beyond the

ar' described in the ECOs tha follow (HVAC 15 scope of this manual. However, a rough indication, that

t r gh descbe . n e ECGs cntrbutesoo enery may help in deciding if further analysis is warranted,

tnr atin byA emploing and con btegsating suhocan be obtained using the method shown under "Procedure."zonservation by employing and -itegrating such n.!

strategies 'and possibly others as well). It is BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: EMCSs add complexity and require

through effective integration of the various control both hardware and software maintenance. The technologies

strategies that energy savings over and above that involved may require soni retraining, replacement or
s.ievahle iv the individual control strategies augmentation of existing M3ionenance personnel. However

-one is often possible. These additional savings these factors may be more than offset by the numerous

result from the EMCSs taking into account many more benefits of the system (which translate into maintenance,

considerations in the exercise of control over the energy and cost saving). Summarily, the benefits are:
systems that it controls or supervises than would e ng unf
.cherwise be possible. By being able to employ more
,)Ihermp e goiths, By ein able to epomiore a Control Scheme Flexibility - the ability to implement

mpvex algorithms, it is able to optimize the multiple control strategies of virtually unlimited

dsi atlg ostrategies to operact with each other, complexity, and relative ease of change.

al~inatiag passi')le :onflicts between them.

\nat"r imoortant benefit provided by a central EMCS 9 Scheduling Flexibility - the ease with which adjust-

* toe ease and flexibility with which building ments to either short-term or long-term occupancy or

3ccupancy and ujsage schedule changes (both temporary building usage schedules may be made. .

and long term) are accormnodated. This is important * Maintenance Benefits - the monitoring, data collec-

since effective total energy management must

coessarily take occupancy and usage schedules into tion and analysis, and report generation. This can

iccousnt. An FMCS is also able to monitor itself and provide fault isolation and analysis, indicate need

the systems :t controls, and to collect and analyze for corrective aintenance, and assist with preven-

lata. This directly supports improved maintenance tative maintenance scheduling.

,,hicn translates to additional energy waste
whoce, rn tda Energy Saving - a properly designed EMCS can achieve

greater energy savings than are obtainable by any al-

are available in sizes that range from those ternative approach.

-ittable for control of a single building with a few
thousand square feet of floor area, to systems SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

.apable of controlling any number of buildings of

nlimited size. - Present annual energy consumption (MBcu/yr)
- Number of candidate individual energy management

FEASBILITY schemes (ECOs) with favorable SIRs (ECOs HVAC 15-23)
REQUIREMENTS: - Number of zones or areas that would benefit from in-

dividual control
- Occupancy and usage patterns, including projected

, 3- stability of these factors
- Building specifics sufficient to calculate building

thermal transmission factor (see Supporting Data:

paragraph SD 2-2

2 PROCEDURE:

X The following procedure can only provide some indication

Z 7; of the cost effectiveness of an integrated EMCS instal-
YES lation. The procedure presumes that each area that has,

MAYBE or may have, a different usage (of HVAC energy con-
N Osumption significance) than adjacent areas, constitutes a

-1 : zone that would be separately controlled by the EMCS. It
•.10 020 030 4O0 0.50 is also presumed that all strategies with a significant

EMCSSAVINGS FACTOR savings potential would be incorporated.

1. Complete the following evaluation chart and sum the

Principal Feasibility Factors: weighted score column (D).

- Present annual energy consumption 2. The EMCS savings factor (SF) estimate is then com-

- Cost of EMCS (acquisition, installation and puted as follows:

startup)
- Number of andidate individual energy management SF Total Weighted Score x 0.031

schemes with favorable Savings to Investment Ratio~~(SIR's)"""
- Occupancy pattern instability

1 1 9 "



HVAC 14. ENERGY MANAGEMENT A-ND CONTROL SYSTEMS OVERVIEW - CONTINUED

SSF Value: 15

BTT Value: I
• m Number of EMCS Control Strategies to be

Employed: 9

....... ', .... =- . Changes in occupancy and usage: medium (score 2)
I. Average Z of space unoccupied time and allowable

.... . , temperature reset: medium (score 2)
"I Change in O&M: None

S** ' * ,,, * ,, s-) ! .,,t. Fuel Saved: Electricity and No. 2 oil

*. Q.Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh,.,. ~$5.12/MBtu__. ['.

,Escalation Rate: 7%, 8%
*..',,.I,.,,.I .Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

-. _____ Calculations follow from the procedure section:

.° ' Using the evaluation chart (with the above assumed

S- -,, .. ,." '. . values), the total weighted score is:

,-(2 x 1) - (2 x 1) - (15 x 0.2) * 9 - 10

'* .. .. I . .EMCS Savings Factor (SF) - 10 x 0.031 - 0.31
S...t!...,blie,. .,...t* .1 YA Il-fl P.,r .oS.,bl e...rtl I *p.*tfl.6

AE - SF x (Existing Average Annual Energy Cost)
- 0.31 x $18,000 - $5,580

FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) "

0.31 x 766 MBtu/yr - 238 MBtu/yr

3 Annual .nergy cost savings (.E), is calculated ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) -

5v muitipving the existing average annual . -

-fler' :ost for the areas considered by the 0.31 x 176,000 kwh/vr - 54,560 kwh/yr

favi:.s :actor (SF) determined in step 2.
Note: This calculation does not take into NES (MBtu/yr) -
iczount any change in operation and maintenance
costs.) 766 MBtu/vr (176,000 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh

4Btu/10
6
Btu)

-ENERAL INFORMA7ION:
S2,800 M~tu/yr

Sizes Available: For buildings of a few thousand 2

square feet and larger. No upper limit on FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

uilding size, number of control points, or
number f buildings. 238 MBtu/yr x SS.12/!ltu $1.

22
O/yr

Stortojp C'ost: $10,000 to S100,000 (see "EMCS Cost
Estimating Data" NCEL Report No. CR83.008)) ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Iq'ii7ent .Life: 15 to 25 years 54,560 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh $

4
,365/yr

Sktll Level 3f Personnel Required: Engineers,
cimputer programers, electrical and mechanical SIR - $1,220 (20.05) - $4365 (18.049)
-echnicians $25,000 (1.25o

Level 3f Development:

Ba... Research Underwa 
-

'.3

?rotjtvoe Being Tested
" ,)Derational Test and Evaluation Underway

Aoproved :or Service
AvaLable Jn Market x

NAZ:oNAL ENERGY SAVINGS NES) 'in 3tu/yr):

NFS = orocarn n Fiel Savings 'in Btu/vr) +

Electrlcal Energy Savings iLn kwhiyr) x

!.)Q0 3t, 'Kwhi

- Eo l D.ERF; + ,1c DEiF) -A &M 6 PYDF)

C) PIF ""J

SAc P:[.E ;AL; LAIIDN:-

-ieati-g Plant Efficiency HEFF): 75Z

Stari! 1 .st: 521.)00.
Exiiting Average AVAC Energy 'ost: d.S00/vr

,.)00 O I SO.J8 kwh 7 66 MBtu .

1201(121 link)

.......
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HVAC 15. DAY/ "GHT TEMPERATURE SETBACK

DESCRIPTION.: The energy required to maintain space PROCEDURE:

conditions duri..g the unoccupied hours can be

reduced by changing the temperature set point. This (Refer to Supporting Data for explanation of variables)

strategy applies only to facilities that are not

occupied 24 hours per day. Typically the interior 1. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr), ESH "
design temperature would be reduced to 50 to 5S

0
F at

aight during the unoccupied hours during the heating BTT x AZ x SB x (168 - H) x WKW
* season, and set up to 85

0
F or more during the NFF ,

, nocupied hours during 
the cooling season.

Space temperature reset can be implemented in a 2. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr), ESC

variety of ways. The simplest method is the BiT a AZ a SU a (168- H) a WS

replacement of thermostats with ones having 1,000 x E

setback/setup features. More elaborate schemes 
",-0x .

permit controlling setback/setup differences and GEEA-NO-AIN

4 time changes from a central control station. The GENERAL INFORMATION:

latter, while more expensive initially, is likely to Sizes Available: N/A

prove much more satisfactory in service since

tampering with settings is less likely to occur, and Startup Cost: $I00 to $300 per setback thermostat

setting changes (time, heat/cool selection, Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

temperature setpoint changes) does not involve Equipment Life: 15 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician

visiting numerous individual thermostats. Level of Development:

FEASIILITY REQUIREMENT: Basic Research Underway

Prototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service
Available on Market "

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES * Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

MAYBE (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

S 5
YES 11,600 Btu/kwh)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

J 20 40 s0 80 100 S1R

1NOCCUPIED HOURSWEEK &Efuel(DERF) + AEelec(DERF) + &O&M (PYDF)

C(PIF)

3ENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Day and night temperature

setpoint change is one of the most cost-effective SAMPLE CALCULATION:

* . HVAC energy conservation measures in situations
- where it can be applied. However, it is not Assumptions:

ipplicable in situations where spaces are occupied Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF): 75%

continuously, or where space temperature must be Startup Cost: $2,000 (10 thermostats at $200 each)

maintained at specific levels for equipment or BTT = 0.7 Btu/hr OF-ft
2

processes. A means must be provided to prevent Building Area (AZ): 20,000 ft
2  

-

snauthorized personnel from adjusting the time and Sumer Setup (SU): lOOF

temperature settings, if the potential savings are Winter Setback (SB): 10OF

to be realized in practice. Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER): 6.8 Btu/wh
Operating Time Per Week (H): 50 hours

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: Summer Length ('IS): 26 weeks
Winter Length (WKW): 26 weeks

- Thermostat setup (SU) (OF) Change in d&M: $20 (increase)
- 3uilding theroal transmission (Br) (see Sup- Fuel Saved: Electricity for cooling; natural gas

porting Data So 2-2) Energy Cost: S0.08/kwh
- Area ot zone "AZ) (ft

2
) $6.00 1Btu

- Heating and cooling system efficiencies (HEFF and Escalation Rate: 7%, 3%
-ER) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

- Hours per week luring which temperatures must be

maintained H) Calculations follow from the procedure section:
- Number 3f zones to be controlled
- Thermostat erback (SB) (OF) FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) - ESH "

- Weeks of winter (14KW) (see Supporting Data para-

graph SD 1-11) 0.7 Btu/hr-OF-ft
2 
x 20,000 ft

2 
x lOop x

- Weeks of summer (WKS) (see Supporting Data para-

graph SD 1-11) (168 - 50 hr/k) x 26 wk/yr x (1/0.75 x

1,000,000 Btu/MBtu)) * 572.7 MBtu/yr
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WVAG 15. DAY'NICHT TEMPERATURE SETBACK -CONTINUEDb

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS ''kwh'vr) * SC=

k0.7 Btu/hrOF-t x 20,000 1 0
0
F x

168 -50 k.r/v-k) x 26 wk 'vr) x

-365kwh y r

* NES MBtu/v r)

527x M~tvi/vr b.63 5 'Skwh -ir x I11,600 BrulKwh ~

x MBti, 3 J Btu)

,305 MB' 'Yrk

F"EZ :0ST, 3A'::.iGS .3 Vr=

7 !Btr , r x 4t3)'Br,

£LFCTRI:!TY COTSAVINGS S'-

wh x SO). .35Kwh

35.)53 yr

3 ,) .l )'. 10 S 35, 5 3 13:=' * -20) 9.5,141

12:s -4 r27 m
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HVAC 16. AIR ECONOMIZERS

DESCRIPTION: Economizer systems consist of outside being provided constantly during the cooling season,

a air intakes and remotely controlled dampers that presenting the opportunity to take advantage of "free ".

allow selection of the normal mix of outside and cooling" a greater percentage of the time. With variable

return air or l00% outside air as the HVAC system's volume systems, cooling is provided only when heat

input. (See illustration on facing page.) In essen- generated internally exceeds building heat losses (such

tially all geographic areas there are periods during as during the warm parts of the day). However these

the cooling season when it is more economical to periods tend to correspond to periods when outdoor air

process outside air. The intent of economizer enthalpy (or temperature) is too high. As a rough rule

systems is automatic selection of the proper source. of thumb, the savings for variable volume systems will be

on the order of a third of those for constant volume

Two types of economizer damper control systems are systems of the same capacity.
in the market. The first type makes decisions based
"nly on outside air dry bulb temperature. rhts iea- Obviously the cooler and dryer the climate, the greater

surement is then compared to either a predetermined the potential for economizers to be cost effective.
setpoint, or to the dry bulb temperature of the re- There is simply little potential for savings in normally
turn air. But the source of air that is more hot humid climates.

economical to process, depends not just on the tem-

perature of one compared to the other, but also on BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: While the potential for savings

the relative enthalpy on the individual air source. exists in some cases, practical results often fall short

Enthalpy can be computed from either dry bulb and of expectations. Improper choice of the air source by

wet hulb temperatures, or from dry bulb temperature the controller can result in greater energy expenditures

and relative humidity. Therefore, controllers that than before economizers were installed. Such occurrences

respond only to dry bulb temperatures can cause are hard to guard against since they are not accompanied
source selection that is more expensive to process. by any overt indications..
The second type of controller, which is designed to

maeP source selection based on enthalpy, would in Economizer systems that respond only to dry bulb temper-

theory avoid the possible selection errors that can atures must have the switchover temperatures set to mini-

occur when only dry 'ulb temperatures are measured mize the probability of introducing outside air of a

also see "BenefitsDetriments" discussion), higher enthalpy than that of the return air, even though

the outside air temperature might be lower. This (i.e.,

FEAsIB[Llr'Y REQ(IREMENT: the lowered switchover setpoint) will necessarily result

in the loss of all potential savings associated with the

20 region of outdoor temperatures lower than the return air
temperature but higher than the switchover setpoint

temperature. This region typically would cover a
significant portion of the total potential savings avail-
able from processing outside versus return air.

The use of enhalpy controllers would seem the ideal so-
0 10 lution to the problems associated with control based only

- on dry bulb temperature. Enthalpy control, however re-

0.05r quires measurement of relative humidity (or alternatively

0.05 Y 8 E wet bulb temperature). Unfortunately, tests conducted by
MAYBE the Army's Civil Engineering Research Laboratory at

NO Champaign, Illinois on a sampling of commercially avail-
0 -able devices has shown that they are problem prone.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 Typically they do not retain sufficient accuracy to con-
sistently permit enthalpy determination to make the .-.

ES:" proper air source choice. A partial solution to this

problem is frequent checking and replacement of sensors.
* See Supporting Data Section Table SD2 If proper maintenance operation cannot be assured, there I;

is a very real risk that none of the expected saving will
Feasibility depends both upon the type of HVAC sys- be realized, or worse, that the system will be even more
tem installed, as well as the climatic conditions, expensive to operate than before economizer installation.

The feasibility curve is based on constant volume This possibility is all the greater since there is no .'.

hot deck/cold deck or terminal reheat system. For overt indication of the controller having chosen to cool
other types of systems, the savings would have to be the air with higher enthalpy.
derated by the cooling system loading factor (LS)

Sratio of average total season cooling provided to An additional problem with wrong air source selection is
the cooling that would have been provided if the that of increased interior relative humidity. If outside

system operated at full capacity during the full air with a higher enthalpy is exchanged for inside air,
number of cooling hours available in the season). relative humidity will increase (assuming a constant

:f no better value is available assume a derated interior dry bulb temperature). Experience with econo-

ratio of one third. mizer operation in humid geographic areas has shown this

to be a serious problem which has resulted in signi-
Climatic conditions are accounted for by the ESF ficantly increased maintenance costs due to excess humi-

factor values in Weather Data Table SD2 contained in dity precipitation problems (i.e., rust, etc).

the Supporting Data section. These values were

computed from Enaineering Weather Data, NAVFAC (P- In view of above potential problems, serious consid-
89), and provide the average over the cooling season eration should be given to rejecting use of economizers,
of cooling avoided (in MBeu per 1,000 cfm for air even when the potential of significant savings is other-

cooled to 550 F, based on a 50 hour week - if wise indicated, unless the installation is in conjunction
outside air is used whenever it is more economical with an adequate central Energy Management and Control

to process). System (EMCS). A properly designed EMCS can essentially

eliminate the above problems by monitoring multiple
Economizers are available with either constant vol- humidity sensors, and thereby indicate when calibration

ume or variable volume air systema. Hot deck/cold or other maintenance actions are necessary, and prevent

deck or terminal reheat constant volume systems the introduction of outside air wherever accurate en-
normally provide the most benefit. This is due to thalpy determination is in question.

the fact that with these type systems, cooling is
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HVAC 16. AIR ECONOMIZERS - CONTINUED

. SURVEY DATA NEEDS: SAMPLE CALCULATION - Continued - -

- Type of )VAC system (constant or variable air Control Variable: dry bulb temperature (derate
savings 7% compared with enthalpy control)

. . handling anit capacity (cfm) Fresh Air (minimum) (FA): 5% .: "%

-Reqi ired 7minimum outside air in ' total air 'low Operating (Cooling Available) Hours Per Week
race (FA) (H): 50 t

- our5 per week 'luring the -cooling season) that Air Conditioning Plant Efficiency (EER): 6.8 . "
..ooling is ivalable (H) HVAC Type: constant volume terminal reheat

- ooling energy efficiency ratio (EER) Project Equipment Useful Life: 15 years
-Cooling sstm loading factor LS). If sstem is Air Handling Capacity oCFo): 10,00 0 CF-

3 :onstant volume hot deckr'cold deck or terminal ESF value (from Weather Data Table in Supporting
reheat system, TLS = 1. For ither types of Data section: 15 Btu/yr
systems ise a value of LS determined as follows: Change in O&M: $200 (increase)

LS = CFL.H/WKS x 7 x 3) Fuel Saved: Electricity
'See Sup orting Data for explanation of variables) Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh

Escalation Rate: 7%
PRoCEDURE: Annual Discount Rate (R): 10"

Determine value of ESF nv -consulting the Weather Calculations follow from the procedure section:
Data tables 'in Supporting Data Table SD2)

From Weather Data Table in Supporting Data, ESF = 15Savings lkwh, vr)- 
"2. ElectricalSais(whr

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) =
Zfmi,000 cfm) x (l-(FA/IOO)) ESF 'MBtuvr) x v

(10,000 cfm/l,000 cfm) x (1-(5/100)) x
3 'I" Ir wK x ESF :Btu/yr) LS x H/(50 hrlwk)) x

15 MBtu/yr x (50 hr/wk/50 hr/wk) x"
EER B '.w ) x kwh/l,000 wh*"

I x (1/6.8 Btu,wh) x (kwh/1,000 wh)

Decrease ths value by ": if Iry bulb temper-
it 're rather than enthalpy is to be used for = 2.10 x 104 kwh/yr

Derating by 7% (due dry heat temperature
iss 4s air being cooled to 55OF control)

-- 'se mits for variables given with variable = 1.95 K lO
4 
kwh/yr

lefinitins n the Supporting Data section of
this manual NES (MBtu/yr) =

;ENERAL 2NF')RmATION: 0 . (1.95 x 104 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh)

izes Available: N'A - 226 MBtu ( .
Startip Cost: 33,000-5.500
Rkpllcement -ost: 53,J00 ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) f
Aipmen t Life: 15-25 vears
;ki 'l Level it Personnel Required: Sheetmetal 1.95 x 104 kwh/yr x $o.08/kwh
'or'ers and -lectricians
.ev-. i Development: $1,

60 0
/yr

3rotor Res 
3
ehin Tesrea SIR $ 1,560 (18.049) - (-$200)(9.524)

Prtotype ern nestea $4.000 (1.251)4- -
perational Test and Evaliation Underway

Aproved for Service " 5.2
vs-lale on Market X

NA :ZNAL ENERGY SAVINGS tIES) 'in Bto, er):

AES "lvJr~carhon Fuel Saving3 in Btu,'r

Elctrical Energy Savings 'in kwh ,vr x

.,v20 lt-k~wn,

CC NMC S l NALfSIS EQUATICH:

: R ' E D E R F ' - Ou&' ? Y D F.

*e3t ng ?!I t Effttiency HEFF' :

1t81 1 1 m k-..

............... ... I"-"- ...... ... ............... .
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HVAC 17. MINIMIZE USE OF REHEAT

ESCRIPTION: Mechanical systems such as dual duct BENEFITS/DETRITNTS: The benefit is a reduction, often

•i.e., parallel) systems and some multizone systems significant, in HVAC energy consumption. If the deck

use a parallel arrangement of heating and cooling temperature resetting is not excessive, there are no

coils commionly referred to as hot and cold decks for detriments. If the reset is excessive the design

the purpose of providing heating and cooling mediums temperature in some spaces could not be maintained during

simultaneously. Generally speaking, both heated and peak HVAC load conditions.

cooled air streams are mixed to satisfy the mndi-
vidual space thermal requirements. In the absence of SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

optimization controls, these systems can waste ener-
gy because the final space control merely mixes the - Type of system: Hot deck/cold deck, or terminal reheat

:wo air streams to produce the desired result. - Capacity of air handling unit (CFM)

While the space conditions may be acceptable, the - Length of cooling season (WKS)

greater the difference between the temperatures of - Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER)

the two streams, the more inefficiently the system - Efficiency of heating system (HEFF) .

will operate. This strategy can select the indi- - Hours of operation per week (H)
vidual areas with the greatest heating and cooling - Amount of summer and winter reset possible (RHR, SCDR, V
requirements, establish the minimum necessary hot and SHDR) (see Glossary)
deck and cold deck temperatures based on these ex-

tremes, and minimize the inefficiency of the system. PROCEDURE: (see Supporting Data for explanation of

The goal is to reduce the temperature difference be- variables).

tween the two air streams to the minimum value which
will still meet the zone conditions. I. Calculate reset factors (RF) as follows:

A variation of the hot and cold deck multizone a. For electrical savings:

system is the air handler equipped with a cold deck
and individual heating coils located in the dis- 1) For parallel (i.e., hot deck/cold deck) system:

tribution brancniei downstream (i.e., series system).
The system operates with a constant cold deck tem- RFC - SCDR x WKS

peratire which is, in turn, mixed with cold deck by-
pass air in an effort to satisfy individual zone 2) For series (i.e., terminal reheat) system:
requmrement. Air supplied at temperatures below the EFC - RHR x WKS
i1dividual space requirements is elevated in tem-

perateire by the reheat coil in response to signals b. For fuel savings:
from an individual space thermostat. Selection of
the space wito the greatest cooling requirements and 1) For parallel system:
resetting the cold deck discharge temperature in RFH - (WKS x SHDR WKW x WHDR)

response to these requirements minimizes the energy
used for reheat. Again the strategy is to minimize 2) For serial system:
the temperature differences. REH - RHR x 52

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: 2. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) " ESH

- H x CFM x HDi x (1.08 min Mtulyr) x PFH

10• HEFF x(16 hr-ft
3
-OF)

3. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) - ESC

H x CFH x CD x (2.) min-ton) x R.Fc

1,000 ft3-oF x EER

YES GENERAL INFORMATION :

Sizes Available: N/A

Startup Cost: From negligible (for manual resetting of
NO a single hot deck/cold deck unit, to several thousand

0 1 dollars for dynamic and/or remote resetting systems)
0 10 Replacement Cost: Same as startup

Equipment Life: 15 to 25 years

100CFM OF AIR PROCESSED Skill Level of Personnel Required: Normal maintenance
personnel, electrician, and/or design personnel
depending upon system

This strategy is applicable only to systems in which Level of Development:
4VAC air is chilled, then subsequently reheated

either by mixing airstreams, or by passing the Basic Research Underwa
chilled air through a downstream heater). When the Underway

HVAC system is one of these types, considerable Prototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

savings are often possible. Approved for Service

If the setpoints (i.e., cold deck and hot deck for Available on Market -
parallel type systems) are simply manually reset, NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
there is negligible cost (only the labor for re-

" setting temperatures). This is clearly cost effec- NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +
tive anytime the existing settings call for reheat
even under the most demanding cooling conditions. (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
Systems chat dynamically reset temperature(s) re-

Squire additional equipment, though greater savings 11,600 Btu/kwh)
are thereby possible. These may or may not be costI 9 effective, depending upon startup costs and the say- Fings that would result therefrom.
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HVAC 17. MINIMIZE USE OF REHEAT -CONTINUED

ECONOMIC ANA.XYS13 EQOUATION:

SIR

~ 1 DR~"E. ,,(DER-') -I.O&M. PYDF)

3AM'P'-. J.LCLLAricQN:

-tetLig Plant E-Iclencv NREFF): 75%

st3rt0p ;osc: si',00

sv stem rype: rer-,nLnal reheat therefore CD HO
.:.e. series.)

..Ooi~ng Season Length ,WKS): 26 weeks R
Air Fla. Rate: .0,000 cfm
J-oling Ener~y Efficiency Ratio lEER):6.
.iloors 3, Ope~ration ?er Week HI: 50 hours

*Amounc or Reset (R) R: 30 F
hiange L,, AM: None

:e A*ved: ,as N electricitv
4ner~y .ost: 60.08-kwh

$b.30. M~tu
..Esalstion Race: 7., 3:
Annoia Disount Race R) : 10%

-aizuatians follsw trown the procedure section:

iF =30 x 2) weeks =78

=3a x ,. weeks 5

K: AVLNGS MB~w, r)

0 Ji,)00 x 1:.J8 x 156 112 Mit'ovr

i.yJ1A AVINGS kwh Or)

A'0 x x. x -8 i5,500 kwh/yr

N-6o 'iBtu -,r)

M3': or + -5.500 Kwh,vr x

1 .,(1 3t,Kwh . Itu :P~ 3tu) - 292 4Btu/vr

s: AVINGS S, -ir.

1B. Mtj x iSn.33 MB to Sn r

... >I1 )S SAVINGS iSot.

)9 $3.6.kx S1,2..O'yr

;-51,
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HVAC 18. SCHEDULED START'STOP OPERATION

DESCRIPTION: Time-scheduled .perition consists if HVAC energy consumption when all or some of the system's
,ne starting and stopping of equipment, or the re- functions are not needed. Properly applied, there are no

ietting ,f oerating points, based on the time and detriments. Note, however, when this scheme is used to
- ?e of lav. Type of dan refers to weekdays. prevent the Introduction )i outside (i.e., ventilation)

,at la'a, Sundays. nolidays. or sny )ther lay which acr during a building's unoccupied warm up period,

nas i 3Jifrferent scnedule of operat in. :t is 'he savings are possible only during the heating season.
simplest of all contrl systems to install, operate, Excluding cool, morning outside air during the cooling

ni laintan. It can be applied to an 4VAC system as season may actually increase ener;y costs. Therefore,

3 Whole. or to individual portions or functions when impleoenting this function, a means of disabling tne
nceroof. Thi is ECO. however, addresses only the function must be provided.

it uat ion wherein a timeswit-h or other time based
-ontrol equipment) .sused toprevent operation of SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

the liVAC system during (most of) the unoccupied
periods of a building or space under consideration. - Determine for each HVAC unit:

This scheme is appropriate where occupant health and o The system capacity in CFM

- mfort are the only reasons for maintenance of o Required minimum outside air Z total air flow

atmospheric conditions, rate (FA)
o The number of hours of normal operation/week that the

,oselt related to this control strategy are optimum equipment can be turned off compared to the present
izce scheduled) start-stop (HVAC l9), and scheduled operation

ioerating point set,reset vice start/stop) control - Zone area (ft
2

)
:VAC .5). % situation that looks promising for any - Determine the number of degrees setback or setup

one ) these strategies needs to be examined in (SB, SU) acceptable
.12't If the others as well. Sometimes a combin- - Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio lEER)
st-on of strategies makes sense. Indications that a - Hearing Plant Efficiency (HEFF)
-inination strategy is appropriate, however, is in

tirc reason to consider some form of total Energy PROCEDURE: (See Supporting Data section for explanation
Manaement Control System EMCS). See HVAC L4 for of variables.)

in overocew ,f - leS. .
The following savings calculations for HVAC equipment

5:50 closely re lated to this control strategy is assume a low temperature override to system shutdown. If

:.-e- ased cntriA over the introduction of nutside no low temperature limit is desired then use the average
i" ;,r ventilation {VAC 22). While heating (or winter temperature (AWT) in place of the low temperature

)<og must begin sometime prior to the start of limit (LTL) and let percent runtime (PRT) equal zero.
the )ccupied period in order for temperature to
r.I cn etpont temperature following a shutdown I. Cooling energy savings (ESC) (in kwh'yr) -
p., no ventilation air is required during this

o r d. Moreover, the thermal load imposed by its BTTr x AZ x (AST - SSP) x (168 - H) x WKS
a:rtI'duction can be significant. Avoiding heating 1,000 x EER
and i a much lesser degree cooling) this air
juring the warmup "or cioldown) period could thus 2. Heating energy savings (ESH) (in MBtu/yr)

L 4 save considerable energy. The start/stop times for
itslre air are different than system startistop BTT x AZ X (WSP - LTL) x (168 - H) x WKW

t .. e ho weer . d thus may require a separate 1,000 x HEFF
!imeswitch. The savings that result from this, com-

Srtel .. .ccordance with the iVAC 22 procedures, 3. Ventilation cooling energy savings (ESCV) (in kwh/yr)
m,.t 5 added to the savings resulting from
itart it3o operation for total energy saved. CFM x FA x 4.5 x (OAH - RAH) x (168 - H) x WKS

1,000 x EER
FEASIBIL.ITY REqUIREMWENT: :For ,11VAC shutdown duringn) p.ied our. s. Ventilation heating energy savings (ESHv) (in MBtu,'yr)

CFM x FA x 1.08 x (WSP - AWT) x (168 - H) x WKW
(10

0  
N REFF)

5. For any auxiliaries not accounted for by EER 'cooling

energy efficiency ratio) and NEFF (heating plant
efficiency) values:

\ Electrical Savings (ESAss) (in kwh/yr) -

HP x L x 0.746 kw/hp) x ilb8 - ) "

WK1S * '4KW x 'I - PRT))]

• 5. Total Fuel Savings MBtu/yr)
11 I ""

3 500( 00 ESES Hv

ZONEA REA AZ -F-
2  

7. Total Electrical Savings (kwhiyr) -

ESC * ESC v n ESASS

BENEFiTS/DETRIMENTS: Scheduled stop/start operation

is among the simplest and least expensive if the
Energy Management functions to implement, and -an

result in 3ignificant energy savings by preventing

__ .. ... . . . .~~ ~ 3 _) . _. ..



I'.'AC 1 . SCHEDULED START STOP )PERATI)N - 7NTINUED

A- :1NEAL ,Z>Y.A N: '.ntillating . oling energy savings ESCV

S ~ 4 vasne A 15,J00 x ).5 x 4,.3 x '33 - 30) x ':13 5 0, )
it- lp t 5) ind i ,5 !enenling in to9atir-s 3.00 x m.

s-ni jnn s:: same is itartip 2Dst -30-454 kwh

-- sent ''e 'I l~2 ears
fe.' sU I.r ,ne redI Electrician, :entilastion heating energy savings (ESHsp

~fee~ys~r1),300 x .5 1.08 x h8 - -5 - A

106 0 .75

* ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 tUtZ- 35 ,ayne .8 Ir
)- ni .,t 1' 2v3>fl- ii nderwa

%n Drn- , r sr , FUEL SAVINGS 0M0t./yr)

1,06.4 MBtu/vr + 338 iSBto/,vr
';A-: NAL- -NER~e .A2:N,;S NES. -- I 3t, '71

-,372 Mfru/nr

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS 'kwh,yr)
-. 2:~ri.tner-: Zvlngs in .wh,,r, x

-. 5,117 kwh/yr +30,454 kwh/sr

n.> 3 Ewn- 75,570 kwh/yr

-5=:ANALYABS wo,,N )N:
NES (MBr/vr)

x 1,572 MtBtu'vr + '75,570 'kwh/yr x 11,600 Bt-,kwh x

M~n1
6

Btu)

577>: -sI .s ... A- r N Z -l-, !AC huit-Sown' =2,-i50 MBt aiyr

FU'EL COST SAVINGS yr =

- - ,nN=s* 1,572 MlBtu/vr x 96.30,'MBri.

3, i ,r-1d AZ' 2), 700 ft-= $9,..
3
O/yr

1 i -insnii; in 377" .3t,- hr-
ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/vr)

Zr a:: n~ v n :4 D 3 00 f ~
in srvr ,aii EER) 3 75,570 kwh/yr x SO.338/kwh

*~~~ EF' =3 
6

,0
4 5

,vr
i-a '~eA nthalov )AH) '5 3t-i, 3

1 ,:il Air -tsai Air Flo. SIR

--t 4i S)ir:ing loting S-asn Shotlown $9,430 20.050 3 6,045 18.049) (-IQl .24
Ii---j aintain i :ow limit S500 1I.251)

-1kr -- rh o Srig Nor-a', )Peral ng iloirs - 461

* *'~~ -at-o '.n Zn 4,eK s W'

* -r' Z ,Z5a )'ynt SSP': '533F
* *- -nns : ,~ - S5

ma ,so1 n r S

-\ 4.0y-) Nn

*--- , . -Sa. AZ M4
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HVAC 19. OPTIMUM START/STOP

DESCRIPTION: Optimum start/stop is similar to includes large noncycling auxiliaries (such as water

. scheduled start/stop. The difference is that rather pumps and/or constant velocity system blowers.) Thus the

than occurring at a scheduled time, morning startup strategy generally has application only on larger,
is delayed until the remaining time prior to central HVAC systems.
occupancy is just sufficient to permit reaching the
setpoint temperature by the start of the occupancy BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: The savings result from an increase -a period. Early (i.e., prior to the end of the in the setback period length compared to simple scheduled
occupancy period) shutdown of the HVAC system also start/stop. This time interval varies from day to day
may be possible, especially if ventilation is not but typically will average 1/2 hour a day.
critical and mst building occupants leave at the
scheduled time. For optimum start/stop, the (Later start of the HVAC system would also reduce the

controller automatically evaluates the thermal amount of outside air which must be conditioned if there
inertia of the structure, the capacity of the HJAC were no separate control of outside air. However,

system to either increase or reduce the outside air dampers should be controlled separately since

temperatures, scheduled occupancy times, and weather that will provide significant savings. (Ventilation
- conditions in order to determine the minimum hours savings is dealt with separately in ECO HVAC 22.)

of operation to satisfy the thermal requirements of

the building. From an energy conservation SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
standpoint, this is an improvement over simple
scheduled operation (HVAC 18) which must provide - Determine for each HYAC unit:

enough time to meet the demands of the worst case a The system capacity in CFM

situation. a Required minimum outside X total air flow rate (FA)
- Determine zone area of the building (AZ) (ft

2
)

here are two components of energy savings that - Determine the number of degrees setback or setup
optimum start/stop control provides as compared to (SB, SU)(oF) acceptable

simple scheduled start/stop. The first is the - Total horsepower (HP) of continuously running auxiliary

reduction in runt.Me of system auxiliaries that motors
normally run continuously. The second is the - Equipment operational days per week (H)

reduction in on-time of the cycling loads (such as - Present warmup time (hr)
unit heaters). This second component is generally

small because the heat that must be added (or PROCEDURE: (See Supporting Data section for explanation
removed from a building) to get it to the setpoint of variables.)

temperature is the same regardless of when the
warmup (or cooldown) commences. Thus this component These procedures calculate only the savings over and -

of energy is that needed to maintain setpoint above those realized by scheduled start/stop control.
conditions for the periods equal in length to the Therefore these savings, resulting from reduced auxiliary

,ixffer~nce between the optimum start (or stop) times runtime, must be added to those calculated by HVAC-18
and what would have to be the scheduled start (and procedures for total optimized start/atop savings.
stop) times. Soince this component is both difficult

ti calculate and generally small, it is not included I. Calculate annual warmup auxiliary energy savings*, as

in the calculations for this ECO. Since this ECO follows:
onlIV deals with the first component, it has
applicability only to systems with a significant HP x L x (0.746 kw/hp) x ((WH x AND) - ERT)

'normally continuously operating) auxiliary load. x (DAY/7 days/wk)

As is the case of scheduled start/stop, this scheme 2. Calculate annual cooldown auxiliary energy savings*,
should be used in conjunction with ventilation air as follows:

control (HVAC 22).
HP x L x (0.746 kw/hp) a (CH - 0.75 hr/day) x

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: (365 days/yr - AND) x (DAY/7 days/wk)

3. Total auxiliary energy savings ESAos in kwh/yr -

warmup auxiliary energy savings + cooldown auxiliary
is. energy savings

4. Fuel Savings (Otu/yr) (see K.AC 18 procedure steps 2

and 4) - ESH + ESH

25. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) (see HVAC 18 procedure

steps 1, 3, and 5)

-IS ESC + ZSC v * ESAss - ESAos

A This calculation assumes a 45-minute (0.75 hours)
cooldown time is required per day during the days of

0- -the year not requiring warmup. This is a
0 10.000 20.000 conservative estimate; in most parts of the country,

ZONE AREA AZ)IFT
2
, a fifteen minute purge would probably be sufficient

in mild weather. 0

GENERAL INFORMATION:
* urves shown can be used for system startup costs

(c) other than the $2,500 used. For example, if Sizes Available: N/A

CNEW - 1,000 (i.e., 2/5 of $2,500) the unit cost Startup Cost: Will vary greatly depending upon the type

scale maximum value becomes 2/5 x $15/Btu - $6 per of controller used and whether control is combined with
Btu other strategies. $2,000 *

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

This technique can provide significant savings - Equipment Life: 15 to 25 years
over and above those obtainable with simple Skill Level of Personnel Required: Design personnel
scheduled start/stop operation and proper outside and electricians

air dampers control - only where the HVAC system

139



HVAC 19. OPTIMUM START/STOP - CONTINUED

.evel of Development: FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)*

.asiz Research Underway 1,064 Mtu/yr - 508 MBtu/yr

Procatype Bein Tested

Operational Test and Evaluation Underway 
- 1,572 MBtu/yrApro E. fr-Service 1k

Available on Market ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) "

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr): 45,117 kwh/yr + 30,454 kwh/yr + 0 + 3,265 kwh/yr

NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) + - 78,836 kwh/yr

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x NES (M tu/yr) "

11,600 Btu/kwh) 1,572 MBtu/yr + (78,836 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh x
MBtu/10

6 
Btu)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: 2 ".t-.y
2,486 Sffiu/yr"-,

SIR =

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) "
LEj,,WDERF) - LEai.eiDERF) + 6O&M (PYDF)

C(PIF) 1,572 "%tu/yr x $6.00/MBtu

SAMPLE CALCULATION: - $
9
,
4 3 2

/yr

Assumptions: ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (S/yr) "

Heating Plant Effici' ncy (HEFF): 75%
Startup Cost: $2,500 78,836 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh

Total horsepower (HP) of continuously run
auxiliaries*: 25 horsepower - $6,310/yr

Estimate of electrical motor load factor (L) (see -- '"- "-"y"

Supporting Data): 0.8 SIR 
=

Annual number of days total warmup required (AND)

(see Supporting Data): 200 days/year $9,432 (20.050) + $6,310 (18,049) (-$1,000) (9.524)

Present cooldown time before occupancy (CH) (see $2,500 (1.251)

Supporting Data): 2 hours/day

Equipment operational lays per week (DAY): 5 days/ 94

week

Equipment run time total required for warmup * Values from HVAC 18

(ERT) (see Supporting Data): 300 hours/yr
Present warmup time before occupancy (WH):

2 hours/day
Other assumptions same as for Scheduled Start/Stop

(HVAC 18)
Thange in O&M: $1,00/yr (increase)
Fuel Saved: Electricity and gas
nergy Cost: $O.O/,'kwh, $b.00 4Btu

EicalatLon Rate: 7t, 3%

Annual Discount Rate R): 10%

'se nameplate horsepower HP) times load factor
if actual horsepower of motor cannot be

r.adily ibtained (see Supporting Data section).

*aiulations follow from the procedure section:

Annoal warmup auxiliary savings -- ,'',

25 x 0.d x (0.746) x ((2 x 200)-300) x 5/7

= 1,07 wh/yr

Annual :ooldown auxiliary savings

25 x :).3 x (0.746) x ((,-.75) x (365-200)) x 5/7

= ,198 kwh, yr

iSA,3 s 1,0t7 kwh'yr 2,198 kwh/yr I
1,205 kwh/vr " -

140/(141 blank)
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HVAC 20. DUTY CYCLING

DESCRIPTION: Duty cycling periodically prevents SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

operation of the NVAC system (or some portion
thereof) for some fixed length of time. A typical - Total of nameplate horsepower of all motors to be

cycle might call for disabling operation for ten duty-cycled (HP)
minutes out of each hour. - The hours per week that the HVAC system is

normally operated (H)
lihere are three possible components to the savings - The number of minutes out of each hour that the S
that might thereby result. The first is that as- system can be cycled off yet still maintain an

sociated with reduced runtime of (normally) con- acceptable degree of comfort*

stantly tinning auxiliaries. The second is that - Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF)

associated with any reduction in the volume of
. ventilation (i.e., outside) air introduced (and thus * This will depend upon a number of factors, and may not

that must be heated or cooled). The third possible be the same for the cooling and the heating season. It

component is that associated with the fact that the may have to be determined experimentally, but usually - .

average space temperature will be slightly cooler in off time can be 15% to 25% of normal operating time
the winter and slightly warmer in the summer. For except during weather extremes.

systems where duty cycling is feasible, this last
item is generally negligible compared to the PROCEDURE:
auxiliary savings. As for the second item, yen-

tilation air processing, if outside air volume has 1. Electrical Savings Due to Duty-Cycling (of
already been reduced to the minimum acceptable level auxiliaries) (kwh/yr) - ESA -

see 4VAC 22) no further outside air processing
savings are possible. (Note: outside-air-to-return HP x L x (10/60) x (0.746 kw/hp ) x H x (52 wk/yr)
air ratio and duty-cycle-on/off-combined must still
provide for minimum ventilation requirements. This where:

may mean increasing the outside air percentage if
duty cycling is implemented.) Thus, duty cycling HP Motor Nameplate Horsepower (total of all
savings becomes simply those savings resulting from continuously running fans and pumps)
reduction in the runtime of the (otherwise)
continuously running auxi~iaries. Obviously then L - Load Factor (see Supporting Data)
-1s ECO is applicable only where such auxiliaries
exist. 10/60 - fraction of time system is shut down - . -

(assumes 10 minutes out of each hour)

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT:
H - Hours of Operation Per Week (use number of hours

of occupancy assuming duty cycling is not
desirable during warmup)

10 GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: N/A

Startup Cost: $300 and up, depending upon number of

individual motors to be duty cycled
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

X- Equipment Life: 15 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Design personnel,

YES electrician

Level of Development:

O MAYBE
-Basic Research Underway

0 : - -I Prototype Being Tested

0500 L00 Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service

NCREASE IN MAINTENANCE COSTS 5YEAR) Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

System must have continuously run auxiliaries that NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) "

could periodically be shut down. Generally in
auxiliaries with motors of more thin 30 horsepower (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
if not designed for cycling), increased maintenance

will more than of-set the savings that might 11,600 Btu/kwh)
)thervise be realized.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
BENEFITS DETRIMENTS: In systems where noncycling
auxiliaries exist, duty cycling can reduce NVAC SIR
*nergy consumption by reducing runtime. However,

duty -!cling Ioes produce additional wear on belts IE(DERF) - 1O&M fPYDF)
and motor starting circuits. Further. it may affect C(PIF)

air )ilance hetween zones if more qhan one air
handler is in se. These problems may preclude use SAMPLE CALCULATION:
of this function In certain cses. Duty cycling is

isually easy to implement, often involving a single Assumptions:
controller 'special time switch) and, where mul- Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF): 75% . -

tiple motors ire involved, relays for their control. Startup Cost: $500
The amount )f off time that can be uised usually must Total Nameplate Horsepower: 45 (HP)
he etermined experimentally. This, combined with Normal 4VAC system operation: 50 hours/week (H)
the fact that it is impossible to accurately predict Duty cycle off time: 10 minuteihour
increased maintenance costs that will result, make Projected equipment life: 15 years
any projection of SIR questionable. Motor Load Factor (L): 0.8 (see Supporting Data)
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HVAC 20. DUTY CYCLING - CONTINUED

Change in O&M: $
3
00/yr (increase) -.

Fuel Saved: Electricity
Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 7%
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) ,

ESA - 45 hp x 0.8 a 10/60 x (0.746 kW/hp) x 50 hr x

(52 wk/yr)

11.038 kwhlyr ,.

NES XBtuiyr) 
'

,11,b38 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh ,4Btui10
6 

Btu)

*"35 MBtuivr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

(i1,o38 kwhlyr) ($0.08/kwh)

S
9 3

1.yr

(1 i..049 + .-.300- .9.24)

5500- ..151)
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HVAC 21. DEMAND LIMITING

DESCRIPTION: saving energy is not the objective of (e.g., 10 minutes) and adjusting from there. While

demand limiting, although some savings are likely to penalties for high utility usage during peak demand

result. The objective is a leveling of loads, to periods may be steep, the length of these periods and the

avoid peaks that would result in rate penalties. number of their occurrence during the year may be small

Much of the apparent energy saved during load- enough that a load shedding system may be hard to justify

shedding periods will be consumed later, responding on strictly a cost-effectiveness basis. Economic

to pent up lemand created during the load shed feasibility will increase if part of the control system ,

period. This strategy consists of reducing elec- is shared by other ECO schemes. In particular, demand

trical loads to prevent a high electrical demand limiting by selective load shedding may be a very cost-

peak and thus decreasing electrical costs where effective additicn to an existing EMCS (see HVAC 14)

demand oriented rate schedules apply. There are whose program does not presently include this feature.

sany complex schemes for accomplishing this which
continuously monitor the electrical demand. Based on BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS:
the monitored data, demand predictions are made by
the control equipment. When these predictions - Making a determination as to the approximate saving in

-" exceed preset limits, certain scheduled electrical energy and energy costs that can be expected from

loads are shut off by the controller to reduce the selective load shedding can be very difficult. This is
rate of consumption and the predicted peak demand. especially true when the peak usage period rate

Additional loads are turned off on a priority basis schedule is itself complicated, as is usually the case.
cf the initial load shed action does not reduce the

predicted demand enough to satisfy the strategy's - The length and frequency of the off periods for those
requirements. Generally, the loads to be shed are systems that cannot remain off for entire high usage
)VAC items. The reasoning used in the duty cycling penalty periods often must be determined experi-
liscussion (HVAC 20) holds here also:allow a slight mentally. 3.
temperatjre drift in the space by shutting off the
dVAC equipment. Utility rate schedules, which - There will be increased maintenance costs, also very

cnclo~e "tine st a" pricing, offer additional difficult to estimate, associated with those systems
savings pportuniti .s. While thi, -C1 is concerned shut down as part of the load shed if those systems are
iel' -ith HVAC systems, lemand limiting or load not designed for cyclic operation. This increased

shedding system planning should take into maintenance cost can be quite significant for some
:nileratin all systems requiring large amounts of equipments.
-re r 1 .imiting the running of certain equipment,

-uch is water well pumps, to off-peak hours can only - Selective load shedding systems may be cost effective
have a large effect on the reserve available for only where part of the system's costs are shared with

Other ,yste-s luring periods when total demand must other conservation schemes being implemented concur-
be limited. To realize the maximum benefit with a rently.
Sn mum it lisruption in the normal course of
nuscness. a coordinated activity-wide plan (as SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

ipposel t? a single system or building approach) is

oust. - Utility company demand rate schedules

e s fl- Building(s) HVAC system(s) plans L
"he ,nergy saved from application of demand limiting - Energy input requirements for the (normally) constantly
to -VAC systems, as in the cases of scheduled and running auxiliaries for all systems and equipments to

optimized start/stop, (HVAC 18 and 19), consists of be taken off line as part of a load shed plan.

two components: the first is that associated with
reduced run time of system auxiliaries, and the PROCEDURE: The procedure used will vary extensively,
se-ond is that associated with the fact that average reflecting the local situation. The procedure that
space temperatures will be somewhat higher (in the follows is an illustration only, and presumes a situation

svmner or somewhat lower in the winter. This far simpler than any likely to be actually encountered.
ieviatinon from normal setpoint temperature(s) will The procedure here (as in the scheduled and the optimized

cIelv) be greater than that allowed with start/stop cases) calculates only the savings that I
tirt -stop operation; thus, this component of saving result from reducing the run time of auxiliaries that

will )e proportionally larger. It is assumed that would normally run continuously.

the ntriduction of ourside air for ventilation has
lirealv been reduced to the lowest possible volume Assume by using a rotating group load shed scheme that ..

zlonsstent with safety and health requirements (see each zone's auxiliaries can be shed 25% of time under
iVAC 22) and thus presents no further potential for peak load conditions.

energy saving.

Feasibility Reqirement: Because of the complexi- 1. Electrical Savings/Zone (kwh/yr)

t.es associated with determining energy and energy HP x L x (0.746 kw/hp) x 0.25 x AND
oist savings that may accrue for demand limiting
.e., l,ad snedding'. no single Qhart showing SIRs where:

1s a function of )ne or two variables would be
meaningfui. Feasibility is dependent upon the HP - Motor Nameplate Horsepower (total of all motors in
energy rate schedule structure, including formulas system)

for cost during peak demand periods. These vary
awdel', and are often rather complex. Feasibility L - Load Factor (see Supporting Data) p
also 'Iepends on the length of time the HVAC system
or portions thereof) can be shut off and still 2. Total Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) would be the kw,
maintain temperature and fresh air within minimum savings times the length (in hours) of the load shed
acceptable limits. The latter depends upon a number operation period times the number of zones involved
of variables. including the weather and building (assuming same HP for each zone).
isage factors on any given day, as well as the full
load capacity of the HVAC system. Health and GENERAL INFORMATION:

-- comfort requirements, however, normally preclude

tu.rn.ng off HVAC services to any given zone for more Sizes Available: N/A
• thin approximately 15 minutes per hour. The actual Startup Cost: $20,000 up (see EMCS Cost Estimating Data -

tolerable off time usually has to be determined (Report No. CR 83.008) available from the Naval
experimentally, by starting with some nominal value Civil Engineering Laboratory at Port Hueneme)
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HVAC 21. DEMAND LIMITING - CONTINUED

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Equipment Life: 15 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Design

engineers, installation technicians-
Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
IPrototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
App roved for Service
Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

11.000 Btu/kWh)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

j SIR

AE(DERF) AO&M (PYDF)

C(PIF)

SAMPLE CALCULATION:

Assumptions:
Equipment Life: 15 years

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost .Startup Cost: $20,000 "

Outside (ventilation) air intake is already at
lowest possible value.

HVAC system is divided into four large zones
of approximately equal size, each of which
has auxiliaries that would normally run
constantly, but that if shut down will not
adversely affect operation of the other zones.

Each zone has a total of 20 horsepower of
electrically driven auxiliaries that will be
shut down on a rotational basis (one at a time)
throughout the load shed period.

Load Factor: 0.8 (see Supporting Data)
Annual Hours 4hen Demand Limiting Is in Effect:

ZOO hr/yr
thange in O&M: Z0O/yr (increase)
Fuel Saved: Electricity

Energy Cost: $0.08 kwh I.
Escalation Rate: 7%
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10.

Calclations follow from the procedure section:

Electrical Savings/Zone (kw/zone)

20 hp x 0.8 x (0.746 kw/hp) x 0.25 ,.

= 2.98 kw/zone

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS 'kwh/yr)

'.98 kwjzone x 4 zones x 200 hours/yr

,37kwh/yr

4ES (MBtu) = -

2,387 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/ kwh x MBtu/10
6 

Btu)

* 27.69 MBtuyr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

2,387 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh S1
9
1/yr

SIR "

J - S191 18.049) - (-$200) 09.524)

$20,000 /1.251)
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HVAC 22. VENTILATION AIR DAMPER CONTROL "

DESCRIPTION: The thermal load imposed by outside air 2. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) .
med 'or ventilation may constitute a substantial
percentage of the total heating and cooling Ventilation heating savings .
requirements for a facility. This ECO strategy
involves control of the outside (i.e., the yen- (CFM x PO& x (1.08 Btu/cfmOF-hr) x (WSP - AWT) x
tilati.on) air dampers so that outside air is
introduced only during a building's occupied period (UH - (0.25 hr/day x DAY)) x WKW) x
plus a 

1 5
-minute purge period prior to occupancy).

,his strategy is ipplicable any time a building has (l/(jFF x 106 Btu/MBtu)) .. -
significant unoccupied periods, even if environ-
mental conditions must be maintained for proper 3. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)
operation of electronic equipment or for other
reasons. Ventilation cooling savings .

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: (CFM x POA x (4.5 lb/cfm-hr) x (OAH-RAH) x

(UH-(0.25 hr/day x DAY)) x WKS x 7) x

(1/(1,000 x EER))

where,.

10 AND - Total Number of Days That Morning Warmup is
YES Required in Days Per Year (see Supporting Data) -'

AWT - Average Winter Temperature in OF (see Supporting

* Data)
S CFM - Air Handling Capacity in ft

3
/min

MAYBE DAY - Equipment Operation in Days Per Week
EER - Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio in Btu/wh
NEFF - Heating Efficiency of the Total System, Including

.. Converters, Transmission System, and Boilers
2 3 4 5 (see Supporting Data)

OAH 4 Average Outside Air Enthalpy in Btu per pound (seeCFM X A IN THOUSNCSOF Supporting Data)
CUBIC EET PER MINUTE POA - Present Percent Minimum Outside Air Expressed as a

Decimal
RAH - Return Air Enthalpy During Unoccupied Hours. (Use

BENEFITS,'DETRIMENTS: Cooling and heating energy 29.91 Btu/Ib for 78OF and 50% humidity. For other
savings are available for what is generally a low conditions obtain values from a psychrometric
startup cost and insignificant increase in O&M chart.)
costs. UH - Unoccupied Hours Per Week

WH - Present Morning Warmup Time Before Occupancy
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: (Hr/Day)

(Use either the actual time presently scheduled
- HVAC systems(s) capacity in cubic feet per minute for warmup by an existing timeclock or 2 hours to

(CFI) correspond to scheduled start/stop savings
- Hours of normal operation per week (H) calculations.)
- Average outside temperature(s) (OF) WKW - Weeks of Winter Per Year (see Supporting Data)
- Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) WKS - Length of Sumer Cooling Season in Weeks Per Year
- The ratio of outside air to return air used (POA) (see Supporting Data)
- Warmup period length* (hr) WSP - Winter Thermostat Setpoint Temperature in OF
- Setpoint temperatures (OP) (normally 65OF) .mer..iO
- Heating Plant Efficiency (NEFF)

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Use either the actual time presently scheduled for
warmup by tXisting timeclock, or average warmup Sizes Available: N/A
time (if known) if optimized start/stop is Startup Cost: $500
employed, or use 2 hours as an estimate. Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 15 years
PROCEDURE: If scheduled or optimized start/stop Skill Level of Personnel Required: Design engineer,
HVAC control is already employed or planned, use electrician
equation (1) only (since the remainder of the Level of Development:
savings represented by equations (2) and (3) are
ither already being realized, or are accounted for Basic Research Underway

by ECOs 18 or 19). If start/stop operation is not Prototype Being Tested
now employed, and will not be employed, use Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
eqat ions (2) and (3), which include the savings of Approved for Service
equation 1. These equations all assume a 15- Available on Market x
minute purge of ventilation air is necessary prior
to )ccupancy. NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

Fuel Savings (ittu/yr) - NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

Warmup ventilation heating savings (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

(CF x POA x WSP - AWT) x AND x 11,600 Btu/kwh)

'H - 0.25 hr dav) x (1.08 Btu/cfmOF-hr)) x

HEFF x 11I1' 3tj,,M~tt
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HVAC 22. VENTILATION AIR DAMPER CONTROL - CONTINUED

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

SIR =

AEf,.,'DERF) - AE 1 _(DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)

CkPIF)

SAMPLE CALCULATION: (See Supporting Data for
explanation of variables.)

Assumpt ions:
Heating Plant Efficiency HEFF: 75"

Startup Cost: S500
Air Handling Capacity (CFM): 10,000 ft

3
/min Z'.

Percent Minimum Outside Air (in decimal

form) : 0.10
dinter Thermostat Setpoint Temperature (WSP): 68OF

Average Winter Temperature (AWT) : 4 5
0
F

7otal Number af Days that Require Morning Warmup:
:30 iavsyr

Present Morning Warmup Time Before Occupancy (WH):

2 nours

Scheduled startlstop scheme is already employed
Change in 0&M: 'None

Fuel Saved: Gas
Energy Cost: Sb.0O,MBtu
%calation Rate: 8%

Annual DLSc-nt Rate (R): IC:

.a.clati.,ns f)Ujow frum the procedure section:

7"EL SA.'iNS MBt,,Vr)

.ar-nup -,ntilatijn n ting aavngs * ES

., x . x ,d - 45 x 130 x 2 - 0.25) x I.08- -

0.-5 aot

7. 3 'Bto,.r .

Pr-cedure Vqua!Lcns C and 3 are not applizable since,

pr ... mpti3ns .. ceduled start/stop has already been

4ES M.tu, yr =-

.3MABtu, yr

"E30 "0S7 SAVINGS .$/Yr) * L

".33 MBtavr x Sb.0XBtu 45, vr I

S - 3..5.30 20.35) 3 *
3550 [.251)

3-

Ig

~°:

1) / I ~ hi 031K
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.qVACL* 23. RESETTING OUTSIDE AIR )AMrPER rPENING -.

3E~CRITI]N: qorg?- x,-n'Iej I l:t )r _-ol > me i per /tJre or -ut l e ai.r 'Tos (OF) i.

11r braugat a:or :enc riati r onstites I Very - Tenpert ire If return air Trth) (OF)

_ignificant percentage If the total iVAC -.ner g' - emperatre of mixed air entering the air handling

at s . Thie r f 7r e . he irsor t u-tsil1 e lit ?rD- <it 'ni x I F)

-q- I iln i be r, iced to Oe siaie ronsrst.nt

wi1t'n ealt Ind sa-er 'n general tiere are three ?R,)CEDUR: See , Dssarv section tor explanation of

ra 1' 1epa ec ts t I '-dtc -r4 the amaount Ir'- var iables.

_ssed. TWo ,: Ines, !..t, -amper leakage. Ind

:a.p o pe ie i I rItroI i2- aelnlad ' address av- Det rmie exi sting outs ide (ventilation) air to

13g: pS1 e . iring nor '4? s '"55 ,'ent 13tI on ir 's return air ratio using the following relationship:

..... .rq .... > ,e r . . . I no BC's 1VAC . 1d rInd
h . 1 5 iC) odd .. the eriI whon . I tsile ir ?OAex i(Trtn - mix)/'Trtn - os)x 100%

where L

Poestial -or savings often exsata ocause mans sys- T
0
s = Temperature of Outside Air in OF

Sems ire iet to meet I ,:rlter~a far in amount o- Trtn = Temperature of Return Air in oF

r~t ira sir aeeded that ra casi !erahly in excess of Tmix = Temperature of Mixed Air Entering the Air

toe Dr-ent lay cr,,tsria f t o3 10 cfm per person. Handler Unit

'tnrl-oer. exit-g ivstems 4enerilly Jo not provide

)r n,re 'nan )re ri:eo spen position setting. If, 2. Establish new POA value to be used 'generally 5 to

x.r tempIe. h-'.ding has a significantly reduced iO cfm per person)

P0aoc, .- ad )n a second shtift, energy could be

rai' - rsetting iaper postion at beginning of POAnew LNo. of persons x 7.5 cfm/oerson) x 106

-1.' re'noce o* 'e uta3 le air intake to HVAC Air Handling Capacity

-at 'q5ired bv the reduced accupancv. Pro-

'.': :r .ore -han one open setting, of course, 3. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr)

1v requre ilme new or additi- al

ri.spar ors-tron Iimit awitches, (cfmYil,OO ,afm) x EI (Btu,vr) x (HOD'(50 hrlyr() x

SCCd. -'.. :twevt * iimnloi r-setting the

r4 
I

ri' n i-l.v.' .--:rJo.S [io more than (I HEFF) x 'POAexisting - POAnew) x (MBtuBO Etu)

I ;-i.' amount - ne-tr-e lahor. ..:th a ,c-rrn ing

.:..::rg savi . *, Electrical Savings (kwh/vr) =

• .',SR.Emr rcfm/1,000 cfm) x EIC Bta'yr) x (HOD/50 hr/wk) x

12'EER (Btu/wh)) x (kwh/l,000 wh) x 293

DENERAL :NFORMATION:

Sizes Av ailable : N /A
Startup Cost: $500

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 15 to 25 years

Skill Level of Personnel Requited: Design engineer,
electrician

3-. Level of Development:

'Es Basic Research Underway
4 M qA VE I Prototype Being Tested

_________ --___----_____-_____-__O perational Test and Evaluation Underway

S5000 0000 Approved for Service
Available on Market .

"VAC AIR HANOL!NG CAPAC:7" CFMI
NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

3ENEF.ri DETRIMENTS: Reducing the amount of outside

r rittoducej ftr ventilation, if still sufficient (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
;,r oealth and safetv requirements, 'asually has no

lerirmeatil effects "although in a few situations 11,600 Btu/kwh)

extra utside air may be needed to avoid certain "

-,ar'less b-t evertheless unpleasant odors). When ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

''r oltsile air presently being intriduced is well

I - hat is really aeeded. considerable savings SIR =

It' possible hecause ependixng on climate) )utside

srr is generally quite "xpensive to ?rocess. %Efuel(DERF) - lEeleclDERF) + AO&M (PYDF)

-':R;EY DATA NEEDS: C(PIF)

HAC 3'r Ian lrng -oaci 15j SAMPLE CALCULATION: ,

-ietag -inerdo Index e'll) I io,, Support:.mz Data
-3ol, D , k sumpt tons :

'raICe Dj Heating Plant Efficiency (HEFF): 75%

soing Energ index EIC? 'aee Supporting Data
-begStartup cost 5500 . ,.

tanle iD2o HVAC Air Handling Capacity: 10,000 ft
3
'min

)cc--pancs sitation i.e.. number of tft, New POA is to provide 7.5 cfm per occuipant

Iumner of peopie ocer hift. etc. Building Occupancy: 150 people 1st shift, 5 days per
- litng laerty ffficeaco Ratio -F E) week; onoccupied remainder af time

Seati-g Plant Zffictencv HEFF) HOD: 3 hour per day plus 15 mn preoccupancy purge

- )perting hours per weeK Juring which the makeup time 5 days per week * 41.25 hours per week

)utaide, air 'lamper is )pen 'HOD)
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HVAC 23. RESETTING OUTSIDE AIR DAMPER OPENING - CONTINUED

Heating Energy Index (EIH): 45

Cooling Energy Index (EIC): 20

Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) 6.8

Air Temperature Data: Trtn = 68°F; Tmix - 57
°
F when

To, - 350o

Change in O&M: None
Equipment Life: 15 years " ,"..

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost .,--

Fuel Saved: Gas and electricity

Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh, $6.O0/mBtu *'.,Q'.,
Escalation Rate: 7%, 8Z -.?
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

POAex 68-57)/(68-35 x 100 - 33.3%

*POAnew - [(150 people x 7.5 cm

x 10] /(10,000 ft
3
/min) - 11.25%

FUEL SAVINGS (KBtu/yr) -

(10,000/1,000) x (45) x (41.25/50) x (1/0.75) x

(0.3333 - 0.1125) 1 09 MBtu 
r

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) =

(10,000/1,000) x (20) x (41.25/50) x 12/6.8 x

(293) x (0.3333 - 0.1125) 18,837 kwh " -

NES (m tu/yr) -

109 XBtu/yr + (18,837 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh)

= 328 MBtu/yr

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) U-

109 MBtu x $6.00/MBtu - $
6
54/yr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) "

18,837 kwh x $0.08/kwh - $1,507/yr

SIR

$654 (20.05) + $1,507 (18.049) 0

$500 (1.251) " •

= 64
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HW 1. INSULATE HOT WATER STORAGE TANKS v.' .'

DESCRIPTION: Hot water storage tanks employed in 3. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) -

most domestic hot water systems must have heat added

to offset losses to the surroundings while (U-valueold - U-valuenew) (Btu/hr-ft2-OF)
maintaining a readily available supply of hot water.

While most tanks have some insulation, additional x Surface Area (ft
2
)

insulation can be added to reduce heat losses.

Insulation should be selected in accordance with x (TemPwater - Tempsurrounding (OF))manu fact ure•r' s sugge stioons and c ode requoi rements."-.-":.' -"
x (Operating hr/yr) x I

FEASIBILITY RQUIREMENT: system efficiency

COST CALE X kwh

3,413 Btu
60- 020'

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: Various

"X- Startup Cost: $2.00/ft
2 

(2 in. thick)
a Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Equipment Life: 25 years

" 30- 010- Skill Level of Personnel Required: Insulation

contractor, Maintenance staff

YES Level of Development:

I 5 0.056 MAYBE Basic Research Underway

Prototype Being Tested
00 002J N Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
0 10 20 40 S -Available on Market x

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
HOTWATER TANK TEMPERATUREANO NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

SURROUNDING AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
t NES H ydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Energy used to offset the hot

water tank's heat losses can be reduced. (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: 11,600 Btu/kwh)

- Number of uninsulated hot water tanks ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

- Surface area of tank
- Thickness and U-value of existing insulation Sit- E (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)

- U-value of planned insulation C(PIF)

- Ambient temperature of surroundings

- Hours of operation per year SAMPLE CALCULATION:

- Hot water temperature
Assumptions:

' PROCEDURE: Electric resistance heaters
Two tanks; 6 ft (h) x 2.5 ft (dia)

1. Determine surface area of the lank, thickness Insulation (old): 2 in

and U-value of insulation (see table below), Insulation (new): 6 in. (total)
water temperature, and average surrounding Water Temperature: 140OF

temperature. Most older tanks have some Air Temperature: 70OF
insulation, typically 2-in. for electric types Operating hr/yr: 8,760

and I-in. for gas types. Startup Cost: $278 (labor and materials)

Change in O&M: None
Insulation U-Value Fuel Saved: electricity

(Fiberglass Batt) (In.) R Value (I/R) Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh

Escalation Rate: 7%
1 3.16 0.31 Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

2 6.28 0.159
3-1/2 11.00 0.091 Calculations follow from the procedure section:
6 19.00 0.053
a 1 19.00 .053I Tank Surface Area (ft

2
) - 2Irh + 27r

2
*

Ia. U-Valuenew  Rold * Rnew - 2(3.14)(1.25)(6) +

2. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) 2(3.14)(1.2 
"

(U-Valueold - U-Valuenew) Btu x = 56.91 ft
2
/1an,

hr-ft
2
-oF Tank Surface Area (ft

2
) - 113.82 ft

2

Surface Area (ft
2
) x for Two Tanks

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr)
(Tempwater - Tempsurrounding (OF)) a

(2)(0.159-0.053) Btu x 56.91 ft
2  

.
Operating hr x

yr System Efficiency hr-ft2-F

(140°F - 70
0
F)(8,760 hr/yr) x I x kwh

where: 0.95 3,413 Btu

Efficiency - 0.75 for Gas 2,282 kwh/yr
- 0.70 for Oil 2 k

- 0.95 for Electric a 2Tr
2 

is only for electrical heaters.
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HW 1 INSULATE HOT WATER STORAGE TANKIS -CONTINUEn

NES (M~tu/yr)

(2,282 kwh/yr) (11,600 Btu/kwh x MBtu/1O
6 

Btu)

- 26 M1Itu

kELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (S/yr)-

(2,282 kwh) ($0.08/kwh) - $1
8 3

/yr

SIR -$183 (18.049) + 0 (9.524)
$278 (1)

=11.9 ~~

160/(161 blank) _
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IN-LINE FLOW CONTROL FOR FAUCETS

F LOW

WATER SAVING SHOWER HEAD2GP

2~ GP

Figure HW-2. Install Water Flow Restrictors
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KW 2. INSTALL WATER FLOW RESTRICTORS

DESCRIPTION: Water flow restrictors can be in- 3. Elecri.al Savings (kwh/yr)

stalled to limit the maximum flow rate a faucet or
shower can deliver. The restrictors may either (Hot Water Temperature (OF) - Cold Water
consist of a specially designed new faucet or shower

head, or a small washer-like orifice placed in the Temperature (OF))
hot water line near the point of use. Showers with
flow rates above 3 gpm and sink faucets with flows x 8.3 lb x I Btu x gallons used
greater than I gpm are attractive candidates. Do gal lb-°F yr
not install flow restrictors on wash sinks used in
maintenance for filling buckets, etc. x % of Water Saved by Restrictors

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: x I/System Efficiency x kwh/3,413 BtuCOST SCALF _= -
GENERAL INFORMATION:

60- 020 1

Sizes Available: Standard faucet and shower head sizes
Startup Cost: $15.00/valve-type unit

45- 015-$ 5.00/orifice-type unit

Replacement Cost: Same as startup coat
Equipment Life: 10 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Maintenance

30 010- staff
Level of Development:

i 5 05YBasic Research Underway
.5 00- MAY5 -Prototype Being Tested

) -j 0) u2 - -O Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
06 02 OApproved for Service

Available on Market X
0 1.000 2.000 3.000 4,000 50

GALLONSPER YEAR NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: In addition to savings of
water, energy costs associated with heating water NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) -
may be reduced by as much as 50%. Potential user
inconvenience. (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: 11,600 Btu/kwh)

- Showers with flow rates above 3 gpm ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
- Single faucets with flow rates above 1 - 7

gpm not including sinks for filling SIR - AE (DERF) 106M (PYDF)

buckets, etc.) C(PIF) . I
- Hot water consumption per day
- Hot water temperature (OF) SAMPLE CALCULATION:

- Amount of flow decrease due to restrictor (A) """p "n"
Assumptions:,_-.'-

PROCEDURE: Electric resistance water heater
156,000 gallons of water used/yr

1. Determine hot water consumption. If data is not 50% of water saved by restrictors

available, use the following for estimation: Water Temperatures: Hot = 1300F, Cold m 60
0
F,

Temperature Difference (At) - 70
0
F, 15 orifice

Office: 3 gallons/person/day type restrictors installed
Housing: 25 gallons/person/day Startup Coat - $75.00
Hospital: 40 gallons/person/day Change in 0&M: None

Fuel Saved: electricity

2. Fuel Savings (MBtu/yr) -Energy Coat: $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 7%

(Hot Water Temperature (OF) - Cold Water Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Temperature (OF)) Calculations follow from the procedure section:

a 8.3 lb x 1 Btu x gallons used ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) 
=

gal lb-°F yr (1300
F 

- 600F) x 8.3 lb x 1 Btu x 156,000 gal/yr

x Z of Water Saved by Restrictors gal 1b°'F
0

x 1/System Efficiency a 0.5 x I x kwh
0.95 3,413 Btu

where:
" 13,977 kwh/yr

Efficiency - 0.75 for Gas

- 0.70 for Oil
- 0.95 for Electric
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NW 2. INSTALL WATER FLOW RESTRICTORS -CONTINUED

NES (MBtu/yr)

(13,977 kwh/yr) (11,600 Btu/kwh x 4Btu/10
6 

Btu)

162 NBtu/yr .-

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (Slyr)

(13,977 kwh/yr) ($0.08/kwh)

SIR - $1,118 (18.049) *0
$115 (1.561)

- 112.4

c

'" c

164/0165 blank) _



TIMELOCKHOT WATER

-~ELECTRICITY COLD WATER

WATER HEATER

Figure HW-3. Install Time Clock on Heating Cycles.-
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HW 3. INSTALL TIME CLOCK ON HEATING CYCLES Cfr2)

DESCRIPTION: When domestic hot water is consumed 7. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) ."'" "" during we ll-de fined periods o f the day , time contro lF( 2)•. . "•

units can be used to schedule water heaters. (Tank Surface Area x

Heaters can be scheduled to operate just prior to a
main period of hot water consumption and to turn off (T0 - Ts ) x Hours of Non-Use/Day
asI the period tapers off. This mode of operation
allows the storage tank temperature to drop during x (0.285 Btu-in/ft2-hr-OF)/INS) -

the period of low use and conserves energy that

would otherwise be needlessly expended by losses. (V ft
3 

x (62.4 Bru/ft
3
-oF) •

K FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: (To - Ts ) x (I - E))]x 365 days/yr

x Cl/Heating Efficiency) (kwh/3,413 Btu)

4- GENERAL INFORMATION:

NON-USAGE Sizes Available: N/A
7 9 Startup Cost: $100 timeclock, 24-hr/day, 7-day/week

operation

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Through scheduling according Equipment Life: 15 years
to use, heat (energy) loss can be reduced. Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician

Level of Development:

SURVEY DATA NEEDS:

Basic Research Underway
- Hot water demand schedule Prototype Being Tested
- Tank height Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
- Tank diameter Approved for Service
- Insulation thickness (INS in inches) Available on Market x

- Ambient temperature
- Water operating temperature NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

PROCEDURE: NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

i. Calculate the surface area (ft
2
) and volume (V) (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

(ft
3
) of the hot water tank.

11,600 Btu/kwh)
2. Using Demand Schedule, determine the hours of

non-use. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

3. Determine the tank insulation thickness (INS) SIR -E (DEAF O6M ( YDF)

m .. (inches). C(PlF) j

4. Determine: SAMPLE CALCULATION:

"s - Ambient Air Temperature (OF) Assumptions:
Electric Resistance Heater

TO - Hot Water Temperature (OF) Tank Dimensions: 6 ft high (H) x 2.5 ft diameter (D)
Shutdown Time: 8 hr/day

5. a. Use nomograph 23 to determine the heat Insulation Thickness: 3 in.

transfer effectiveness coefficient (E). Hot Water Temperature (To): 1400?
Ambient Temperature CT,): 700?FI

6. Fuel Savings CKllru/yr) -Heating Efficiency: 951
Startup Cost: $100

(Tank Surface Area (ft
2
) x Change in O&M: None

Fuel Saved: Electricity

(To - Ts) x Hours of Non-Use/Day x Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rare: 7%

(0.285 Btu-in/ftZ-hr-O?)/INS) - Annual Discount Rate (R): 10Z

(V ft
3 
x (62.4 Btu/ft

3 
hr-°F) x Calculations follow from the procedure section:

(TO - T,) x (I - E))x 365 days/yr x Using nomograph 23 ar.d the following equation
2 determine "E" for step 5:

(I/Heating Efficiency) Tank Area - f/2 D2 -3.14(D)(H)

where: 1.51 (2.5)2 * ..(2.5)(6)

Heating Efficiency - 0.75 for Gas
- 0.70 for Oil - 56.92 ft

z

- 0.95 for Electric

1. 7
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NW 3. INSTALL TIME CLOCK ON HEATING CYCLES - CONTINUED

Tank volume - "/4 D2.

- 0.785 (2.5)2 (6)

- 29.44 ft
3

Compute the energy savings for two tanks (step 6):

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) -

5.-2 ft
2 ) 

x [.OF - 7
0
0F) x (d hr) x

9-.285 (Btu-in/ft
2

hr OW)3 in. 
--

29.44 ft
3 ) 

x (62.4 Btu/ft-OF)

,i400F - 70
0
F) x (i - 0.9 8 )) x (365 shutdown periods)

yr•

;).)5 x 3.,13 Btulkwh)

- K 3 wh vr

NES MBtu,yr)

7 * 5 wh,'.vr) (11,600 Btu/kwh x -4tu/1O
6 

Btu)

" O. O M Btja"..- 
.-

ECTRICTy COST SAVINGS (S/yr)

)1 kwhvr) ($0. 28/kwh)

"- " 
3
4.

7
8,'yr 

j.

-R a
5
4.OS/vr (18.049)
SI0 (,1. 51)

S-.

0. 59 
."- "" "

168/(169 blank)
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OUT

MOTORCOLD WATER IN

I WATER HEATER

IREFRIGERATION SYSTEM PRIMARY REFRIGERATION
EVAPORATOR . ~ SYSTEM CONDENSOR
(HEAT FROM SPACE) (HEAT REJECTED)

REFRIGERANT LINES

Figure RW-4. Use Regrigeration Waste Heat for Water Heating
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H. 4. USE REFRIGERATION WASTE HEAT FOR WATER HEATING

DESCRITION: Waste heat from refrigeration equipment Refrigeration System Rated Capacity (Btu/hr) x
can he ised to heat or at least preheat water
feeding .omesttc water heaters. The amount of heat Equivalent Full Load Cooling Hours (hr/yr) x
recovered and temperature to which the water can be
warmed will vary from site to site. Additional Recovery Factor* x (I kwh/3,413 Btu)/0.95

engineering assistance may be required to evaluate
te feasibility of the option. *(Recovery factor is dependent on proposed heat exchanger

specified. If no better value is available, use 0.4
,Waste heat may also be obtained from boiler flue for Recovery Factor.)
6ase3. chillers, hot condensate, and heat from hot
waste water). GENERAL INFORMATION:

FEASSI-IT- REQUIREMENT: Sizes Available: Various
Startup Cost: $1,700 to $3,100 "
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

- Equipment Life: 25 years

Skill Level of Personnel Required: Plumber, air
conditioning contractor

Level of Development:

Basic Research UnderwayPrototype Being Tested

Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
YES Approved for Service

/ Available on kMarket x

Z/
NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)

NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

11,600 Btu/kwh) a.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION

•O SIR - AE (DERF) - AO&M (PYDF)
C(PIF)

0_ _ _SAMPLE CALCULATION:

-- 00'3 2,000 3.000 4,000 5.0 00

NSTALLATION STARTUP COSTS) Assumptions:
Capacity: 60,000 Btu (5-ton) refrigeration unit
Equivalent Full Load Cooling hours: 1,000 hr/yr

3ENEFiTS ETRIMENTS: While the equipment required (from operating records)

is isuaily costly, the free energy source can make Recovery Factor: 0.4
the oprions economically attractive, Excessive heat Startup Cost: $2,800
removal may jeopardize operation of heat source Change in O&M: $50/yr (increase)
equipment. Fuel Saved: Electricity

Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: Escalation Rate: 7%

Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

- Identify waste heat sources
- Full ioad cooling hours for area Calculations follow from the procedure section:
- Determine rated cooling capacity of vapor compres-

sion refrigeration )Btu/hr) Capacity for 5-ton unit (Btu/hr) 
=

PROCEDURE: 5 tons x 12,000 Btu
ton hr

I. Determine rated cooling capacity in Btu/hr of

the vapor compression refrigeration system. - 6 x 104 Btu
hr

2. Find the number of full load cooling hours for
your site. See Supporting Data (table SD2) or ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) 

=

determine from site records.
6 x 104 (Btu/hr) x 1,000 (hr/yr) x 0.4 x

3. Fuel Savings (MBtuyr) (for gas or oil water
heaters only) - I kwh/3.413 Btu (1/0.95)

0.95

(Refrigeration System Rated Capacity (Btu/hr) x
"7,402 kwh/yr

Equivalent Full Load Cooling Hours (hr/yr) a ,'t"NES (N tu/yr) " -_. :

Recovery Factor*)/0.75
0 * (14,804 kwh/yr) (11,600 Btu/kwh x MBtu/10

6 
Btu)

4. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) "- 86 tu

171
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11W 4. USE REFRIGERATION WASTE HEAT FOR WATER HEATING -CONTINUED

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (S/vtr)=

(7,402 kwh/yr) ($0.08/kwh)

$592 lyr

SIR $592/yr (18.09) (-$50) (9.524)
$2,8 00 (I)

-3.b
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L 1. REMOVE LAMPS OR FIXTURES

DESCRIPTION: Removing lamps and fixtures can 4. Using table 9 in tables section (or other appropriate

conserve energy. When removing lamps from data), determine the number of watts saved for each
fluorescent fixtures, the ballasts should also be lamp removed. If ballasts are removed, add 10 to 15
disconnected. They generally account for 10 to 15 percent of 2 lamp input wattage for each ballast

percent of the fixture's power draw and will removed. Also see L-4. -
- continue to consume energy after removing the lamps,

though at a lower rate. Typically, one ballast 5. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)/Space - .
serves two lamps. To maintain adequate lightingr
levels, higher output lamps may have to be (Number of lamps removed) x watts )
substituted for some of the remaining lamps, but fixture . -

generally a net savings will result. In addition to( "

.the maintenance of adequate lighting intensities, (Number of ballasts removed) x (watts/ballast)J
consideration should be given to the quality of
light supplied, as well as light placement. [hours of Operation x I kw

Ad . (Options L 1-4 should be reviewed prior to energy year 1,000 watts .
survey due to interrelationship of options.) "

6. To determine total annual electrical savings, multi-
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: ply number of spaces by electrical savings per space.

3 100. GENERAL INFORMATION:

2Sizes Available: N/A

Startup Cost: $7 to $12/labor per fixture disconnected
Replacement Cost: N/A

Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician

YES Level of Development:

.Basic Research Underway

--BPrototype Being Tested
O Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

k I Approved for Service I"" '- "
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 Available on Market x

OPERATING HOURS/YR"."-',TOPE USANS) NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)

BENEFilrS/DETRIENTS: In situations when it is NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

possible to take a percentage of fixtures out of
service and still maintain adequate light levels, (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
removal represents a very cost effective way to

&reduce energy consumption. 11,600 Btu/kwh)

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

- Required illumination for space(s) SIR - AE (DERF) AO&M (PYDF)
- Existing illumination of space(s) (measured with C(PIF)

light meter)
- Determine the lamp/fixture operating hours per SAMPLE CALCULATION:

year per room
- Watts per lamp/fixture Assumptions:a
- Area of each space Startup Cost: $28
- Lumens per lamp/fixture (see table 13 in tables CU: 0.60

section) LLF: 0.593
- Coefficient of utilization (see table 11 in tables Lumens/Lamp: 3,300

section) Room Area: 560 ft
2

- No. of lamps per space Current Illumination: 25 footcandles
Desired Illumination: 15 footcandles

PROCEDURE: Hours of Operation/Year: 2,500
Watts/Lamp: 40

1. Determine the current illumination (in foot- Change in O&M: Negligible
candles) in each room, using a photometer. Fuel Saved: Electricity

Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
2. Determine the minimum acceptable lighting level Escalation Rate: 7%

(in footcandles) for each room, using table 8 Annual Discount Rate R): 10%
(tables section) as a guide.

Calculations follow from the procedure section:
3. Calculate the number of lamps to be removed in

each space: Number of Lamps to Remove re
Number of lamps to be removed - (25 - 15 ft-can)(560 ft

2
)

(3,300 lumens)(O.
6
0)(0.593)

(Existing - Desired Illumination in Footcandles) x 48."L -4.8 lamps .''

(Area in ft
2
)/ Lumens Per Fixture) x (CU) x(LLF)

..LF,1  Watts Saved by Removing 4 lamps and 2 ballasts
-. . where:

- 184 watts

CU - Coefficient of Utilization (typical value

- 0.62. For additional values consult
table 11.)

LLF - Light Loss Factor (typical value - 0.65)
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L I. REMOVE LAMPS OR FIXTURES - CONTINUED

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) =

(184 vatts) x 2,500 hr x I kw * 460 kwh/yr
yr 1,O00 watt

NES (MBtu/yr)

- (460 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh) (.fBtu/10
6 

Btu)

- 5.34 .fBtu/yr 4.

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

(460 kwh/yr) x ($O.08/kwh) $37/yr

SIR -

($37/yr)(18.049)
($28)

24

176 7 b
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STANDARD 40W 35W "ENERGY SAVER"

FLUORESCENT LAMP FLUORESCENT LAMP

Figure L-2. Replace Lamps with Lower Power Requirement Types
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L 2. REPLACE LAMPS WITH LOWER POWER REQUIREMENT TYPES ..

DESCRIPTION: R..search resulting from concern over GENERAL INFORMATION:
rising energy costs has resulted in a variety of new
lamps available designed to reduce energy Sizes Available: See table 12
consumption. Reduction in power input requirement Startup Cost: $2.00 to $2.65 (4 fc 34-w tube)
snay be a result of increased lamp efficacy (lumens $4.00 to $5.35 (8 ft 60-w tube)
per watt), simply reduced wattage size (with no $7 to $12 (labor)
improvement in efficacy), or a combination of both. Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Regardless of how power requirement is reduced, Equipment Life: 20,000 hours
consideration should be given to lamp replacement Skill Level uf Personnel Required: M(aintenance
whenever lamps with reduced input wattage are personnel
available and will still provide adequate light Level of Development:

* "level.
Basic Research Underway

1he replacement of standard 4O-watt rapid-start Prototype Being Tested
AM fluorescent lamps with 3

4
-watt "energy saver" types Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

i ased in this ECO as an example, but is just one Approved for Service
case in point. Consult table 12 (table section) for Available on ,Market x
otner possibilities. Also consult ECO L 3 for
addition of efficient lenses to increase lighting. NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

~ ~ sami~esumjpio~s11,600 Btu/kwi)20o ELECTRICIT'y COST - S0 O8/KWH 
"STARTUP COST - SOFIXTURE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

'SIR - &E (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
YES C(PIF)

- 5 AYBESAMPLE CALCULATION:

Assumptions :

100 Lamps Replaced: old wattage 40w;
1 2 4 5new wattage - 34 w

HOURS,YEAR No ballast change
OPERATING 2,500 hours/yr lamp operationStartup Cost: $900

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Energy consumed for lighting Change in O&M: Negligible

1il be reduced. Levels of illumination may be Fuel Saved: Electricity
reduced. Careful consideration should be given to Energy Cost: $0.OB/kwh
the effects of the reduced illumination. In many Escalation Rate: 7%
cases the lower levels of illumination may still be Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
more than adequate for the intended purpose, and can
be implemented with a minimum of occupant dissatis- Calculations follow from the procedure section:
faction.

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) -

SURVEY DATA NEEDS:SURVEY DATA NEEDS: [ ~40 wt ts - 34 atts x 10 Lampsnsaed-i"'""
- Required illumination for space(s) (see table 8 in [40 - amp 1 amps

tables section)
- Wattage of existing and new lamps X 1 kw x 2,500 hr Operation
- Operating hours per year per lamp 1,000 watt yr
- Number of lamps to be replaced with lower wattage 1, wh

types 1,500 kwh/yr

PROCEDURE: NES (MBtu/yr) =

1. Refer to table 8 in tables section to determine 0 + (1,500 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh) x MBtu/10
6 

Btu b
required illumination for task(s). With light
meter determine existing illumination of - 17.4 MGtu/yr
space(s) to verify that it meats or exceeds re-
quirements. ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) .

2. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)/Space - 1,500 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh - $120/yr

[watts/lamp (existing) - watts/lamp (new)] SIR

(No. of lamps) x (I kw/l,00O w) x (hours $120/yr x (18.049) " 0 .
$900 x (1.561)

operation/yr)

= 1.54
3. To determine total annual electrical savings,

multiply number of spaces by electrical savings
per space.
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LOW CU LENSES
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Figure L-3. Install More Efficient Lenses
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L 3. INSTALL MORE EFFICIENT LENSES

D.*- DESCRIPTION: Lenses are generally provided on 3. Determine existing lighting power requirement (per

lighting tfixtures to reduce glare. Unfortunately fixture) via direct measurement or using ...

this also reduces the amount of usable light. This manufacturer's data.

is indicated by the fixture's coefficient of

atilization (CU = ratio of lumens received on the 4. Using the Feasibility Requirement Table, determine

work plane to the lumens emitted by the lamps illumination change (6) for replacing existing lens

alone.) The CU can be raised by using more with new lens.

efficient lenses, or by removing lenses where glare

c¢ntrol is not required (corridors, restrooms). 5. While maintaining lighting at present level (watts)

This may increase the level of illumination beyond compute power reduction as follows:

Navy lighting requirements. Lighting may then be Al

reduced to the required level to achieve energy AP - P x 0 Al Too- 1
savings. this can be accomplished through use of

lower wattageenergy efficient lamps, (see ECO L-2) where: = M

A . olamping, removing fixtures, or using dimmers.
• ~Al Change in illumination- -"

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Fp Existing input power requirement (per fixture)
(in watts)

Eaistcsg Suggested Replacement Lens
,ens 6. Maximum Potential Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) "

parabolic prismatic white no lens

Typical Increase in CU AP x 1/1,000 x operating hours/yr x number of
Typi____a________rease __________U__fixtures

Parabolic 0 -15* -30* 10 GENERAL INFORMATION:1

Prismatic is 0 -20* 30

hite 30 20 0 50 Sizes Available: Various

No -ens -10* -30* -50* 0 Startup Cost: $6 to $15 lens and $5 to $7 labor

$2 to $5 4-ft lamp 2 to 5
Negative values indicate decreased lumen efficiency $4 to $12 8-ft lamp

$7 to $12 labor to disconnect/install

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Z 20 Equ ipment Life (lens): 25 years

Skill Level of Personnel Required: Maintenance staff
Z Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway
.Prototype Being Tested

'3 0 Yperational Test and Evaluation Underway
SYES Approved for Service

Z AEAvailable on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)

SNES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

0 4000 8.000
ANNUAL OPERATING HOURS (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

11,600 Btu/kwh)

**llu.mination varies directly as the coefficient of ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

u tilization (CU). Because of certain limitations,

such as the fact that lamps are manufactured only in SIR = AE (DERF) - AO&M (PYDF)

discrete sizes, the full advantage in power reduc- C(PIF)

ton corresponding to the CU increase is not gen-
erally possible. The graph assumes advantage can be SAbtPLE CALCULATION:

taken of 75: of the CU increase.

Assumptions:
dEEFITSUETRIMENTS: More usable light can be ob- Startup Cost: $10/fixture

tained from the same wattage fixture, thus providing 100 fixtures (Pp) ? 175 watts

- tor reductions in lamp wattage or number used. Lens to be removed (vice replaced)

Removal if lenses or replacement of existing lenses Full advantage can be taken of any CU increase.

with less light loss will generally be accompanied Al - 20%

iy an increase in glare. Operating Hours: 2,600/year

Change in O&M: None
SURVEY DAtA NEEDS: Fuel Saved: Electricity

Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
- Existing illumination Of space(s) (measured with Escalation Rate: 7%

light meter) Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

- Reqiired cllmiLnation for space(s)
- -ype of existing lens Calculations follow from the procedure section:

S - istLng lighting input power requirement (per

.- .it...re) .At - 20%

-Annual operating hours
AP 175 x 20 29.2 watts

'ROCEDURE: 100 + 20

" th light meter, determine existing space
illmination level to verify that it meets or

exceeds requirements.

- 2. Determine type of - isting lens.

181
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L 3. INSTALL MORE EFFICIENT LE1NSES -CONTINUED

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kvh/yr)

29.2 w x kw x 2,600 hr x 100 fixtures
1,000 w year

-7,592 kwh/yr

NES (t4tu/yr)

2 (7,592 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh)

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

1,592 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh

* $601/yr

$607 (18.049) +0

$1,000 (1)

- 10.96

182/0183 blank)



RAPID START
I LAMP

I HIGH-EFFICIENCY
I HIGH-FREQUENCY

BALLAST____________

60 HZ LINE II

RAPID START
I LAMP

Figure L-4. Install More Efficient Ballasts
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L4 INTLMOEEFFICIENT BALLASTS
DESCRIPTION: The efficacy (lumens per watt) of PROCEDURE:

-fluorescent lamps increases as the frequency of" impressed voltage increases. Energy conserving bal- 1. Electrical Savings Per Year Per Fixture (kwh '""

lasts are now available that are more efficient in-.
asmuch as the ballast itself has lower losses Number of Ballaats x (watts/Ballastold -(dissipates less heat), and more significantly, Per Fixture Rplaced/
because it allows the lamps to operate at a fre-

quency (typically around 30 kHz) at which the lamp watts/Ballastnew)** x kw x Operhr-
efficacy is much improved. These ballasts are gen- 1,000 w year
erally referred to as "solid state" or "high
frequency" due to the fact they use solid state *Use input power (i.e., ballast plus lamp load).

-. - electronics to convert the 60-Hz line frequency to.-,..

the new (higher) lamp driving frequency. Since GZNERAL INFORMATION:
operating frequencies are beyond the audible range,

AL- quietness is an added benefit of this type ballast. Sizes Available: Various~Startup Cost: $35 per two tubes ($17.50 material, 17.50 --

High-frequency ballasts are on the market that (for labor)
two 40-watt lamp applications) increase efficacy by Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
30 percent. The combined effect of improved lamp Equipment Life: 15 years
efficacy and ballast loss reduction can result in a Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician
20-percent input power reduction (for same light Level of Development:
output), compared with the standard line frequency
ballasts of the past. Basic Research Underway

Prototype Being Tested
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
Available on Market -

0.20 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

YES (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

0.10 MAYBE 11,600 Btu/kwh)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

0.05
NO SIR

0 &-_ SE (DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)
0 1 2 3 4 5 (PIF)

THOUSANDS OF HOURS OPERATION SAMPLE CALCULATION:

"ASEO ON REPLACEMENT OF CONVENTIONAL
BALLASTS NITH SOLID STATE BALLASTS. Assumptions:

Existing lamp and ballast combination: 92 watts
Graph Assumptions: New lamp and ballast combination: 84 watts

Total Startup Costs Per Fixture: $35 Electrical savings: one ballast per fixture
Change in O&M Costs: None Operating hours: 2,500/yr
Watts Saved Per Fixture (typical of a two- Startup Cost: $35.0
F40T12/RS-tube fixture): 22 Change in O&M: None

Fuel Saved: electricity
BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Electric energy consumption Energy Cost: $O.08/kwh

-. .can be reduced with little or no adverse effect on Escalation Rate: 7%
. illumination provided. Some reduction in the amount Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

of heat dissipated can be expected and possibly a
reduction in maintenance due to cooler operation, Calculations follow from the procedure section:
resulting in fewer ballast replacements over equal b
time. Air cooling requirements will be reduced (al- ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr)

though additional air heating may be needed during
the heating season). 92 - 64 x 2 x kwh

fixture year 1.00 wh

Lamp fixture energy consumption can be even further

reduced if, along with ballast replacement, the - 20 kwh/fixture-year

lamps themselves can be replaced with lower wattageuJnits. Two 34-watt F40 tube replacementq driven by NES (MBtu/yr) ""'
an efficxen high-frequency ballast can be operated

at a 30-percent reduction in fixture power, as 0 * (20 kwh/fixture-yr x 1i,1)00 Btuikwh)
compared with standard 

4
0-watt tubes and a

conventional line frequency ballast, while reducing " 0.232 MBtu/fixrure-yr
light output less than 10 percent.

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ,$yr)
SURVEY OAT. NEEDS:

20 kwh/fixture-yr x $0.08/ikwn
. . - Determine number of fixtures using conventional A

- ballasts a o1.6/fixture-yr F
- Determine average annual operating hours

- Sizes 'wattage} and number )f ballasts per SIR =
fixture

- Input power for present ballast and tube Sl.6 18.)49) - a•
combination 535 '1.251)

input power requirement for selected replacement
ballast/tube combination .

.£ ' ._, _. _ .' ' . ' '_ ' .. ; _.' . _. - . .'_ _ .' .__ . _ _ . ,< ' ., Y . ' _ ' . . _ . ' . . . . . . ' '' ''



W- ADDED INDIVIDUAL GROUP OR ROOM SWITCH

FROM LIGHTING CIRCUIT **

BREAKER PANEL

LAMP FIXTURE LAMP FIXTURE

ADDED INDIVIDUAL GROUP OR ROOM SWITCH -

LAMP FIXTURE LAMP FIXTURE

y- ~ADDED INDIVIDUAL GROUP OR ROOM SWITCH .~

Figure L-5. Install Switching
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L 5. INSTALL SWITCHING

DESCRIPTION: By installing additional switching GENERAL INFORMATION:

which allows the control of lighting in smaller
blocks, energy can be saved. Proper location of Sizes Available: N/A
switches would permit lights in unoccupied areas or Startup Cost: $200/switch
in areas near windows not requiring artificial light Replacement Cost: $20/switch replacement
to be turned off. Lighting of high traffic areas Equipment Life: 15 years
could be operated separately in individual office Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician
spaces to accommodate varying work schedules.
(Photocells which sense area lighting levels and Level of Development:

time clocks can also be employed.)
Basic Research Underway

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Prototype Being Tested
Oerational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service ,020, _

All-Available on Marketx

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

- ~ ~ v -.1 ."-'NIES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +*-

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

A11,600 Btu/kwh)

. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: ,

SIR - AE (DERF) + &O&M (PYDF)

0 5 10 15 C(PIF)

REDUCTION IN GROUP OPERATION HOURS I%)
SAMPLE CALCULATION:

Graph Assumptions:
Startup Cost (material + labor): $200 Assumptions:
Fixtures Per Switch (Group): 15 Startup Cost: $200

Power Required Per Fixture: 175 watts Fixtures Per Switch: 15 .
Preswitch installation Operating Time: 50 Power Requirement Per Fixture: 175 watts
hours per week: 52 weeks per year Operating Hours: 50 hr per week, 52 weeks per year

Negligible O&M Costs Average Operating Time Reduction With Switching: 5%
Replacement Life: 15 years

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Selective control of lights by Change in O&M: None
group (zone) permits turning off lights - thus Fuel Saved: Electricity
saving energy - whenever available daylight and/or Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
zone usage akes electric lighting unnecessary. Escalation Rate: 7%

Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
SURVEY DAtA NEEDS:

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

- Determine occupancy/use patterns
- Determine the existing average annual INPUT POWER (k)
operating hours

- Determine input power per fixture 175 w/fixture x 15 fixtures x kw/l,00O w 2.63 kw
- Determine light fixtures that need not be operated

with the same pattern as other fixtures ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) -
- Determine the probable percent reduction in fix-

ture operating time 2.63 kw x 50 hr/wk x 52 wk/yr x 5%" 342 kwh/yr

PROCEDURE: RES (MBtu/yr) "

I. Input Power Per Switch (kw) = 342 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh x (MBtu/10
6 

Btu) =

Power Requirement x No. Fixtures 3.96 MBtu/yr
Fixture Switch ..

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

2. Electrical Savings per Switch (kwh/yr) -
342 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh - $27.4/yr

Group Input Power (kw) x Oper. Time Red'n (hr)
SIR - $27.4 (18.049) + 10(9.524)

3. Calculate total annual electrical energy savings $200 (1.251)
(kwh) by summing annual savings of each indi-
vidual switch. - 2.0

187
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STREET LIGHTING

EXTERIOR BUILDING LIGHTS

TIME CLOCK

PHOTO CELL

F~igure L-6. Control Exterior Lighting
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L 6. CONTROL EXTERIOR LIGHTING

DESCRIPTION: Exterior lighting is often responsible NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)

for wasted electrical energy. This can result from
timeclock (only) operation of lights, where the NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) 

+

on!off times are not continuously adjusted for
seasonal changes in the length of day. It can also (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
result from maintenance of high levels of
illumination throughout the night, when such levels 11,600 Btu/kwh)

may be needed only for a specific area (such as to
accomodate shift work). ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

To preclude exterior illumination during periods SIR .. .E (DERF) - AO& (PYDF)

when natural light level is adequate, photocell C(PIF)

control (even when timeclocks are also used) must be L.

employed. To take advantage of situations where the SAMPLE CALCULATION: v
same level of exterior illumination is not required
throughout the night, timeclock and/or manual Assumptions:

:ontrol should be employed - but always in con- Startup Cost: $440 timeclock and photocell

junction with photocell control. Six fixtures @ 175 watts each

Existing Operation: 12 hr/day, 365 days/yr

FEASIBILITY REgUIRMENT: Required Operation: 9 hr/day, 365 days/yr

Change in O&M: $5
Fuel Saved: Electricity
Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 7%

GRAPH ASSUMES Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
ELECTRICIT' COST - "-

S O8/KWH Calculations follow from the procedure section:
NO CHANGE IN OaM-"

~STARTUP COST -

YES S250 S50X No OF KWHI, ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) -

c 6 x 175 w x kw [F12 hr 9 hr"

7ANSE1,000 w L day day

x 365 days 1,150 kwh/yr
2 yr

IEDUCT'ON IN ON-TIME NES (MBtu/yr) "

0 + (1,150 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh) x (X~tu/10
6 

Btu)

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Required night illumination 13.34 MBtu/yrL can be provided automatically while energy is 1

conserved through positive daylight shut off. ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

SURWL DATA NEEDS: 1,150 kwh x $0.08
yr kwh

- Hours exterior lights are currently used
- Hours exterior lights are required $ $

9 2
1yr

- Number of exterior fixtures
- Fixture wattage SIR-

PROCEDURE: $92 (18.049) + (-$5) (9.524)
$440 (1.251)

i. Determine number of hours exterior lights are

required/year. - 2.9

2. Determine number of hours exterior lights are
currently used/year.

3. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)

Number of Fixtures x watts x kw x

Fixture 19000 wh

I Annual Annual 1
Hours Use - Hours Use

L (existing) (required).

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: N/A
Startup Cost: $440 timeclock and photocell .

Replacement Cost: Same as start up cost

Equipment Life: 15 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician

Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway

Prototype Being Tested
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
Available on Market

189/(90 blank)
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E I. REPLACE OVERSIZED MOTORS

DESCRIPTION: Electrical motors operate at peak a. For single-phase motor:
efficiency only at (or near) their rated horsepower.
Efficiency decreases as load decreases. Thus, there 4ML (in watts) I Line Voltage x
are needless inefficiencies (i.e., wasted energy)
whenever there is not a reasonably close match Line Current x Power Factor*

between load requirement and motor size. Because
original load estimates for a building's mechanical b. For a three-phase motor:

equipment are usually conservative, most motors for
these systems (e.g., HVAC air handlers) are 4JL (in watts) - Line Voltage x

oversize, motor-Load mismatches resulting in inef-
ficiency. This inefficiency may be great enough Line Current x 1.732 x Power Factor* "
that imediate replacement (with properly sized,
high-efficiency motors) is economically justifi- where:
able. Even if this is not the case, downsizing (to
match load) should always be considered whenever a Line Current - Current in any one of the three legs . -

.- A1- motor must be repaired/replaced due to motor
failure. *If power factor must be estimated, use 0.8. -

2. Determine ratio of load requirement to existing motor
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: rating as follows:

Ratio -[ /(746 0.75)3/Red hp

where:

AMMIO-S: -,- metered load in watts (meaured in stp 1)
o ACTUAL LOAD IS ONE HALF OF l i a ( u n e

-IL A MNT OF MOTOR WILL WM/(746 x 0.75) - load requirement in hp
- 0 VDICO A 10% INCREASE5 IN•S EFFICENCY""

: NOCHANGEINO&M COSTS (This assumes existing motor is operating at 75% ef-
S.. ficiency.) If ratio is in the region of 0.6 or less,

YE then motor is sufficiently overrated as to justify
MAYSE Y replacement.

o 2.00o .wo e0 3. Determine power requirement difference:

Sp - (/EP 1 ) - (1/EFFR) x W.-

where:

Replacement economic feasibility depends upon the EFFE - Efficiency at which Existing Motor is
extent to which the existing motor is oversized, Operating." characteristics of the motor itself (i.e., effi- EFFR - Efficiency of Properly Sized Replace-
ciency at the load for which presently employed), ment Motor
the cost of a properly sized replacement motor, the
replacement motor's efficiency, the cost of If EFFE and EFFR  are not readily available (from
electricity, and the operating hours per year. As a manufacturer's data, etc.), use as a conservative "
rule of thumb, if a continuously operating motor's estimate:
load is less than 60 percent of its rated
horsepower, it is a good candidate for replacement. &P - 10% WML

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Properly sized motors will save 4. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) "
electricity since motors operate most efficiently at
their rated horsepower. Possibly offsetting energy AP x (Operating hr/yr) x (U kw/l,000 watts)
savings is increased maintenance (motor repair
and/or replacement) resulting from little or no GENERAL INFORMATION:
margin between motor load and motor rating (which
requires the replacement motor to "work harder" than Sizes Available: Various
the oversized one it replaces). Startup Cost (Typically, including labor):

1/2 hp - $190 10 hp - $650
SURVEY DATA WEEDS: 1 hp - $235 15 hp - $750

5 hp - $410 20 hp - $1,000
- Records if motor-driven equipment Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
- Motor iameplate horsepower (hp) (i.e., rated Equipment Life: 15 years

horsepower) Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician
- tumor if honrs if 3peration per year for each Level of Development:

M.)t ~
S- ,wer lriw 'as measured with a watt meter), or Basic Research Underway

!,.~~:~~,~e, rent. nd power factor. (If watt Prototype Being Tested
no-r% )r pnowr factor meters are not available, Oerational Test and Evaluation Underway
-wr A tor ,I!: hsve to be estimated, although Aproved for Service

'-- " is: -e.rl; is socurate.) Available on Market x

? IE, T Ise this procedure, either power must NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
ne I '.... 1, .e.,red !preferred), or voltage and

.- r %,,t i,- meas.lred. NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

1 .. r.ne power requirement for existing load (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
4ML, ncliding motor losses). If direct
,C4dlng watt meter is not available, calculate 11,600 Btu/kwh)
power requirement as follows:
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E 1. REPLACE OVERSIZED MOTORS CONTINUED

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

SIR AE (DERF) - AO&M (PYOF)

SAMPLE CALCULATION:

*" Assumptions: "-
," Startup Cost: $235

MeasuredPower (WML) to Motor:
535 watts

- Motor is operated continuously.
- Motor manufacturer's performance curves not

available.
Motor Nameplate Data: I hp; 120V; 8.2A full

load; single phase; PF: 0.95
Change in O&M: $15 per year
Fuel Saved: Electricity
Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh .
Escalation Rate: 7%

Annual Discount Rate (R): 10-

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Power input measured with watt meter: 535 watts (WML) -- -

Ratio - (535/746) x (0.75)/i - 0.54

Since this ratio is A0.6, motor should be replaced.

P - 10% x 535 - 53.5 watts

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) ,

53.5 watts x 8,760 hr/yr x 1 kw/1,000 watts

4 469 kwh/yr

NES (MBtu/yr)

0 - 469 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh x MBtu/10
6 

Btu r
- 5.44 MBtu/yr " k-

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (S/yr)

469 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh
-$37.52/yr"-

SIR $37.52 (18.049) + (-$15) (9.524)

$235 (1.251)

= 1.8

194/0195 blank)
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Figure E-2. Replace Inefficient Pumps, Motors
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E 2. REPLACE INEFFICIENT PUMPS, MOTORS WITH ENERGY EFFICIENT TYPES

DESCRIPTION: Many motors and pumps that have been PROCEDURE:
in service for several years are inefficient when
compared with types readily available today. New 1. Determine: 1.

pump designs, better machining, and new materials

for bearings and seals have resulted in more a. Present motor input power requirement with normal
efficient pumps. In addition, modified motor load (WML).

winding schemes (using more copper to reduce 12R

losses) have resulted in more efficient electrical b. Required pump pressure head and flow rate.
motors. Thus both pump and motor are contributing

* to the efficiency improvement. Today's higher c. From manufacturer's data, find most efficient . .

energy costs have created the demand for these more pump and motor that will meet pressure head and " "
efficient systems. Although high-efficiency systems flow rate requirements.

have a higher initial cost, in many instances the , -

resultant savings produce a very favorable savings 2. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) -/ to investment ratio. V_.
(WInL - PN) x Oper hr/yr x I kw/l,O00 w

By comparing your calculated efficiencies with those

determined from manufacturer's data, the potential where:
for savings through replacement can be determined.

WML is measured existing power input in kw
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: PN is input power requirement of replacement

pump and motor in watts (assumes 75% efficiency)

GENERAL INFORMATION: 6k
S25 Sizes Available: Various

- Startup Cost: Can vary widely. May use $500 plus

20 $125 per horsepower for initial estimate if no better

cost data is readily available
15 Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

YES Equipment Life: 15 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electrician,

10 plumber
MAYBE Level of Development:

No Basic Research Underway

Protor-oe Being Tested
0 4,000 8.000 Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

4,00 8.000 Approved for Service

ANNUAL OPERATING HOURS Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

The graph assumes a 10 percent efficiency improve- MRES - Hydrocarbon Energy Savings (in Btu/yr) +

ment and an electricity cost of $0.08/kwh. If more

accurate information is not readily available, use (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
pump motor nameplate data for horsepower.

11,600 Btu/kvh)

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Replacement of inefficient
pumps and motors will ssve energy with no detri- ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
ments. increased reliability may also be

experienced as a consequence of the higher precision SIR - AE (DER?) + AO&M (PYDF)

machinery, higher quality material, and other tech- C(PIF)

niques used to achieve the increases in efficiency. SAMPLE CALCUIATION:

SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
Assumptions:

For each motor/pump: Startup Cost: $3,000
Pump Requirements: Z50 gpm; 150 ft head; 20 hp

- Usage information (continuous or intermittent electric motor drive

duty, variable or constant load, etc.) Measured Input Power (existing system) (WML): 17.35 kw

- measured electrical power drain when operating at (corrected for power factor)

normal load* (14nL) If not available, use name High Efficiency Replacement Pump Input Power
plate data (watts) Requirement: 15.58 kw (from manufacturer's catalog)

- Motor nameplate (watt) Operating Time: 2,600 hr/yr
- Other nameplate data Change in O&M: None

- - Pump flow rate and pressure head Fuel Saved: Electricity

- Pump performance curves (if available) Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 7%

*Use watt meter (or measured line voltage, current, Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

and power factor. (Avoid using an estimate of power
factor if at all possible.)

19 -7
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E 2. REPLACE INEFFICIENT PUMPS, MOTORS WITH ENERGY EFFICIENT TYPES -CONTINUED

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

* ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr)-

(17.35 kw - 15.58 kw) x 2,600 hr/yr

-4,602 kwh/yr

NES (Mtu/yr) .

-.,602 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh x M~tu/10
6 

Btu

- 53.38 M~tu/yr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS (S/yr) r

* 4,602 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh

- $368.1
6
/yr

SIR - 38.16 (18.049)

$3,000 (1.251)

-1.8 i
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C 1. OIL-FIRED COGENERATION SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION: In cogeneration systems, electrical or PROCEDURE:

mechanical energy and useful thermal energy are
produced simultaneously. These improved energy sys- I. Determine present fuel and electric costs. Fuel

ters utilize more of the heat energy produced when savings are the essential advantage of cogeneration.Uconventional fuels are burned than is possible with
existing single systems. As shown in the illus- 2. Estimate the amount of savings attributable to the

tration on the facing page, cogeneration systems proposed cogeneration facility. For estimating pur-

can yield net fuel savings of up to 50 percent poses an 18% savings in fuel and electric costs can

compared to separate single systems. There are two be expected with installation of a cogeneration sys-

types of cogeneration systems, topping and bot- tem.
toming. In a topping system, electricity or me-
chanical power is produced first and the exhaust 3. Determine cogeneration operation and maintenance

from the turbine (see illustration) is used for costs. For estimating purposes an 18% savings in , '.. .

industrial processes, space heating, or other uses. O&M costs of combined electric and steam plants over .

The bottoming system reverses the order, i.e., power individual plants can be expected with installation.

generation comes last.
4. Use data from ES options P 1 and S 1 for incumbent

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: power and steam plant costs.

5. Evaluate economic feasibility.

200, GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: 10 Mw - 30 Mw
Z Startup Cost: $1,300/kw (estimate)

?50. Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
YES Equipment Life: 25 years

Skill Level of Personnel Required: Engineering firm

specializing in cogeneration systems
'00' Level of Development:

MAYBE Basic Research Underway
Prototype Being Tested "
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

-" ' O Approved for Service
Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

5 10 15 20 NES -Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)*
AC'V'fl' ELEC'RiCITY REQUiREMENT ,MWI
"C-!V- P(Electrical 

Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: In conventional steam power L1,600 Btu/kwh)
generation systems, about two-thirds of the heat
transferred from the fuel to the steam is released, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
unused, to the environment. Much of this wasted
heat can be saved by cogeneration (see illustration, SIR =
facing page). For a cogenersting system to be
economically feasible, a somewhat stable demand for (Fuel Cost) (DERF) + (Electric Cost) (DERF) - . ..-
electricity and steam is needed. For example, if
both electricity and heat are produced for a (Cogeneration Cost) (DERF) + ((O&MSteam OMElectric) _
residential community, the hourly demand for both

power and heat can vary by the hour. Cogeneration O&Mcogen) x (PYDF)/C(PIF)
systems should be tied in with a utility electrical
grid so that excess power during low demand can be SAMPLE CALCULATION:
sold to the utility and, in the case of peak demand,
the utility can augment the cogenerator. Assumptions: 5

Size: 10 Mw (electricity)
Cogeneration systems are more complicated than 100 MBtu (steam)

" single systems, resulting in higher capital invest- Annual Fuel Cost for Incumbent Steam Plant: $4.911M
ment. Cogenerstion installations will not be made Annual Fuel Cost for Incumbent Electric Plant: $5.078M
when investment, maintenance, and fuel costs are not Annual O&M Cost for Incumbent Steam Plant: $0.232M
balanced by fuel savings. The sharp increase in Annual O&M Cost for Incumbent Electric Plant: $0.513M
energy costs recently should make cogeneration more Startup Cost: $13M
attractive. Fuel Saved: Steam, electricity

Energy Cost Rate: $10/MBtu (steam), $0.08/kwh
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: (electricity)

Escalation Rate: 8%, 7%
- Identify gas-combustion turbine exhaust sources Annual Discount Rate (R): 10-
- Application of topping system
- Application of bottoming system Calculations follow from the procedure section:
- Startup cost and O&M for electric plant
- Startup cost and I3M for steam plant Estimated Steam Savings 

=

- Startup cost and O&M for cogenersting plant
- Oil cost, electric only 0.18 (Annual Fuel Cost for Incumbent)
- Oil cost, steam only
- Oil cost, cogeneration only - 0.18 ($4.911 x 10

6
/yr)

- Electric coat

- $8.84 x 10
5
/yr

C -201



C 1. OIL-FIRED COGENERATION SYSTEMS - CONTINUED

Estimated Electric Savings =

0.18 (Annual Fuel Cost for Incumbent)

- 0.18 ($5.078 x 10
6
/yr) -

P ." =$9.14 x 105/yr

Estimated O&M Savings for Cogeneration =

0.18 (Annual O&M Cost for Incumbent Steam) +

0.18 (Annual O&M Cost for Incumbent Electric)

- 0.18 ($0.232 x 10
6
) + 0.18 ($0.513 x 106)

- $4.18 x 104 + $9.2 x 104

- $1.38 x 105

FUEL SAVINGS (fMtu/yr) -

Estimated Savings ($/yr)
Cost of Steam ($/Mtu)

- $8.84 x t0
5
/yr

$10/mftu

- 8,840 MBtu/yr

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) - ."

Estimated Savings
* Cost of Electricity

- $9.14 x 10
5
/yr

$0.08/kwh

- 1.14 x 107 kwh/yr

NES (Ktu/yr) -

8,840 MNtu + (1.14 x 107 kwh/yr x 11,600 Stu/kwh)

-14,108 K~tu

FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

Estimated Steam Savings " $0.884M/yr

ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr) "

Estimated Electric Savings $0.914M/yr

SIR"

$0.884M (20.05) + $0.914M (18.049) + $0.138M (PYDF)

$13M (1)

*2.7
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S I. OIL-FIRED CENTRAL HEATING PLANT

DESCRIPTION: The Navy shore establishment operates BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: This boiler design has been
numerous central heating plants which utilize perfected over a period of 100 years and is, therefore,
petroleum as the primary fuel. The illustration on reliable and predictable. The primary detriments to this
the facing page shows a typical configuration for a boiler are the high cost of fuel oil and the occasional
two-drum Stirling boiler at a central heating plant. disruptions in supply.
No. 2, No. 5, or No. 6 fuel oil can be used to fire O
the boiler. No. 6 fuel oil must be heated before it SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
can be used. The fuel is mixed with air in the
burners, atomized into a fine mist, and burned in a - Annual energy output - Maximum recorded sr-am

, . . water-cooled furnace. Hot combustion gases pass of existing plant demand
through the convection bank of water tubes. An - Annual fuel usage of - Minimum recorded steam
induced draft fan pulls the gases through an existing plant demand
economizer, in which the feedwater is heated. The - Efficiency of existing - Essential load
gases then exit out the stack. Steam is generated plant - Ultimate load
by radiant heat from the furnace and convective heat
in the convection bank. The steam is separated in PROCEDURE:
the steam drum and exits rhe plant at a medium
temperature and pressure (e.g., 390oF and 200 psig) I. Calculate annual energy output of existing plant,
to be used for heating and industrial purposes. based on steam logs or fuel usage. If fuel records

are used:
Definitive designs for oil-fired central heating
plants are provided in NAVFAC P-272, part 2. Annual energy - Annual Fuel x Existing Plant

Output (MBtu/yr) usage (MBtu/yr) Efficiency
In designing a central heating plant to meet a new (0.75 to 0.80)
energy demand, the procedures provided in NAVFAC DM-
3, chapter 8 should be followed. The procedure 2. Evaluate fluctuations in steam load based on logs or
provided in this option covers replacement of an fuel usage over two or more years. Determine:
existing central heating plant with a new plant
based on cost savings. * Maximum recorded demand (lb/hr)

a Minimum recorded demand (lb/hr)
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: * Essential load (lb/hr)

a Ultimate load (lb/hr)

The essential load is the minimum steam load to meet
* ___________________all necessary heating/process requirements at the

activity after cutbacks have been instituted.
MAYBE Determination of this load may be based on steam logs

or specific load calculations (see DM-3). The
YES ultimate load is the estimated demand for steam in

future years. Either the new plant should be sized
- for this load or provisions should be made for future

expansion. Al
o 5' NO

o ~ NO3. Rated Capacity of - Maximum Observed Safety " " "

New Plant (lb/hr) Steam Demand (lb/hr) Factor
or x (l.O to

" 1 Ultimate Load 1.5)

0 5 10 15 (lb/hr)

COST OF OIL 'S/MBTU) 4. Provide more than one boiler in the plant. For a
plant with three boilers of equal size, both of these
conditions must be met for each boiler:

OR
Boiler Rated Capacity - Plant Rated Capacity x
(lb/hr) (lb/br) 3

MAYBE Boiler Rated Capacity > Essential Steam Load x I
3 (lb/hr) (lb/hr) "

5. Minimum Boiler < Minimum Recorded a Safety
Operating Capacity Demand (lb/hr) Fartor
(lb/hr) (1.0 to

UNO 0.7)

6. Annual Energy Input - Annual Energy Output (MBtu/yr)to New System from Step Iu (Ntu/yr) New System Efficiency

0 . .. . . (0.80 t 0.85)

COST OF OIL (SIMBTU) GENE9RAL INFORMIATION:

Boiler Sizes Available: 200 to 150,000 lb/hr

Startup Cost: $10 to $15 per lb/hr steam

Replacement Cost: Sam as startup cost
Equipment Life: 25 years

205
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S 1. OIL-FIRED CENTRAL HEATING PLANT - CONTINUED

Skill Level of Personnel Required: For central Boiler Rated Plant Rated x 1

heating plant, skilled boiler plant operator and Capacity Capacity 3

maintenance personnel.
Level of Development: * (150,000 lb/hr) x I

Basic Research Underway k
Prototype Being Tested 50,000 lb/hr
operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service Boiler Rated > Essential Steam x 1
Available on Market x Capacity Load T

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr): 50,000 lb/hr > (85,000 lb/hr) x 1 2.}

NES = Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/hr) + > 42,500 lb/hr

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x Minimum Boiler < Minimum Recorded x Safety

operating Demand Factor
11,600 Btu/kwh) Capacity

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: < (20,000 lb/hr) x (0.9)

SIR 
= 
Egas(DERF) - Eoil(DERF) + AO&M (PYDF) < 18,000 lb/hr

C(PIF)
A burner turndown ratio of 3:1 will accommodate the

SAMPLE CALCULATION: minimum operating capacity.

Assumptions: Annual Energy Input - Annual Energy Output

Existing system is a natural gas heating plant. to New System New System Efficiency

Annual Fuel Usage of Existing Plant: 9.83 x
1011 Btu - 7.37 x 1011Btu/yr

Efficiency of Existing Plant: 75% 0.80

Maximum Recorded Steam Demand: 125,000 lb/hr
Minimum Recorded Demand: 20,000 lb/hr - 9.21 x 1011 Btu/yr

Essential Steam Load: 85,000 lb/hr

Ultimate Steam Load: 135,000 lb/hr FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)

Startup Cost: $2.20M
Change in O&M: $O.005M/yr increase 9.83 x 105 MBtu/yr - 9.21 x 10

5 
MBtu/yr

Fuel Saved: Natural gas
Energy Cost: $4.14/MBtu (oil), S6.OO/l~tu (gas) 4 6.20 x l04 Mtu/yr

Escalation Rate: 8% oil, 8% gas
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10% NES (MBtu/yr)

Calculations follow from the procedure section: 6.20 x 104 MBtu/yr

Annual Energy Annual Fuel x Existing System - 6.20 x 104 MBtu/yr

Output Usage Efficiency
FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) =

(9.83 x 1011 Btu/yr) x (0.75) ((9.83 x 105 MBtu/yr x 6.O0/MBtu)-
7.378 x 1001 Btu/ru/600yru -"

-7.37 x 1011 Btu/yr (9.21 x 10
5 
MBtu/yr x S4.14/MBtu)) v I

Rated Capacity = Ultimate Load x Safety Factor
of New Plant = $2.09M/yr

= (135,000 lb/hr) x (1.1) SIR

. 148,500 lb/hr* $5.90M (20.05) - $3.81M (20.05) + (-$0.005M)(9.524)
$2.20M (1)

*Round off to 150,000 lb/hr

- 19.0. . ..
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S 2. COAL-FIRED CENTRAL EATING PLANT

DESCRIPTION: The Navy shore establishment operates BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: This boiler design has been
many central heating plants which utilize coal as perfected over a period of 100 years and is, therefore,
the primary fuel. The illustration on the facing reliable and predictable. Coal is a relatively low cost
page shows a typical configuration for a two-drum conventional fuel with large reserves throughout the
Stirling boiler at a central heating plant. The United States. Detriments associated with the fuel and

boiler employs a spreader stoker which is capable of the boiler plant include: (1) the "dirty" nature of coal
burning a wide range of coals, from high-ranked burning which necessitates the use of capital- and power- 0
Eastern bituminous to lignite or brown coal. The intensive air pollution control equipment, (2) much
spreader stoker projects fuel into the furnace over higher startup and operation and maintenance costs than
the fire with a uniform spreading action, permitting o her conventional fuels due to greater fuel hendling and .-..-.

suspension burning of the fine fuel particles, preparation requirements, and (3) significant ash ..-

Heavy pieces fall to the grate for combustion in a disposal requirements.
thin fast-burning bed. Both undergrste and overfire 

4.

air is provided to the water-cooled furnace. Hot SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
Wcombustion gases pass through the convection bank of

water tubes. An induced draft fan pulls the gases - Annual energy output - Maximum recorded steam
through an economizer in which the feedwater is of existing plant demand
heated. The gases then exit out the stack. - Annual fuel usage of - Minimum recorded steam
Particulates are removed from stack gases through existing plant demand
the use of air pollution control devices such as - Efficiency of existing - Essential load

electrostatic precipitators. Steam is generated by plant - Ultimate load
radiant heat from the furnace and convective heat in
the convection bank. The steam is separated in the PROCEDURE:
steam drum and exits the plant at medium temperature
and pressure (e.g., 390°F and 200 psig) to be used 1. Calculate annual energy output of existing plant
for heating and industrial purposes. based on steam logs or fuel usage. If fuel records

are used:
Definitive designs for coal-fired central heating
plants are provided in NAVFAC P-272, part 2. Annual Energy - Annual Fuel x Existing Plant

Output (MBtu/yr) Usage (MBtu/yr) Efficiency
In designing a central heating plant to meet a new (0.75 to 0.80)

energy demand, the procedures provided in NAVFAC DM-
3, chapter 8, should be followed. The procedure 2. Evaluate fluctuationa in steam load based on logs or
provided in this option covers replacement of an fuel usage over two or more years. Determine:

existing central heating plant with a new plant
based on cost savings. a Maximum recorded demand (lb/hr)

a Minimum recorded demand (lb/r)
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: a Essential load (lb/br)

a Ultimate load (lb/hr)

MABEThe essential load is the minimum steam load to meet
MAYBE all necessary heating/process requirements et the

YES activity after cutbacks have been instituted.
10 S / Determination of this load may be based on steam logs ","

/or specific load calculations (see D*-3). The .-.

ultimate load is the estimated demand for steam in
future years. Either the new plant should be sized

o NO for this load or provisions should be made for future
- expansion.

a 3. Rated Capacity of M aximum Observed Safety

0 New Plant (lb/hr) Stem Demand (lb/hr) Factor

0 5 O 15 or x (1.0
Ultimate Load to

COST OF COAL (S/MBTU) (lb/hr) 1.5)

4. Provide more than one boiler in the plant. For a

OR plant with three boilers of equal size, both of these
conditions must be met for each boiler:

Boiler Rated Capacity - Plant Rated Capacity x

(lb/hr) (lb/hr) 3

Boiler Rated Capacity - Essential Stem Load x

(lb/hr) (lb/hr) 2
- O YES
C 0 5. Minimum Boiler Minimum Recorded x Safety

Operating Demand (lb/hr) Factor

Capacity (1.0 to 0.7) S
NO (lb/hr)

• .O 5"

3 6. Annual Energy Input - Annual Energy Output
to new System (MBtu/yr) from Step I

0 (MBtu/yr) New System Efficiency
0 5 10 1s (0.80 to 0.85)

COST OF COAL (S/MOTU)
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S 2. COAL-FIRED CENTRAL HEATING PLANT - CONTINUED .

GENERAL INFORMATION: 50,000 lb/hr > 42,500 lb/hr

Boiler Sizes Available: 1,000 to 150,000 lb/hr Minimum Boiler < Minimum Recorded x Safety

Startup Cost: $30 to 40 per lb/hr steam Operating Demand Factor

Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost Capacity

Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: For central < (20,000 lb/hr) x 0.9

* heating plant, skilled boiler plant operators and

maintenance personnel < 18,000 lb/hr

*" Level of Development:
A combustion operating range of 3:1 will accommodate the ," ""

Basic Research Underway minimum operating capacity. W

* I ~~Prototype Being Tested L nulEeg nu nulEeg
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway Annual Energy Input Annual Energy

Aproved for Service to New System Output

Available on Market New System Efficiency At'

* NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr): 7.37 x 1011 Btu/yr
0.80

NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) + 9.21 x 1011 Btu/yr

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) xF
FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) -

11,600 Btu/kwh) 9.83 x 105 MBtu/yr - 9.21 x 105 MBtu/yr

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: - 6.20 x 104 MBtu/yr

SIR = Eoll(DERF) - Ecoal(DERF) + AO&M (PYDF)

C(PIF) NES (MBtu/yr) -

SAMPLE CALCULATION:
6.20 x 104 NBtu/yr

Assumptions:
Existing system is an oil-fired heating plant. 6.20 x 104 KBtu/yr

Annual Fuel Usage of Existing Plant:
" 9.83 x 1011 Btu FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) ,

Efficiency of Existing Plant: 75Z
Maximum Recorded Steam Demand: 125,000 lb/hr 9.83 x 105 MBtu/yr x $4.1

4
/MBtu -

Minimum Recorded Demand: 20,000 lb/hr
Essential Steam Load: 85,000 lb/hr 9.21 x 105 MBtu/yr x $1.902/mBtu

Ultimate Steam Load: 135,000 lb/hr
Startup Cost: $5.20M = $2.32M/yr r

o
0 6

Xist - S0.375M/yr SIR
O&Mnew - $0.640M/yr R.
Change in O&M: $0.265M/yr

Fuel Saved: No. 6 fuel oil $4.07M (20.050) - $1.75 (1 .777) + (-$O.265M) (9.524)

Energy Cost: $4.14/mBtu (oil), $1.902/MBtu (coal) $5.20M (i)

Escalation Rate: 8% oil, 5% coal
Annual Discount Rate (R): 102 - 10.2

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Annual Energy - Annual Fuel x Existing System -'-" • -
Output Usage Efficiency

- (9.83 x 1011 Btu/yr) a (0.75)

- 7.37 x 1011 Btu/yr

* Rated Capacity 
- 

Ultimate Load x Safety Factor
of New Plant

- (135,000 lb/hr) x 1.1

148,500 lb/hr*

aRound off to 150,000 lb/hr

Boiler Rated - Plant Rar d x 1
Capacity Capacity

- (150,000 lb/hr) x I

- Boiler Rated > Essential Steam x I
. Capacity Load 2

(85,000 lb/hr) x 1
2 -.

210/(211 blank)

W . . . . .. .
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S 3. NATURAL GAS-FIRED CENTRAL 8EATING PLANT

DESCRIPTION: Natural gas is an excellent, clean- BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: This boiler design has been
burning fuel for central heating plants. The perfected over a period of 100 years and is, therefore,
illustration on the facing page shows a typical reliable and predictable. Natural gas is a clean-burning
configuration for a two-drum Stirling boiler at a fuel with few, if any, air pollution control
central heating plant. The fuel is mixed with air requirements. The primary detriments to this system are
in the burners and introduced into a water-cooled the high cost of natural gas and the occasional
furnace for combustion. Burners are generally disruptions in supply. The cost of natural gas promises
designed to burn fuel oil as well as natural gas. to escalate rapidly due to the phased deregulation of the "
Not combustion gases pass through the convection fuel.
bank of water tubes. An induced draft fan pulls the
gases through an economizer, in which the feedwater SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
is heated. The gases then exit out of the stack.
Steam is generated by radiant heat from the furnace - Annual energy output of existing plant
and convective heat in the convection bank. The - Annual fuel usage of existing plant

AIF. steam is separated in the steam drum and exits the - Efficiency of existing plant I
plant at a relatively low temperature and pressure - Maximum recorded steam demand
(e.g., 390°F and 200 psig) to be used for heating - Minimum recorded steam demand
and industrial purposes. - Essential load

- Ultimate load
Definitive designs for natural gas-fired central
heating plants are provided in NAVFAC P-272, part 2. PROCEDURE:

In designing a central heating plant to meet a new 1. Calculate annual energy output of existing plant
energy demand, the procedures provided in NAVFAC DM- based on steam logs or fuel usage. If fuel records
3, chapter 8, should be followed. The procedure are used:
provided in this option covers replacement of an
existing central heating plant with a new plant Annual Energy = Annual Fuel x Existing Plant
based on cost savings. Output (MBtu/yr) Usage (MBtu/yr) Efficiency

(0.75 to 0.80)

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT- 2. Evaluate fluctuations in steam load based on logs or

fuel usage over two or more years. Determine:

1Sa Maximum recorded demand (lb/hr)

e Minimum recorded demand (lb/hr)
MAYBE a Essential load (lb/hr)

0a Ultimate load (lb/hr)

L The essential load is the minimum steam load to meet
all necessary heating/process requirements at the
activity after cutbacks have been instituted.5 NO Determination of this load may be based on steam logs

or specific load calculations (see DM-3). The
ultimate load is the estimated demand for steam in
future years. Either new plant should be sized for

0 -... . this load or provisions should be made for future
0 5 10 15 expansion.

COST OF NATURAL GAS S/MBTUJ 3. Rated Capacity of Maximum Observed x Safety

New Plant (lb/hr) Steam Demand (lb/hr) Factor

OR or (1.0 . .

Ultimate Load to
(lb/hr) 1.5)

MAYBE 4. Provide more than one boiler in the plant. For a

plant with three boilers of equal size, both of these

YES AYB conditions must be met for each boiler:

Boiler Rated Capacity - Plant Rated Capacity x

(lb/hr) (lb/hr) 3
. NO

o Boiler Rated Capacity > Essential Steam x

(lb/hr) Load (lb/hr) 2

__5. Minimum Boiler < Minimum Recorded x Safety
0 Operating Capacity Demand (lb/hr) Factor

10 is (lb/hr) (1.0
COST OF NATURAL GAS (S/MSTU) to

0.7)

6. Annual Energy Input to - Annual Energy Output
New System (Mttu/yr) (M tu/yr) from Step I

New System Efficiency

(0.80 to 0.85)

4 213
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S 3. NATURAL GAS-FIRED CENTRAL HEATING PLANT - CONTINUED

GENERAL INFORMATION: Minimum Boiler > Minimum Recorded x Safety

Operating Demand Factor
Boiler Sizes Available: 200 to 150,000 lb/hr Capacity
Startup Cost: $10 to $15 per lb/hr steam
Replacement Coat: Same as startup cost 20,000 lb/hr x 0.9
Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: For central > 18,000 lb/hr
heating plant, skilled boiler plant operators and
maintenance personnel A burner turndown ratio of 3:1 will accommodate theLevel of Development: minimum operating capacity.

Basic Research Underway Annual Energy Input Annual Energy Output
Prototype Being Tested to New System New System Efficiency " .
Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service 7.37 0Btu/yrAvailable on Market 

P.0.80 . p

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr): Annual Energy Input 9.21 x 1011 Btu/yr
to New System

NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr) -
(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

9.83 x 10
5 

MBtu/yr - 9.21 x 105 MBtu/yr
11,600 Btu/kwh)

= 6.20 x 104 MBtu/yr
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

SIR - Eotl(DERF) - E~as(DERF) + AO&M (PYDF) NES ( tu/yr) 
=

C(PIF) 6.20 x 104 Mtu/yr

SAMPLE CALCULATION: 6.20 x l04 MBtu/yr

Assumptions: FUEL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) "Existing system is an oil fired heating plant.
Annual Fuel Usage of Existing Plant: 9.83 x 105 MBtu/yr x $4.14/MBtu

9.83 x 101 Btu
Efficiency of Existing Plant: 75% - 9.21 x 105 MBtu/yr x $6.00/MBtu
Maximum Recorded Steam Demand: 125,000 lb/hr
Minimum Recorded Demand: 20,000 lb/hr - - $1.46/yr
Essential Steam Load: 85,000 lb/hr
Ultimate Steam Load: 135,000 lb/hr SIR
Startup Cost: $2.03M
O&Mexist - $0.375M/yr $4.07M (20.05) - $5.53M (20.05) + $0.005M (9.524)O6Mnew = $0.370M/yr 

$2.03M (1)
Change in O&M: $O.005M/yr
Fuel Saved: No. 6 fuel oil = -14.4
Energy Cost: $4.14/MBtu (oil), $6.OO/MBtu (gas)
Escalation Rate: 8% oil, 8% gas
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Annual Energy - Annual Fuel x Existing System
Otput Usage Efficiency

9.83 x 1011 Btu/yr x 0.75

= 7.37 x lol Btu/yr

Rated Capacity Ultimate Load x Safety Factor
of New Plant

= 135,000 lb/hr x 1.1

148,500 lb/hr*

•*Round off to 150,000 lb/hr

Boiler Rated - Plant Rated x 1
Capacity Capacity 3

150,000 lb/hr x I

50,000 lb/hr

Boiler Rated > Essential Steam x I
Capacity Load 2

> 85,000 lb/hr x I

" x 50,000 lb/hr > 42,000 lb/hr

214/(215 blank) r . _
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S 4. REFUSE-FIRED HEATING PLANT

DESCRIPTION: Solid waste can be utilized as a fuel SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
to fire steam boilers. Besides saving energy,
incineration will reduce the volume of solid waste - Annual tons of refuse - Efficiency of central

by 90 percent, resulting in substantial savings in generated at the heating plant

disposal costs. A wide variety of solid waste activity - Minimum recorded steam

energy systems can be implemented at the activity. - Heating value of demand

The three most common systems are: (1) modular waste refuse - Current disposal costs

heat incinerators, (2) field-erected, mass-fired

systems, and (3) refuse-derived fuel (RDF) systems. PROCEDURE:
RDF systems utilize shredders, air classifiers,

magnetic separators, and other equipment to process 1. For a 5-day-a-week operation:

refuse into a homogenous fuel which can be

efficiently burned; these systems are marginally Rated Capacity of = Annual Tons of Refuse x Redundancy

economical even in large-scale metropolitan Refuse-Fired Plant 260 Factor

applications. Field-erected, mass-fired systems have (tons per day or (1.5 to
A been successfully used for decades in Europe. A TPD) 2.0)

description of mass-fired systems appears in option

P 4. 2. Provide more than one modular incinerator in the

plant. For a plant with incinerators of equal size

The moat suitable refuse-fired system for low- operating 24 hours a day:

pressure steam applications at Navy installations is
the modular waste heat incinerator (see illustration Rated Capacity of I Rated Capacity of Plant (TPD)

on facing page). Startup costs are low because the Each Incinerator (No. of Incinerators) x 24

modular units are shipped directly from the factory (tons per hour or

to the site. Modular incinerators are generally TPH) .

installed alongside a prefabricated refuse-handling

building. The system operates as follows. Refuse 3. Annual Refuse - Annual Tons x Heating Value of

is dumped on the floor of the building and is pushed Energy Input of Refuse Refuse (3,000 to

by a front-end loader into a hopper. The refuse is (MBtu/yr) 6,000 Btu/lb)

then mechanically raimned into the primary combustion

chamber of the incinerator. Partial combustion 4. Average Steam = Annual Refuse x Efficiency x (0.146)

occurs in the primary chamber and is completed by an Generation Energy Input (0.4-0.6)

auxiliary burner in the secondary chamber. (lb/hr) (MBtu/yr)

Relatively clear combustion gases are directed

through a waste heat boiler where low-pressure steam 5. Conventional " Annual Refuse x Refuse Plant

is generated. Fuel Savings Energy Input Efficiency

(MBtu/yr) (MBtu/yr) (0.4 to 0.6)

General design information on modular refuse-fired Conventional

heating plants appears in two NCEL publications: TM Plant Efficiency

54-82-10 and CR 82.001. A refuse-fired heating (0.75 to 0.80)

plant is generally designed to supplement an

existing conventional heating plant. The existing GENERAL INFORMATION:

conventional plant is sized to provide the

installation's entire steam requirement (see options Modular Sizes Available: 5.1 to 100 TPD (24-hour

S 1 through S 3). The refuse-fired plant is tied operation)
into the existing steam grid. When the refuse-fired Startup Cost: $0.5M to $1.0M tons per hour
plant generates stelm, vthe central heating plant can Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

cut back on its usage of conventional fuel, thereby Equipment Life: 25 years

resulting in energy savings. For maximum efficiency, Skill Level of Personnel Required: Skilled boiler plant

the refuse-fired plant should operate on a 24-hour- operators, loader equipment operators, and maintenance

a-day, 5-day-a-week schedule with a design steam personnel.
generation rate that does not exceed the activity's Level of Development:

minimum demand.
Basic Research Underway

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Prototype Being Tested

Approved for Service .

YES Available on Market x

NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

S 4-: -NES H ydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

W (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

> 0 2

u 11,600 Btu/kwi,)

0 5 10 i5 20 25 30 p
REFUSE DISPOSAL COST (S/TON)

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: This plant has substantial
benefits in reduced disposal requirements for solid

waste and a free source of energy. Detriments
include: (1) relatively short operating experience

with modular units, (2) questionable economics in
comparison with conventional fuel systems, and (3)

numerous operating and maintenance difficulties due

to the heterogeneous nature of the fuel.
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S 4. REFUSE-FIRED HEATING PLANT -CONTINUED

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: CONVENTIONAL FUEL SAVINGS (MBtu/yr)

SIR Annual Refuse x Refuse Plant
Energy Input Efficiency

a(E Cony) (DERE) *(AD -
0
&MConv -O&MRefuse) (PYDF) Conventional

C(PIF) Plant Efficiency IL

where: = (70,200) x (0.45)

(0.75)
*Econv -Annual Conventional Fuel Cost Savings

42,120 MBtu/yrk

* J&Mconv -Reduction in Annual O&M Costs at the -

Conventional Heating Plant (due to NES (MBtu/yr)

reduced operations)

O&Mrefuse Annual O&M Costs at the Refuse-Fired 4,2 ~uy
Heating Plant - 42,120 MBtu/yr

%D Reduction in refuse disposal costs FUEL COST SAVINGS ($yr)

(due to refuse-fired heating plant
operations) 42,120 MBtu/yr x S4.14/mBtu

SAMPLE CALCULATION: $0.174 H/yr

Assumpt ions:SI

Central heating plant is an oil-fired system. O14 (2.5 +CSL46 *S.07M -(0.5)(.2)

Efficiency of Central Heating Plant: 75% $0.174M (20.05) + ($0.0546H + $0.0171M) ($0.275M) (9.524)___

4 inimum Recorded Steam Demand: 12,000 lb/hr $1.66M (1)

Annual Tons of Refuse Generated at the
Activity: 7,800 tons/year -0.935

Heating Value of Refuse: 4,500 Btu/lb
* Refuse-Fired Plant Efficiency: 45% - a -

Current Landfilling Cost: $10.00/ton

Startup Cost: $1.66M
O&NConv: $0.017IMlyr

* O&Refuse: SO.275M/yr

0: SO.0546M/yr
(7,800 tons/yr 8$10.00/ton)
(0. 70)

Fuel Saved: No. 6 fuel oil
Energy Cost: $4.14/Natu

* Escalation Rate: 8%

Annual Discount Rate (R) : 10%

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

* Rated capacity =Annual Tons Refuse x Redundancy
of refuse-fired 260 Factor

plant

7,800 x 1.66
260

=49.8 TPD *2.08 TPH

Rated Capacity of (Rated Capacity of Plant)
*Each Incinerator (No. of Incinerators) x (24)

-49.8
2 x24

- 1.04 TPH

Annual *Annual Tons x Heating Value x 0.002
*Refuse of Refuse of Refuse
* Energy

Input

- (7,800) (4,500) (0.002)

- 0,200 MBtu/yr

*Average -Annual Reft-se x Refuse Plant x 0.146
3team Energy Input Efficiency

* Generation

(70,200) (0,45) (0.14b)

=4,612 lb/hr (which is less than
the minimum steam demand *jf
12,000 lb/hr)
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P 1. OIL-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER PLANT

DESCRIPTION: Saving energy is not the objective of 2. Plant Sizenew (Mw) -

P 1. The objective is a reduction in energy cost

(i.e. S/kwh) (associated with high commercial Average Electrical Demand
utility rates) by building an on-site oil-fired 0.55
electric power plant. Petroleum is commonly used to k
fire boilers in steam turbine power plants. High- 3. Electrical Cost Savings (S/kwh) =
pressure steam from the boilers drives turbines ..
which in turn drive generators to provide electric (Annual Electrical Consumption (Mwh/yr)) x

power. Low-energy steam leaving the turbines is r
condensed and pumped back to the boilers, where it l(1,000 kwh/Mwh x S/kwh) - (11,600 Btu/kwh x $/MBtu)
is heated into steam again; the cycle is then
repeated. Condensing systems can use river water, a GENERAL INFORMATION:
cooling pond, or cooling towers to reject waste
heat. Exhausted combustion gases are treated to Unit Sizes: 5 to 50 Mw
reduce particulate and sulfur oxide emissions. Startup Cost: $1.3M/Mw

Af Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost jt

Fuel oil and water are required. Power plants are Equipment Life: 25 years
frequently sited near large bodies of water for heat Skill Level of Personnel Required: Power plant
rejection. Small power plants have poor efficiencies operator, maintenance personnel
of 28%-30Z. They can be of interest only if the Level of Development:
utility power costs are very high.

Basic Research Underway
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Prototype Being Tested

Operational Test and Evaluation Underway
Approved for Service

017- Available On Market x
016~ ASSUMPTIONS. AIG NS i

1 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)
015- -COST OF OIL: S4.14/MBTU-CHANGE IN O&M: S513 M INCREASE

>' 014 -START UP COST: S1.3M/MW NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

Y b.13 (Electrical Energy Savings (in Kwh/yr) x

11,600 Btu/kwh)

0 10 YES ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

009 SIR - LEelec (DERF) - AEoil (DERF) 6 AO&M (PYDF)

cc 008- MAYE C(PIF)
0 ~*007
- SAMPLE CALCULATION:
S0.06 NO

• 0o As sumpt ions :
a 10.000 30.000 50.)00 70.600 Annual Electrical Consumption: 48,000 Mwh

Startup Cost: $13.23M
YEARLY ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION (MWH) Equipment Life: 25 years

Usage Factor: 0.55
Change in O&M: $0.513M/yr (increase)

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: In areas in which the cost of Fuel Saved: Electricity, Oil
commercial electricity is high, the feasibility of Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh, $4.l4/MBtu -

providing electric power from an oil-fired plant Escalation Rate: 7% (electricity), 8% (oil)
should be examined. If there are oil-producing Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
areas in the near vicinity, economic advantages
could be achieved with lower delivery costs and Calculations follow from the procedure section:
assured fuel oil supply.

Average Electrical Demand = 48,000 Mwh/yr
• There are a number of detrimental factors. The 24 hr/day x 365 day/yr

price of fuel oil is subject to sharp increases and

this is a variable factor which cannot be forecast * 5.5 Mw
with reasonable certainty. A high SIR at one point

* in time can rapidly become a low SIR. It is also Plant Size - 5.5 Mw - 10 Mw
detrimental that small power plants have a lower 0.55
efficiency than large commercial generating plants,
from 8 to 10 percent lower. Accordingly, energy NES (MBtu/yr) - 0
conservation on a broad level is not being achieved.
Whereas, if the shift were to coal burning this ELECTRICAL COST SAViNGS ($/yr) =
would not be as important as coal is relatively r
abundant. (48,000 Mwh/yr) x1 (1,000 kwh/Mwh x $0.08/kwh) -

SURVEY DATA REEDS: (I.6 MBtu/Mwh x $4. /MBtl 0,

- Cost of commercial electrical power (S/kwh) - $1.53 M/yr
- Total yearly electrical consumption (Mwh/yr)
- Cost of oil ($/Mhtu) SIR -

PROCEDURE: $3.84M (18.049) - $2.31M (20.05) (-0.513M) (9.524)

$13.23M (1)
. Average Electrical Demand (Mwh/hr) 1.37

= 1.37
Annual Electrical Consumption (Mwh/yr)

24 hr/day x 36" day/yr
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P 2 COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER PLANT

DESCRIPTION: Saving energy is not the objective of Pollution Control. Stack gases require control equipment

P 2. The objective is a reduction in energy cost to prevent air pollution. Scrubbers, electrostatic pre-

(i.e. S/kwh) (associated with high commercial cipitators, and other devices are required. If these

utility rates) by building an on-site coal-fired malfunction the plant must shut down. The pollution

electric power plant. Coal is commonly used to fire control is much more complex than for oil or gas-fired

boilers in steam turbine power plants. In future plants.

years, users of coal in power plants will increase
dramatically due to the fuel's relatively low cost SURVEY DATA NEEDS:-
and plentiful domestic supply. In large utility "rl

-.*., boilers, coal is generally pulverized and blown into - Cost of comuercial electrical power (S/kwh)
the furnace. High-pressure steam from the boilers - Total annual electrical consumption (Mwh/yr)

drives turbines which in turn drive generators to - Cost of coal ($/MBtu)

provide electric power. Low energy steam leaving PRCDUE
the turbines is condensed and pumped back to the PROCEDUR: JA

boilers where it is heated into steam again; the -

cycle is then repeated. Condensing systems can use 1. Average Electrical Demand (4wh/hr)

river water, a cooling pond, or cooling towers to
reject waste heat. Stack gases from coal plants Annual Electrical Consumption (Nwh/yr)
must pass through air pollution control equipment, 24 hr/day x 365 day/yr
s uch as scrubbers or electrostatic precipitators,
before they can be released to the atmosphere. 2. Plant Sizenew (Mw) .

A supply of coal and feedwater is required. A Average Electrical Demand
railroad spur is required for coal shipments and 0.55 ot
must be provided. Other requirements include a
protected coal pile storage area, heat rejection 3. Electrical Cost Savings (S/kwh) -

provisions such as a nearby body of water, and a [(1,000 kwh/Mwh
permitted site for ash disposal. (Annual Electric Consumption (Mwh/yr))

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: x $/kwh) - (11,600 Btu/kwh x $/KBtu)"

GENERAL INFORMATION:

014 Sizes Available: 5 to 50 Mw
Startup Cost: $1.5M/w

*013- Replacement Cost: Same as startup coat
. 12- Equipment Life: 25 years
- 01Skill Level of Personnel Required: Power plant operator,

maintenance personnel
010- Level of Development:

00- Basic Research Underway

'08 I Prototype Beingt Tested
YES Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
.006 "Available On Market

D MAYBE
" 005

004 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)

003 NO NES =Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

002
.0 O 0(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

YEARLY ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION (MWHI 11,600 Btu/kwh)

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
BENEFITS,'DETRIMENTS: Coal-fired boilers appear to IEI,, (DERF) - JEcoal (DEF) AO&M (PYDF)
have benefits associated largely with the virtually C(PIF)
inexhaustible coal resources of this country. How- CIPIF) b
ever, there are detriments, which must be carefully
considered, even though a higi SIR can be obtained
ising this source of energy. SAMPLE CALCULATION:

Transportation. The transportation of coal is pre- Assumptions:
sently by rail. Rail lines and spurs must be made Annual Electric Consumption: 48,000 Mwh
available. Transport by rail may be relatively Startup Cost: $15.19N
inexpensive initially. However, sharp increases in Equipment Life: 25 years
the rail rates often occur after a customer becomes Usage Factor: 0.55
dependent on the provided rail services. Such Change in O&M: $0.62M (increase)
increases are not incommon having been experienced Fuel Saved: Electricity, coal
by large cities as well as utilities. Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh (electricity), $1.

9
0
2
/MBtu

(coal)
Coal Handling and Refuse. These are not "inor prob- Escalation Rate: 7%, 5%
lems. Coal must be stored in quantity and handled Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
in large amounts by equipment and people. Coal is
attractive because of its availability, and low
cost, iot because )f ease )f handling. The residue
ash must be handled and Iisposed 3f.

i-



P 2. COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER PLANT - CONTINUED

a.

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Average Electrical Demand 48,000 -h

24 hr/day a 365 day/yr

Plant Size M 55 Mw

0.55

1 10 14w

. ES (,Btu/yr) - 0

ELECTRICAL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -

(48,000 Mwh/yr) x (,000 kwh/wh x $0.08/kwh) -

(11.6 KMBtu/Hwh x SI.902/Mstu)]

- $2.78 M/yr

* SIR

$3.84m (18.049) - $1.06M (14.777) (-$0.62)(9.524)
15.19M (1)

- 3.14

224/(225 blank)

• 7
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P 3. NATURAL GAS-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER PLANT a.

DESCRIPTION: Saving energy is not the objective of 3. Electrical Cost Savings (S/kwh)
P 3. The objective is a reduction in energy costs
(i.e. S/kwh) (associated with high comaercial (Annual Electric Consumption (Mwh/yr))L(lOOO
utility rates) by building an on-site natural gas-
fired electric power plant. Natural gas is commonly kwh/Mwh x S/kwh) - (11,600 Btu/kwh x $/MBtu)j
used to fire boilers in steam turbine power plants.
High-pressure steam from the boilers drives turbines GENERAL INFORMATIO4:
which in turn drive generators to provide electric
power. Low energy steam leaving the turbines is Sizes Available: 5 to 50Mw
condensed and pumped back to the boilers where it is Startup Cost: $1.2M/Mw

heated into steam again; the cycle is then repeated. Replacement Coat: Same as startup cost
Condensing systems can use river water, a cooling Equipment Life: 25 years
pond, or cooling towers to reject waste heat. Skill Level of Personnel Required: Power plant
Natural gas is clean-burning and has a lower operators, maintenance personnel
environmental impact than other fossil fuels. The Level of Development:
price of natural gas is expected to rise rapidly in
response to deregulation legislation. Basic Research Underway

.Prototype Being Tested
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

.Approved for Service
Available on Market "

* 016
r0 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)E: 015

,40 14 NES " Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

0 12 (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x02

0 11 YES 11,600 btu/kwh)

010 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

MAYBE SIR -

008
X007 Eelec (DERF) - %Ecoal (DERF) + aO&M (PYDF) O.

C(PIF)
NO

105 SAMPLE CALCULATION:

r)04

0 0000 30.00 50.000 70.ooo Assumptions:
Annual Electrical Consumption: 48,000 Mwh

YEARLY ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION (MWHI Startup Cost: 512.15M (estimate)
Equipment Life: 25 years
Usage Factor: 0.55

";raph Assumptions: Efficiency: 28%
iosr f Gas: S6.00/MBtu, AO&M = $0.422M increase, Change in O&M: $O.422M (increase)

= 
$i.2M/Mw, life - 25 years Fuel Saved: Electricity, gas

Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh, $6.00/mfBtu
BLNEFITSDETRIMENTS: Gas-fired electric power plants Escalation Rate: 7%, 8%
ire an ideal source of power. Natural gas burns Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
2 leanlv and has minor air-pollution problems and no
residue. There is less boiler maintenance required Calculations follow from the procedure section:
as the fire-sides of the generating tubes remain
:I.-an and Jo not become encrusted with combustion Average Electrical Demand - 48.000 Mwh
residue. ;as is available in large quantities and 24 hr/day x 365 day/yr
:jnvenientlv provided by pipeline to any desired
.cat ion. - 5.5 tw

;as pr-es, nowever, tor various reasons are not in Plant Size - 5.5 Mw
:he free marketplace. Despite a glut of natural gas, 0.55
the costs have been high, and in fact, have
:ontinued to rise. Jtilities have suffered severe - 10 H"
losses in :ontracts that were Voided at the whim of

lhe upplier. Entire areas have shifted from gas to NES (MBtu/yr) - 0
oa. nurning as a result of factors of this nature.

ELECTRICAL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) -
iUR'EY DAtA NEEDS:

(48,000 Mwh/yr) x 1 (,000 kwh/4wh x $0.08 kwh) -
- Cost it comercial power L

- 7otal yearly electrical consumption (11.6 MBtu/Mwh x 6.00/NBtu) j - $0.50M/yr S
PROCEDURE: SIR

1. Average electrical Jemand (Mwhihr) = $3.84M(18.049) - $3.34M(20.050) (-S0.422M) 9.524)

$12.15M (1)
Annual Electrical Consumption (Mwh/'yr)

.lr iay a 365 davyyr - -0.1'.

Plant Sizeew Maw)

Average Electrical Demand

- 3).55

2--
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P 4. REFUSE-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER PLANT

DESCRIPTION: Solid waste can be utilized as a fuel SURVEY DATA NEEDS:
to fire boilers in steam turbine paver plants
(although low-pressure steam production is more cam- - The amount of refuse which is available on a daily
son). Besides energy savings, incineration can re- basis in tons.
duce the volume of solid waste by 90% and the
tonnage by 70%, resulting in substantial savings in - Current costs of collection and disposal of refuse on
disposal costs. A wide variety of solid waste energy an annual basis, including disposal fees.
systems can be implemented auch as field-erected,
mass-fired systems and refuse-derived fuel (RDF) - The local cost of utility power.
systems. RDF systems utilize shredders, air classi-
fiers, magnetic separators, and other equipment to - The estimated hours of full plant capacity per year
process refuse into a homogeneous fuel which can be operation.
efficiently burned.

PROCEDURE:
The illustration shows a field-erected, mass-fired
facility. Refuse is dumped into a storage pit. An 1. For a 5-day-a-week, 24-hour-a-day operation:
overhead clamshell crane picks up a selective quan-
tity of refuse and dumps it into a hopper. The Rted Capacity of - FAnnual Tons of Refuse x Redundancy"
refuse is then moved by a grate through the furnace. Refuse-Fired Plant 260 factor
Underfire and overfire air aid in combustion of the (tons per day or TPD) (1.5 to
refuse. Waterwall tubes absorb the radiant heat of 2.0)
the furnace, and convective tubes absorb captive
heat from the combustion gases. The resulting high- 2. Provide more than one incinerator in the plant. For
pressure steam drives turbines, is condensed, and is a plant with equally sized incinerators operating 24
pumped back to the boilers where it is heated into hours a day:
steam again. Stack gases are directed to air pol-
lution control equipment such as electrostatic pre- Rated Capacity of - Rated Capacity of Plant (TPD)
cipitators or s:rubbers before release to the atmos- Each Incinerator Number of Incinerators
phere. (TPD)

To date, power generated by refuse firing has not 3. Annual Refuse Energy -FAnnual Tons x Heating Value of
been economical in activity-sized systems. Consid- Input (MBtu/yr) of Refuse Refuse (3,500-
erable experimentation with various kinds of refuse- L(tons/yr) 6,000 Btu/lb)
fired systems is currently being pursued throughout
he country. Navy activities should avoid being mis- x 2,000 lb ton .
led by exaggerated manufacturer's claims. 106 Btu/Mtu j
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: 4. Average Pow r " -Annual Refuse x

Generation (Mw) Energy Input

2,4W -
(Mtu/yr)

2,- 106 Btu x Efficiency
2200 E MBtu (0.20-0.30)
2000- 3,413 Btu x 103 kv x 6,240 hr

kAYBE kwh ;w yr

6W 0- AY13E5. Assuming All Power Generated is Used:

1.400-
Annual Utility - Average Power x 6,240 hr

200 Savings (Mwh/yr) [Generation (w) yr

NO GENERAL INFORMATION:

OW Sizes Available: 150 to 1,500 TPD
Startup Cost: $60K to $LOOK per TPD ($2.0-3.5m/Mv)

400Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Required: Power plant operators,

maintenance personnel, and solid waste handlers
Level of Development:0 10 20 30 410 50 6'0 70 s o ....

INSTALLATION COST ISM) Basic Research Undervay
Prototype Being Tested..
Operational Test & Evaluation Underway

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: A refuse-fired power plant has Approved for Service
substantial benefits in reduced disposal require- Available on Market .
ments for solid waste and a free source of energy.
Detriments include: NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

I. Questionable economics in comparison with con- NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +
ventional fuel systems.

(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
2. Potential trouble in matching power demand.

11,600 Btu/kwh)
3. Lack of good operating data on most systems.

4. Numerous operating and maintenance difficulties
due to the heterogeneous nature of the fuel.

5. Potential problem with hazardous air emissions.
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P 4. REFUSE-FIRED ELECTRIC POWER PLANT - CONTINUED

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION: D - (91,000 tons/yr)(0.7)($5.00/ton)

SIR -- 0.319M in Disposal Cost Savings for Tonnage
Reduction of 70 Percent

A(Eold) (DERPF) (AD-O&MRefuse)(
9
.5

24
)

C(PIF) ORefuse - $3.90M/yr

C * (466 TPD) ($90K/TPD) - $41.94M

NES * 4.29 x 107 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu x 10-6 KBtu ; "'
*AEold - Annual Utility Savings due to Power Plant

Operation.

"D - Reduction in Annual Refuse Disposal Costs - 4.98 x 105 MBtu/yr
due to Refuse Incineration.

O&'trefuse - Annual O&M Costs at the Refuse-Fired SIR - ($3.43M)(18.049) - ($.319M $3.90M)(9.524) 4'_-

Power Plant. $41.94m (1)

SAMPLE CALCULATION: - 0.663

Assumpt ions:

Refuse-Fired Power Plant Operating Hours: 5 days a
week, 24 hrs a day.

Annual Tons of Refuse to be Incinerated at Plant:
91,000 tons/year

Heating Value of Refuse: 5,000 Btu/lb
Efficiency of Refuse-to-Power Conversion: 0.23
Current Landfilling Costs: $5.00/ton
Fuel Saved: Electricity
Energy Cost: S0.08/kwh
Escalation Rate: 7Z (electricity)
Annual Discount Rate (R): 10Z

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

Rated capacity of Annual tons Refuse
Refuse-Fired Plant 260

x Redundancy Factor

91,000 - 350 TPD

260

Rated Capacity of Rated Capacity of Plant
Each Incinerator Number of Incinerators

.66 - 117 TP-

Annual Refuse Energy Annual Tons of x
Input Refuse

Heating Value x 20 2- 4
" 

-.

if Refuse 106

91,000 x 5,000 x ,0 
= 
910,000 MBtu/yr

106

Average Power

;eneration

Annual Refuse Energy x 106 x Efficiency

input 3413 x 10
3 
x 6240

S910.,)00 x '06 x 0.23 x 6,240 - 9.83

3.413 x 103

Assume 70 percent if power can be used:

ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (4wh/yr) -

4.6x 1, 240 x 1). 7 400 Mwn ,vr

ELECTRICAL COST SAVINGS ,!Eo 1  ,kwh)

- 42.00 4wh,r x 1,000 x $0.08 "
SO. 319m

2 3 3.2. 3M M ..

.2 0/(231 blink)
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P 5. GEOTHERMAL ELECTRIC POWER PLANT

DESCRIPTION: The Navy has recognized the geothermal GENERAL INFORMATION:
potential and its limitations. There is an ongoing
Navy program to examine all the practical alter- Sizes Available: 2 to 10 Mw
natives and establish geothermal electric power Startup Cost: $1,500 per kv-
plants where it is possible. NWCTP 6238 "Navy Replacement Coat: Same as startup cost
Geothermal Plan," October 1980, page 4, lists these Equipment Life: 25 years
sites: Annual O&M: $0.7M to $2•OM increase O

1. IWC (China Lake) COSO Geothermal Area Skill Level of Personnel Required: Electric power-
plant operators, maintenance personnel

2. NAVSTA Adak, Alaska Level of Development:

3. AS Fallon, Nevada Basic Research Underway

Prototype Being Tested I .
4. NAVMAG Luslualei, Hawaii Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service

5. Imperial Valley, California Available on Market x

The plant type and size depends on the needs of the NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):
site, availability of surrounding markets for excess

power, and the nature of the geothermal fluid. NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +
Advances in technology, especially in materials and

in turbines have been significant in recent years. (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
i-phase turbines are now available which can

generate power from both the liquid and steam phases 11,600 Btu/kwh) -
of superheated water. Flexible systems such as
these can handle mixtures of steam and liquid and ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:

operate successfully under variable conditions.
3ecause these power systems have commercial appli- SIR - EElec(DERF) - EStm(DERF) - NO&M (PYDF)

cations, they have been developed in reasonable C (Ply)
s~zes that are relatively easy to relocate.

FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: SAMPLE CALCULATION:

Assumptions:
3Size 

Used: 10 Mw
Startup Cost: $15M
Operating Hours: 4,818 hr/yr
Change in O&M: $2.O increase

YES Fuel Saved: Electricity
2Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh

Escalation Rate: 72

Annual Discount Rate (R): 102

MAYBE Calculations follow from the procedure section:

0 tELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kw-/yr)

4,818 hr/yr x 1,000 kw/Mw x 10 w"
NO

- 4.818 x 10
7 
kwh/yr

AS I
0 20 40 N0 80 NES (MBtu/yr) -

GEOTHERMALDEVELOPMENTOST(SM) 0 + 4.818 x 10
7 

kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh

BENEFITS/DETRIMENTS: Since geothermal power does - 5.59 x 105 MKtu/yr

not use fossil fuels, its use is optimum. No
gaseous ir solid waste pollutants result. The power ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)
source is ideal. Geothermal power depends on the
site which can vary in its characteristics. 4.818 x 107 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh
However, relocatable power units can be used in a
practical manner in the small sizes of interest, 10 - $3.85M/yr
4w or less.

SIR - $3.85M (18.049) - $0 - $2.OH (9.524)
SURVEY DATA NEEDS: $1M (1)

- Research geothermal area potential * 3.36
- Estimate the cost of geothermal development

- Select optimum size plant O
- Compare available power units with geothermal

chsrscteristics

- Comercial power costs

- Plant size (M)

PROCEDURE:

1. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr) "

Rours Operation x 1.000 e -Plant
Year MW Size

233
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p . SMALL-SCALE HYDROELECTRIC PLAN

DESCklPTI3N: Small hydroelectric plants are defined 2. Estimate "head" ieignt H;, in ft) )f completed dam.

as naving less than 15 Mw capacity with dams le5s

.,an ,5 feet nign and impounding less than 500 -Rosgh .st~rates f head may be -alculated from

Icres. The systems consist of a dam and penstCK topography maps available through the U.S.

mat teel water to a hydraulic turbine. The turbine eological service jr through rough survey sing

,rives an electrIc generator. Additional control hand level and rod.

and power aondit oning equipment are used.

3. Calculate potential generator size.

.A -. rce.ectric plant is site-specific. One must

-rart ot with toe water that is there most of the Generator Size (kw) - .1,37 x Q x H

Ime, tien suit the turbine and generator to the

i;rce and locat:on. A small project will be based 4. Calculate electrical savings from hydroelectric power

)a rin-Df-river" water availabLlitles. (kwh/yr)

--ASS LY cEjCRaM.NT: Generator Size (kw) x hours of operationyr

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Sizes Available: 2 kw to 15 4w

Startup Cost: (new dam) $4,000]kw-, as5

-old dam) 52,000/kw
Annual O&M: $0.2

5
M/Mw

.. : Equipment Life: 25 years

0 - Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost

Skill Level of Personnel: Electric power plant

operators and maintenance personnel

7--ARr ,P .DST S- LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT:

ivdroelectric power is essen- Basic Research Underway

iar eoergy in the form of rainfall. The Prototype Being Tested

,I' geo n ydr enleccer c i s 'hat 0t is tree Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

mr - a -n1 water pollution and once the initial Approved for Service

.ivCStC5nt .s made. 'IPcttical power is essentially Available on Market .

: r -. sc-t :or )peration and maintenance costs.

:.-r, ., r_ i iower in itself has relatively little NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/vr):

• !:ir ,menoa. efect. but the daimrang of rivers or

-- u-s :oi :iave a larger ecological impact. Other NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr)

- fs~l rs ~05 nc -de:
(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

, _X-tyt.v lams -annot De presumed to be sound and

: n ie. :ffic.lt or impossible. L1,600 Btukwh)

• at-or :cwrstes -yst Se verified with weather ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION

,.r-,'CO ir itner sources )t data.
SIR = Ae~ec DERF)- AO&Mhydro (9.524) . • "

"oR, A:'A t C(PIF)

-'or at, SAMPLE CALCULATION:

As Assumptions:
___ Size: 2 4w

Startup Cost: $8M Tnew dam)

. . wrare i- river. Iae )r Jam. Annual O&M: $0.50M
?ow lata tor ~tream r river may be Operating Hours: 4,813/yr
,,.5I.An - r gig government agencies ir may Head of Dam: 50 ft

"0.. so. atel. River Cross Sectional Area: -8 ft
2

-.1 o. ~te :~iwrute, establish cross- Flowrate of River: 5 ftsec
, I-a.i ,re.a it r iver and measure water Fuel Saved: Electricity

'-t, itwn two points along river. Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh

,taa r.etit ,hou Id e made osing a dye Escalation Rate: 7%

r it middle it rcver and measuring Annual Discount Rate IR): '0%

- q 1r1- t3 -over a measured lis-
- i:,- -. ivr g. :1-wrates inotild be veritied -alculations follow from the procedure section:

ri:i iata ivan atle :rom the weather
,. ,. Flowrate of river Q)

-X . -. r 3-i t al Ar-a it 'iori A1  
A, A x

-.6 ft- a i :t Sec by Jve ,ethod)

----------------------------- :1 ',. " ' ,.ac 1Jt' sec

. . .-3d ran i : 4.05

,.cvr.+.r i+e co -'S

t . • - . . ....-- -



P 6. SHALL-SCALE HYDROELECTRIC PLANT - CONTINUED

Electrical Savings (kvh/yr) :

14,818 hr/yr z 2.0 (103) .'
- 9.6 x 106 kwh

NES (Kitu/yr) --

4,818 hr/yr x 2.0 (103) kw x

11,600 Btu x ?0ru - 1.1 (105) MJtu/yr
kvh 10 FB tu

ELECTRICAL COST SAVINGS ($/yr) .

9.6 x 106 kwh x $O.081kwh

yr

$ $0.77 M/yr 8"10)"."

SIR 7 1.7 (105)(18.049) - 5.0(105)(9.524)

8(10
6 ) 

(1)

" 1.19

26.3 b

C.

. , .

- .*.*. .-..
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P 7. WIND-GENERATED ELECTRICITY

DESCRIPTION: The kinetic energy of winds can be PROCEDURE:

converted to electric power using wind turbines.
Large capacity machines usually consist of two 1. Determine site wind energy available.

propeller-like blades connected to a hub. 'When the
wind blows with sufficient velocity, the blades 2. Check costs of available comercial wind machines
spin, turning a generator via a transmission. The which meet site requirements.

speed of the machine is governed by controlling
blade pitch. The windmill is positioned in the wind 3. Plan wind farm of largest poasible units as their
ising an electric drive to rotate the head atop the installed cost is lowest.
tiwer. The following information is pertinent.

4. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)
I. The wind follows daily, monthly, and yearly

patterns which can be roughly characterized. Operating hr/year x Plant Size (mw) x 1,000 kw/mw

2. For a cost effective wind machine today, average GENERAL INFORMATION: 5
windspeeds of at least 10 mph are required. The

available power in the wind varies as the cube Sizes Available: 0.5 to 1.5 Mw
of the windspeed. Startup Cost: $4,000/kw

Replacement Cost: $2,000/kw
3. Utilities are required by law to buy electricity Equipment Life: 25 years

(over what the facility needs) from independent Skill Level of Personnel Required: Shop mechanic and
producers at "avoided cost." This is the cost electrician
that they would otherwise pay to generate the Annual O&M: $50K increase
power with their most expensive fuel. (The Level of Development:
avoided cost has been running 5.3c to 7c/kwh of
electricity.) Basic Research Underway

Prototype Beint Tested
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: Operational Test and Evaluation Underway

Approved for Service
Available on Market x

0.16.

0.15 NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr):

0.14 NES - Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

0.13-

Y0.1 (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x.
" 0.11-

-0.10 11,600 Btu/kwh)
0.09

0.08- ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
t: 0.0 - MAYBE . .

SMSR z -EEIec(DERF)- AO&M-ind (PYDF)

S0,05- '-"C(PIF)

.J 0.04-.-. -
aSAMPLE CALCULATION:

002 NOAssumptions:

010- Size Plant: I Mw

0 Startup Cost: $4M
0 1 Operating Hours: 4,818 hr/yr

PLANT SIZE (MW) Change in O&M: $50K
Fuel Saved: Electricity
Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh

Graph Assumptions: 4,818 hours/yr; O&M - $50K in- Escalation Rate: 7%
crease; Life expectancy - 25 years; cost (C) - Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%
54,00 kw

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

SENEFITSDETRIMIENTS: Wind energy is completely
cost-free and large wind farms are being com- ELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr) b.
merciallY ,ised. 4owever, before serious consid-
.rat on is given to a program for wind-generated 4,818 hr/yr x 1 Mw x 1,000 kw/Mw
• .t, tv. the fIDlolwing should be kept in mind.

- 4.818 x 106 kwh/yr
7'e ivera output 3f a wind farm is about 20% 4 1

,f ;ts rated :apacity. NES (MBtu/yr) "

2. 4d nergy's strong point is not reliability, 0 + 4.818 x 106 kwh/yr x 11,600 Btu/kwh

i-i, its 3verall contribution to energy
)niorvation. - 5.59 x IO

4 
KBtu/yr

1. A iz.ong, prevailing wind of adequate wind speed ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)

... valfable in few locations.

4.818 x 106 kwh/yr x $0.08/kwh
;"w:EY 1A:., 4EEDS:"""""i

- $0.385M/yr ..
- eai ra potential site winds over an adequate
per..)d )f time Ising a wind odometer and SIR $0.385M (18.049) - (-$0.05M) (9.524)
1.trsiiie wind ipeed. $5M (1)

Vp.r ,fv :-iults with a nearby weather station. *16

* -' 239
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P 8. SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER PLANT

DESCRIPTION: An experimental solar electric power NATIONAL ENERGY SAVINGS (NES) (in Btu/yr)
plant has been built in the California desert. The
plant consists of a field of computer-controlled NES - H)drocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +

mirrors which track the sun, reflecting its direct
radiation onto a receiver mounted atop a tower. (Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x
Reat from this receiver is transferred via a high
Ht:mperature fluid to a heat exchanger to produce 11,600 Btu/kwh)
steam. Steam then drives a turbine to generate
electricity. Storage systema may be employed to ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EQUATION:
store heat during daylight hours for use at night.

SIR - AEelec (DERF) + 6O6M (PYDF)
FEASIBILITY REQUIREMENT: C(PIF)

SAMPLE CALCULA TION:

0.20 ASSUMPTONS 
Assumptions:

4818 HOURS PER YEAR Size: 10 Mw

0 15. A O&M-22M Startup Cost: MOMt> -C 0-5 S trIp D: $ 1 0

Operating Hours: 4,818 hr/yr

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2 M 
C h a n g e i n & M : S .Z M / y r

X0O10 Fuel Saved: Electricity
0 d Energy Cost: $0.08/kwh

AYE Escalation Rate: 7%
0 , 0.05- Annual Discount Rate (R): 10%

UNO -

Calculations follow from the procedure section:

0 10 20 3 40 o SoELECTRICAL SAVINGS (kwh/yr)

PLANTSIZE (MW) 4,818 hr/yr x 10 NM a 1,000 kw/M.

- 4.818 a 107 kwh/yr
BENEFIT/DETRIMENTS: The startup coats are very
high. Southern Californi& Edison spent $100 million NES (ltu/yr) .
on a 10 Mw plant near Baratow, CA. This plant is
located in an area with virtually perfect weather 0 - 4.818 x 107 kwh/yr a 11,600 Btu/kwh
conditions. For example:

5.59 x 105 N~tu/yr
- Warm climate
- Year-round sunshine ELECTRICITY COST SAVINGS ($/yr)
- Low haze and pollution
- Large available land area 4.818 x 1O

7 
kvh/yT x$0.06/kwh

Few Navy activities have locations with applicable - $
3
.
8
54M/yr

weather conditions. However, for those activities
that do, the energy is unlimited and fossil fuel SIR - $3.854N (18.049) * (-$2.2M) (9.524)
savings are great. MIOOm (1)

SURVEY DATA NEEDS: - 0.49"

- Degree days
- Average sunshine
- Clearness of atmosphere

- Availability of land area that is smooth
- Hours operation/yr

PROCEDURE:

I. Make survey.

2. Check cost effectiveness of solar-power genera-
t ion:

3. Electrical Savings (kwh/yr)

Operating hr/yr x Plant Size (4w)

a 1,000 kw/Mu

GENERAL INFORMATION: 
.

Sizes Available: 10 to 50 Mu
Startup Cost: SlOOM to $30MM
Replacement Cost: Same as startup cost
Equipment Life: 25 years
Skill Level of Personnel Raquired: Power plant
operation and maintenance personnel

Level of Development:

Basic Research Underway Iroor.,% . B n a Teted ) ' :
aDPrational Test and Evaluation Underwa a-

* Aproved for Service

Available on 4arket

241/(242 blank)
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SD 1. CLIMATE-BASED FACTORS FOR HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC)
CALCULATIONS

SD 1-1. GENERAL INFORMATION

Many factors affecting the magnitude of energy savings achievable from conservation
programs are dependent on location, climate, or building design and load charac-

__ teristics. The determination of these constant factors is discussed in this sec-
tion.

Climate-based factors may be derived from Engineering Weather Data, chapter 3,
NAVFAC P-89/AFM 88-29/TM 5-785. Sections 1-2 through 1-11 provide examples of
sample calculations for climate-based factors for Springfield, Missouri. Figures
SD-2 and SD-3 are reproduced from Engineering Weather Data, chapter 3, pages 3-20
and 3-21. Column designators are provided for simplified data location. The
climate-based factors for any location in Engineering Weather Data can be derived in
a similar fashion.

Before beginning the savings analysis at a particular location, those factors which
are related to climate should be calculated. The derived values of the climate- p
based factors may be entered into the form shown in figure SD-l for easy reference
while performing the system analyses. The paragraph reference indicates the
paragraph in this section where a method of determining the data is outlined. If
actual weather data for the activity under study is available it should be used in
preference to calculated data. For example, if an activity has a yearly schedule
for turning on central cooling equipment on 20 May and turning it off on 20
September then that time period should be used for the weeks of summer (WKS).

a245



V. V 9 1

Climate Based Factors
k

SD
Symbol Description Paragraph Value Units

ACWT Average Condenser Water Temperature 1-2 OF .>.

AND Annual Number of Days for Warmup 1-3 Days/Yr

AST* Average Summer Temperature 1-4 OF

AWT* Average Winter Temperature 1-5 OF

CFLH Annual Equivalent Full-Load Hours 1-6 Hr/Yr
for Cooling

HFLH Annual Equivalent Full-Load Hours 1-7 Hr/Yr
for Heating

HS Hours of Temperature Limit Shutoff 1-8 Hr/Yr

for Summer

HW Hours of Temperature Limit Shutoff 1-8 Hr/Yr

for Winter

OAH* Average Outside Air Enthalpy 1-9 Btu/lb

PRT* Percent Run Time for Low Temperature 1-10 -

Limit

WKS* Weeks of Summer 1-11 Wk/Yr

WKW* Weeks of Winter 1-11 Wk/Yr L-

*Data not necessary if computer methods are used.

LOCATION: .__ _ _-__ _ _ _"_-

Figure SD-i. Climate-Based Factors Form

'40)
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SD 1-2. AVERAGE CONDENSER INLET WATER TEM(PERATURE (ACWT)

Tepuirpos!e of this pr)ce!du-re is t3 fiikd tile ave rage condens er inlet water
temp r it-ore oti-iii3h le fro-m a -,oo iiig t )wer -ir ing tie cooling Se'si-ion. This value
C,11 then-T he ulSCed in thle condenser water tomperature rese;-t savings calculationis for
-ill, coolIing tower ia thle Same- ..eograpaic area;-.

ti iig thle Eig Lnea ring Weather Data f Dr your airea ( figo,-re S0-3 foDr Sp rigfiLe ld, '(4.)
q_ op dat-a table similar to the one below. TEle exainpl-e ha-, bee2n calculate d

1 Lug in3rrnatiOn fran figure SD-3 , coluimns 1, 4, and 7. Under :,)Iinn -A, list the W
i In $inc ilent wet bulh temperaiture (MCW3, column 7, figure SD-3) for telnp,-ratire
rigsalbove 350 F (column 1, figuir, SD-3) (as ihown below). Assin, in appro)ach

-~ipera t tr e (the di ffarence in teminpe ra tare uL wo en the1 - o uts-,i de air we4 -t ')ulIb
.:l~it-are and cnesrialet wate r temper itir-e ) of 10 0 F aid add th is ( i. e. 10 0 F)

tj a rc d iuidian I mean co mnc iderit wet bulb toemperature (clunA) and list in

Lt tile facility operates oniLy dur ing tior nal operat ing hours list thle anaual hourif
)cirrence (c)111.n 4, figure SD-3) for tile 0900 to lfbOO hoar per iod (li; inclun)
-11n, t)ta I thle Co lur. Calkc nte thc temperature hiours, column D, by multiplyig
Lilliv id111.1I condlenser wate r tetnpe ratures ( coIlmn B) by the corresponding ho-irs a f

,):c uirrc, ( columin C) an-d total the column. The average co)ndptnstr inlet wate!r
tkemperature, 1,s -apuated by divi i ig the total of the! teirpe-rature hour coluimn ( D) by
ie total of thei 0900 to 1600 houirs of occuirreiico co lumn () --

Ma r B. Condenser C. 0900 to 1600 0. Temperature
com'l<id-it Water Temp. Hiours of lio u r
Wet 3.,11, oF (A + 100) Occuirrence. (B x C0

77 87 0 0
74 34 1 S4
74, 84 4 336

74 84 39 3,276
7 4 84 121 10,164
72 82 232 19,024
70 80 295 23,600
613 78 279 21,762
6f) 76 272 20,672
62 72 2213 16,416
57 67 204 13,668

5262 131 11It222

To tal1s 1,856 140,224

[he liv, r ge conden iser in le t wate r temperaiture is c,1lcu lated as; Lo1 lows:

A t. otal of fl/Total of C
= 140,224/1,856

249.6,.

" Th , ths pocedre s t fid th codener2n4e

p(roe ae

- tmpe atu e o taiabl r-. .ol n *~e ..r n t. co l ng s io. T i a u ...-



SD 1-3. ANNUAL NUMBER OF DAYS REQUIRING MORNING WARMUP (AND)

The pirpose of this procedure is to calculate the annual number of days requiring
moriag warnmup (AND). Resilts of this pr~cedure will be used in savings cal-
cklihtions for Ventilitio.u and Recircilition and Optimum Start/Stop. Using the
Etigineering Weather Data for your area (figurre SID-3 for Spriugfield, Mo.) compile a
data table similar to the one below. The eKample has been calculated using
irtformation from figure. SD-3 columns 1 and 3. Ass:ning the startup time is early - "
moroing, list (2-olumfls E and F) the temperature ranges below 60°F (column I, figure
SD-3) and the corresponding hours of occurrence for 0100 to 0800 hours (column 3,
figire SO-3). Total column F and divide by 8 to get the annual number of days that
warnup is r, quir: d (AND).

E. Temperature F. 0100 to 0800
Range OF Hours of

Occurrence

55/59 233
50/54 2n8
45/49 206
40/44 219
35/39 235
30/34 237
25/29 195
20/24 107
15/19 74
10/14 46
5/9 19
0/4 13

-5/-l 4
-10/-6 I
-11 & below 0

Total 1,799

the anniual number of days that warmup is required is calculated as follows:

AND = (Total of F)/3
= 225 -
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SD 1-4. AVERAGE SUMMER TEMPERATURE (AST)

Fhe pirpose af this procedure is t- calculate the average summer temperature (AST).
The results of this procedure will be used in the savings calculatioas for Scheduled
Sttart/Stop. Usi.ig the Engineering Weather Data for your area (figure SD-3 for

S-ringfield, Mo.), compile a data table sinilar to the one below. The example has
,,eni calculated using iaformation fr~m figure SD-3 columis 2, 3, and 5. List in
colum,- It, F and I r-spectively, mein temperature in range values above 75°F (column --

A 2, figure SD-3) aod the corresponding annual total hoairs of occurrence for time
peri -jds 9100 to 0800 hours and 1700 to 2400 hours (columns 3 and 5, figure SD-3). For

' ach line entry dervelop coliumn J by adding the valu.- in colimns F ani I and
-il tiplying b the value in column H (i.e., column . = line entry for column F + I x

"Iiif.fn t). Total col imns F, I, and J. Add totals of F and I. Divide the total af
,:,)A1..I by sam jof column F andl I t-)tals to get Average Summer Temperature (AST).

..0.

H. Me:,,i 'F F. 0100 ta 0800 1. 1700 to 2400 J. Annual Summer
in Range Hours of Hours of Degree Hours

Occurrence Occurrence (F + I) x H

112 0 0 0
i07 0 0 0
102 0 0 0
97 0 9 873

92 0 32 2,944

37 4 78 7,134
82 29 151 14,760
77 105 252 27,489

Totals 138 hr 522 hr 53,200 OF-hr/yr

The average summer temperature is calculated as follows:

AST = Total of J/(rotal of F + Total of 1)
= 53,200/(138 + 522)--. .

= 80.6 0 F

25
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SD 1-5. AVERAGE WINTER TEMPERATURE (AWT)I

.' ") flr ), t tII Sr D F A It- is t c-iIi.: juto the average wite r temperatuire . The
ils t tiis ru.,.;Sl Pie i the sa-vings calctilitioais for Schodliled

S tI i~S t, iii Vt 1it Ioee iL > l~ 5n Usi:ng t he( Eng i.1e ( Cin[g Wthe t1 (2r D a ti for
",Ir Ca (fig -r2 SD-3 fr, Spririgfiel.i, 1o ., cm pie a data table. ;imilar to the -7

cat.-- Te Ixi ayi tn boi cu d tis i -g in forma io frim figiire SD-3
1~~~~~ 1711- d1 ir c )1liner H lis3t th. :~aii ')F in ranige for teinperatures be 13W

1 1F (col iet t -. , . S D- 3. Undo r -olui K list the co rre spoid ing imIIo1t tta1

I Ar 1 111 11 f)e , fI i - o SD- 3. for th., nJ iiv idua-i i man OF tenpe rature To ta 1 1 lin
I'a.i i t li 1;1 it u ~kte r do-gr,-e houirs (co lein L.) by multip lying tile 1me-l ')F

Ir ii age vilee- 10 Iem by the c or responidimiig anniia 1 total hour s va lue ( co lmmn K).
11 j .- t (,i - il -it.e the ave rage. winte r temnper.3 ture (AWl) y div iding the

t )ti Ii ciiie b tee? t-aooluimn K.

.Mem FK. An n, a I L. Annea.-l Winter
iTotal IlausDegre.-e Hours

H x K

~2 768 47,616
57 619 35,283

5 98 31,096
-47 608 28, 576
42 603 2 5, 326

17 o6 22,422
32 57 7 18,464
27 412 11,124

24o) 5,,8 0
L;7141 2, 397

12 85 1,020
7 39 273

21 42
-3 6 -1S
-8 1 --8

Total1 5, 324 hr /yr 228,893 0)F-hr/yr

* Ic m\e ragewiliter temper-itare is, calcilated as olw:

A.0' T otal of L/Total of K
=228,,193/5, 324

-43.011F
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SD 1-6. ANNUAL EQUIVALENT FULL-LOAD HOURS FOR COOLING (CFLH)

rhe purpose of this procedure is to calculate the annual equivalent full-load hours -

f-)r cooling (CFLH). The results of this procedure wilt be used in savings
calcolatious for Chiller Water Temperature Reset and Condenser Water Temperature-
Reset. A valle can also be chosen from the 1980 Systems ASHRAE Handbook. Usi ag
Enineering Weather Data for your area (figure SD-3 for Springfield, Mo.), compile a
data table similar to the one below. Under column it list the mean OF in riafge above

b and or equal to 65°F (column 2, figare SD-3). For daytime operation list nder
cjlum C the corresponding 0900 to 1600 hours of occurrence (column 4, figure SD-3)
for each mean oF temperature (for 24-hour operation use the annual total hours of
occarrence data instead, column 6, figure SD-3). Calculate degree hours by
subtracting 65 0 F from individual mean OF in range values (column 11) and multiplying
by the corresponding hours of occurrence value (column C) and list under column M.
Total ,olumn M. Obtain the 2.5% summer design data dry bulb temperature (i.e.,
cooling design temperature) for your location from chapter 1 of the Engineering
Weather Data, NAVFAC P-39/AFM 88-29/TX 5-785. For the example calculation
(location: Springfield, Mo.) the value is 93 0 F. Determine the annual equivalent . .
full-load hours for cooling (CFLH) by dividing the total of column M by the cooling
design temperature - 65 0 F.

H. Mean OF C. 0900 to 1600 M. Degree
In Range Hours of Hours

Occurrence C x (H - 650 F)

112 0 0
107 1 42
102 4 148
97 39 1,248

92 121 3,267
87 232 5,104

* 82 295 5,015
77 279 3,348
72 272 1,904
67 228 456

Total 20,532°F-hr

The annual equivalent full-load hours for cooling is calculated as follows:

CFLH = Total of M

Cooling Design Temperature -650

= 20,532/(93OF - 65 0 F)
= 733 hr/yr
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SD 1-7. ANNUAL EQUIVALENT FULL-LOAD HOURS FOR HEATING (HFLH)

Results .f this orocedure will be used in 31viligs calculitions for Hot Water Outside L
Air Rese. t. The purpose of this procedure is to calculate the annual equivalent
full-load hours for heating (HFLti). The results of this procedure will be used in
*siings .:alciilations for Hot Water Outside Air Reset. Using Engineering Weather -

Data fhr your area (figure S-3 for Springfield, Mo.), compile a data table similar "'
to the one below. The exanle has been calculated ,siag information from figure
SL)-3, -oimns 2, 4, and 6. Under zol'imn H list the mean OF in range values below .-. r
()5-F (zolumn 2, S3D-3). For daytime operation, list under .:,olunn C the corresponding
)90 t.) 1600 hours of occurrence value (-:)ltnn 4, figure SD-3) for each mean OF
tenpe:lture value. (For 24-hour operation use the annual total hours of occurrence
dita instead, zol~imn 6, figure SD-3.) Calculate degre.e hoars by subtracting 65°F
tr -n individual n-an 'F in range (colunn i ) vales and nultiplying by the
corresponding hours of occurrence (collmn C) value and list under column N. Total
c.)11u,1 N. Obtain rhl_, 97.5% heating design data dry bulb temperature (i.e., heating
design t.t_,perature) from chapter I of the Engineering Weather Data, NAVFAC P-89/AFM
,3-29/rA 57.35. For the example calculation (location: Springfield, Mo.) the value

i3 %Pp. Deternine the antrual eqtiivalent full-load hours for heating (HFLH) by
sibtracting the heating design temperature value frm 65 0 F and dividing that value
into tLe total of column N.

1. Mean C. 0900 to 1600 N. Degree
In Range Hours of Hours

Occurrence C x (650 F - H )

62 204 612
57 181 1,448
52 132 2,366
47 191 3,438
42 173 3,979
37 160 4,480 - .°

32 149 4,917
27 92 3,496
22 54 2,322
17 28 1,344
12 18 954
7 8 464
2 4 252
-3 1 68
-8 0 0

Total 30,140°F-hr

The annual equivalent full-load hours for heating is calculated as follows:

HFLH = Total of N

650 - Heating Design Temperature

= 30,140/(650 - 90) 538 hr/yr
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SD 1-8. HOURS FOR OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE SHUTOFF (HS AND HW)

* The purpose of this procedure is to calculate the hours for outside air temperature

shutoff for both summer acd winter. The results of this procedure will be used in
savings calcilatioas for Outside Air Shutoff Limit. Using the Engineering Weather
Data for your area (figure SD-2 a-d SD-3 for Springfield, Mo.), calculate the hours .

iri sammer (H3) during which the outside temperature is below summer thermostat set -. '"-'-

limit (780F) and the hours in winter (W) during which the outside temperature is - -
l~ft above winter thermostat set limit (650 F) for your activity. For heating savinags

(RS) consider the months during which the heating auxiliaries such as hot water
pumps are scheduled to operate at the facility under study (if schedule is poorly
defined use weeks of winter from SD 1-11). From weather data sum up the total
number of hours during the heating season that the temperature is above 65 0 F. In a
similar fashion, determine the number of hours below the cooling season temperature

limit of 78 0 F.

The example has been calculated using iniformation from figures SD-2 and SD-3. The
example assumes the heating season to be November through April and the cooling
season to be from mid-May through September. Only the 0900 to 1600 hours time
period (normal office hours) is considered.

Hours in winter when outside temperature is above

winter limit (650 F):

11W = (22 + 14 + 4) + (4 + 1) + (6 + 2) + (5 + 3 + 1) + (2 + 5 + 11 + 17)
Nov Dec Jan Feb March

+ (3 + 14 + 25 + 33 + 32)
April

- (40) + (5) + (8) + (9) + (35) + (107)

- 204 hr/yr

Hours in summer when outside temperature is below

summer set limit (780 F):

S HS 0.5(46 + 41 + 30 + 16 + 7 + 3 + 1) + (32 + 20 + 8 + 3 + 1) + (23 + 7 + 1)
0.5 May June July

* + (21 + 8 + 2) + (45 + 30 + 16 + 6 + 2)
August September

- 0.5(144) + 64 + 31 + 31 + 99

-- 273 hr/yr
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SD 1-9. AVERAGE OUTSIDE AIR ENTHALPY (OAH)

Fie purpose of this procedire is to calcuilate the average outside air enthalpy k

(0AtH). The results )f tnis procedure will be used in the savings calcuil3tions for ".

,-hedlled Start/Stop. Using Engi'ieering Weather Data for your area, compile a dat-
ta*l ; ;i-nilar to the one below. The -xatnple has been calculated using information

fron fi. ir.e SD-3 coluns 3, 5 and 7. List in columns A, F, and I respectively the .'

-n'an .,oi:ideut wet bulb temperature (MCWB) (column 7, figure SD-3) above or equal
t ;i'-F and the corresponding annuial ttal hours of occarrence for the 0100 to 0800 :"

.ad 700 to 2400 (collins 3 and 5 figure SD-3) time periods. Total columns F and 1. -
ail-il-ite the degree hours for each mean coincident wet bulb temperature by adding

the cJrrespondiug "olrinn F and I hours of occurrence values together and multiplying
)y -orrespondi:ag mean coincident wet bulb temperature (column \) ; list these values
,11d.er colbmn 0. Total colinn 0. Calculate the average wet bulb temperature by
diding the colummn 0 total by the sum of column F PAus column I t)tals.

. Mean F. 0100 to 0800 1. 1700 to 2400 0. Degree
Coinlcident Hours of Hours of Hours
Wet 311b OF Occurrence Occrrence A x (F + I)

77 0 0 0
74 0 0 0
7z 0 0 0
74 0 9 666
74 0 32 2,368
72 4 78 5,904
70 29 151 12,600
68 105 252 24,276

Total 138 hr 522 hr 45,814 hr-°F

The av.rage wet bulb temperature is calc.-lated as follows: -- r
tt - li

Average wet bulb temperature Total of 0/(Total of F + Total of I)

= 45,814/(138 + 522)

= 69.4 0 F

The outside air enthalpy (OAH) can then be obtained by consulting Standardized EMCS
Energy Savings Calculations, CR 82.030, appendix A.2. In this example, the OA .
which corresponds to 69.40 F - WB is 33.34 Btu/lb.



SD 1-10. PERCENT RUN TIME FOR LOW TEMPERATURE LIMIT (PRT)

The percent run time (PRT) is the percentage of scheduled off time during unoccupied
periods when the fans and pumps must come back on in order to ruaintain a 550 F Gct-
back temperature. The determined value will be used in Scheduled Start/Stop savings
calculations. Find the annual heating degree days for the location under study in
chapter 1 of Engineering Weather Data, NAVFAC P-89/AFM 88-29/TM 5-785. The corre-
sponding PRT can be found in figure SD-4. For this Springfield, Mo. example, the
number of heating degree days is 4,570, and the corresponding PRT is 15.

30

25

L.- 20

'.0

z-

n,0

5

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000

HEATING DEGREE* DAYS

Figure SD-4. Heating Degree Days
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SD 1-11. WEEKS OF SUMMIER (WKS) AND WEEKS OF WINTER (WKW)

The purpose of this procedure is to calculate the weeks of winter (WKW) and weeks of
summer (WKS). The results of this procedure will be used in the savings
calculations for Scheduled Start/Stop, Ventilation/Recirculation, Day/Night Setback,
Reheat Coil Reset, and Hot Deck/Cold Deck Temperature Reset. Using Engineering
Weather Data, NAVFAC P-89/AFM 88-29/TM 5-785, for your area, compile a data table
similar to the one below. Under columns E and K respectively list the temperature
range (column 1, figure SD-3) below 550 F and the corresponding total hours observed
(total obsn) (column 6, figure SD-3). Total column K. Weeks of winter (WKW) and
weeks of summer (WKS) are calculated using the equations shown below:

E. Temperature K. Annual
Range OF Total Hours

50/54 598
45/49 608
40/44 603
35/39 606
30/34 577

25/29 412
20/24 240
15/19 141
10/14 85
5/9 39

0/4 21
-5/-i 6
-10/-6 1

Total 3,937 hr/yr below 550 F

The weeks of winter are calculated as follows:

WKW = (Total of K) hr/yr
(24 hr/day) (7 day/wk)

= 3,937/(24)(7)

= 23.4 wk/yr

The weeks of summer are calculated as follows:

WKS = 52 wk/yr - WKW

= 52 - 23.4

= 28.6 wk/yr
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SD 2. BUILDING-SPECIFIC FACTORS

q SD 2-1. INTRODUCTION _

Prior to performing ECO procedure calculations certain building specific factors

should be determined. These factors may be entered in forms like the one shown in I
figure SD-5 for easy reference. A discussion of these factors and their derivations

follows in paragraphs SD 2-2 through SD 2-4. It is important when deriving thermal

parameters of a building to take into account any proposed architectural W
modifications.

SD 2-2. BUILDING THERMAL TRANSMISSION FACTOR (BTT)

This factor is used in various HVAC ECO calculations.

BTT = ((Uo x AW) + (I x 1.08 Btu/cfm-OF-hr))/AF

where:

•Uo.= Combined U Factor for All Exterior Surfaces (walls, windows, doors, roof) .

in Btu/hr-OF-ft2 (see tables section, table 1) A.

AW = Total Area of Exterior Surfaces in ft2

*1 Total Infiltration for Building in cfm

AF = Total Floor Area of the Building in ft
2

*The values for these factors may be calculated by methods discussed in ASHRAE Hand-

book, 1981 Fundamentals, chapters 22 and 23 or see ECO BE 8 for infiltration values.

SD 2-3. ANNUAL EQUIPMENT RUN TIME FOR MORNING WARMUP (ERT)

The equipment run time (ERT) is the number of hours per year that a system must run
in the mornings before occupancy to bring the temperature up to comfort conditions.
The calculated value will be used in savings calculations for Optimum Start/Stop. .

Calculate the combined wall Uo factor by standard methods such as described in - . ":

paragraph SD 2-2 or in the ASHRAE Handbook 1981 Fundamentals, chapter 23. Find the
annual heating degree days (HDD) for the location under study in map 1 or chapter 1 S
of Engineering Weather Data, NAVFAC P-89/AFM 88-29/TM 5-785. The corresponding ERT
can be found in figure SD-6 or SD-7. For a brick building with an overall U-factor
of 0.21 in Springfield, Missouri (HDD of 4,570), the corresponding ERT from figure %%1
SD-7 is 290 hours per year.
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BUILDING:

BTT = Building Thermal Transmission*

=[(U-factor x exterior area) + (Infiltration x 1.08)]/Total Floor Area

______Btu/hr-OF-ft2 x ft2 ) + ( cfm x 1.08 Btu/cfm-OF-hr)"

ft2

Btu/hr-OF-ft
2

ERT = Annual Run Time of Equipment for Morning Warmup*

Heating Degree Days O °F-days

Combined U-factor (Uo) = Btu/hr-OF-ft2

From figure SD-6 or SD-7: ERT =
_hr/yr

Cooling Equipment

System No. System Type Systems Served CPT*

Heating Equipment "

System No. System Type Systems Served HEFF* HV*

*See SD 2-2, 2-3

Figure SD-5. Building-Specific Factors
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SD 2-4. MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS

CPT = rate of energy consumption per ton of refrigeration in kw/ton or lb
(steam)/ton-hr.

This figure will be the same for all air handling systems using chilled water
from the same central chiller. DX units or package units will be exceptions.
Use a value derived from manufacturer's catalog or nameplate data for the
particular model if available; or use the approximate power inputs for com-
pressors listed in the ASHRAE Handbook, 1980 Systems, table 2, p. 43.10.

For steam-driven refrigeration machines use:

steam absorption machine - 18 lb/ton-hr
steam turbine-driven machine - 40 lb/ton-hr

EER = Cooling Energy Efficiency Ratio (cooling capacity/input watts). A term used
by industry to define refrigeration efficiency. This is a site-specific
factor that may be obtained from nameplate data or manufacturer. If actual
EER is unobtainable use 6.8 for average value.

HEFF = heating efficiency of the system.

When calculating heating savings for boilers and domestic hot water heaters,
use manufacturer's data on efficiencies if available. Typically, the sea-
sonal efficiency of an oil- or gas-fired boiler and hot water heating system -

is between 0.60 and 0.70, respectively. The seasonal efficiency of a coal-
fired boiler is somewhat lower, 0.40 - 0.50. For separate domestic hot water
heaters, seasonal efficiencies are about 0.70 for oil-fired heaters, 0.75 for
gas-fired heaters, and 0.95 for electric water heaters.

When calculating heating savings for converters, heat exchanger effectiveness
must be included. Use a factor of 0.90 combined with the efficiency of the
boiler which serves the converter if actual equipment data is not available.
For example, if a boiler with an efficiency of 0.65 supplies steam to a
steam/hot water converter, then the total heating efficiency (HEFF) of the
converter will be 0.65 times 0.90 or 0.585.

When calculating heating savings for secondary systems, the distribution
losses also must be taken into account. The distribution efficiencies of hot
water systems may be estimated based on the flow rate and the temperature
difference between the outlet of the boiler or converter and the inlet to the
air handler heating coil. If this data is not available, assume a distribu-
tion efficiency of 0.90. This must be multiplied by the boiler or converter
efficiency to determine the combined heating efficiency (HEFF) of the *
secondary system.

For electrical resistance duct heaters assume a heating efficiency of 1.0.

HV = heating value (Btu/gal, Btu/kwh) of fuel.

26" 1
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p L t

L = load factor

This takes into account the efficiency and partial load of motors. For con-
servation savings estimation, use 0.8 based on:

L = Partial Load _ 0.68=0.8

Efficiency at Partial Load 0.85

Other values should be used if information on a particular motor indicates N
such.

LTL = low temperature limit in OF for shutdown periods, usually is 50°F or 550 F.

SSP = summer thermostat setpoint in OF; 780 F is recommended for normal occupancy.

WSP = winter thermostat setpoint in OF; 650 F is recommended for normal occupancy.

26
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Table SDI. Energy Conversion Units

. , ~.-

The common unit of energy measure is the British thermal unit (Btu) which is the . -

unit used in this handbook to calculate and compare energy costs and savings. To -

convert from one common energy unit to another, refer to this table.

To Convert Into Multiply By

Barrels, oil Gallons 42.0
Cubic feet, natural gas Therms 0.01
Cubic feet, natural gas Btu 1,000
Gallons, No. 2 oil Btu 139,600*
Gallons, No. 4 oil Btu 145,100*

Gallons, No. 5 oil Btu 148,800*
Gallons, No. 6 oil Btu 152,400* -
Gallons, kerosene Btu 135,000* L
Gallons, gasoline Btu 125,000*
Gallons, diesel oil Btu 138,700*

Horsepower-hours Btu 2,544
Horsepower-hours Kwhs 0.7457
Horsepower Btu/min 42.4176 -

Horsepower (boiler) Btu/hr 33,479

Kilowatt-hours Btu 3,413**

MCF natural gas Btu 1,000,000

Short tons, eastern steam coal Btu 23,100,000* (,....
Short tons, western coal Btu 21,000,000* .

Short tons, anthracite coal Btu 25,400,000* -.

Short tons, bituminous steam coal Btu 21,600,000* .

Short tons, lignite, brown coal Btu 14,000,000*
Steam, saturated (ib) Btu 1,000
Therms, natural gas Cubic feet 100
Therms, natural gas Btu 100,000
Tons, refrigeration Btu/hr 12,000

These are average values. Since exact Btu contact varies with type and

source, contact supplier when extreme accuracy is essential.

** When it is necessary to account for generation and distribution line losses
and total Btu of the fuel used to generate electricity, use 11,600.
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Table SD3. Thermal Transmission Factor (TTF)

The Thermal Transmission Factor (TTF) is a predetermined value. Use the value
that matches your building description most closely.

Building TTF Exterior Wall , Roof
Description Value Construction Fenestration Construction

Low-Rise 0.48 1/2-inch lapped wood Single-strength sheet; Asphalt shingles; 1/2-
siding; 1/2-inch ply- 30% sidewalls; 0% end inch plywood sheathing r
wood sheathing; 2-inch walls. 3-1/2-inch fiberglass
x 4-inch stud framing insulation; gypsum
(16-inch c.c.); 2-1/4- wallboard; ventilated
inch fiberglass insula- attic; roof slope
tion; 1/2-inch Gypsum 3-inch/12-inch.
wallboard.

Low-Rise 0.77 4-inch common brick; Single-strength sheet; Asphalt shingles; 1/2-
1/2-inch plywood 30% sidewalls; 0% end inch plywood sheathing
sheathing; light walls. 3-inch fiberglass insu-
framing; no insulation lation; 1/2-inch gypsum
1/2-inch gypsum wall- wallboard; ventilated
board, attic; roof slope

3-inch/12-inch.

Office 0.69 6-inch precast concrete 1/4-inch plate; 30% Four-ply built-up
Building panels. all walls. roofing with gravel

2-inch rigid insula-
tion; steel decking;
open web joists; 1/2-
inch softboard.

Office 0.81 I-inch insulated sand- 1/4-inch plate; 50% Metal deck; 4-inch
Building wich panel with all walls. poured concrete

aluminum mullions; roofing; structural ..-
structural steel steel framing; 1/2-inch
framing. softwood hung ceiling.

Retail 2.00 12-inch concrete block, 1/4-inch plate; 60% Four-ply built-up
Store painted both sides. south wall; 0% all roofing with gravel

other walls. 2-inch rigid insula-
tion; steel decking;
open web joists; 1/2-
inch softboard.

School 0.71 4-inch common brick, Single-strength sheet; Four-ply built-up
1-inch fiberglass insu- 20% all walls, roofing with gravel
lation 4-inch concrete 2-inch rigid insula-
block. tion; steel decking;

open web joists; 1/2-." "
inch softboard. , . ii

School 1.10 4-inch common brick, no Single-strength sheet; Four-ply built-up
insulation; 4-inch con- 20% all walls, roofing with gravel
crete block. 1-inch rigid insula-

tion; 4-inch concrete

plant; structural steel
framing, 1/2-inch soft-
board.

• Fenestration is defined as the arrangement and design of windows.

ft -" -Aa
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GLOSSARY

A = surface area of tank in ft2 .

ACWT = average condenser inlet water temperature possible, in OF (see SD 1-2)"

AEI = adjusted efficiency increase of the chiller due to condenser water reset.

AND = total annual number of days that morning warmup is required expressed in
days per year (see SD 1-3).

AST = average summer temperature in OF (see SD 1-4).

AWT = average winter temperature in OF (see SD 1-5).

AZ = area of zone being serviced in ft2 .

BTrT = building thermal transmission factor in Btu/hr-OF-ft2 (see SD 2-2).

C = cost of implementation ("one-time" costs). Includes planning, design,
material, labor, and any test and checkout.

CAP = maximum capacity of device(s) in Btu/hr.

CD = fraction of total air passing through the cold deck. Assume 0.50 if no
other information is available.

CFLH = equivalent full-load hours for cooling in hours/year (see SD 1-6).

CFM = air handling capacity in ft3 /min.

CH = present cooldown time before occupancy in hours per day. Use either the
actual time presently scheduled for cooldown by an existing timeclock or 2 -
hours to correspond to Scheduled Start/Stop savings calculations.

CPT = energy consumption per ton of refrigeration in kw/ton or lb/ton-hr = 12/EER
(see SD 2-4).

CU = coefficient of utilization. Typical value = 0.62, for additional values
consult table 11.

D = diameter of tank in ft.

DAY = equipment operation in days per week.

E = parameter determined from nomograph 23.

EER = cooling energy efficiency ratio in Btu per watt-hr = 12/CPT (see SD 2-4). " *-

El = efficiency increase expressed as a decimal (use 0.01 if no better estimate -'

is available).
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GLOSSARY -CONTINUED

EIC = cooling energy index. Btu per season for cooling 1,000 cfm to 550 F, based
on 50 hours a week of HVAC system operation (see table SD2).

EIH = heating energy index. Btu per season for heating 1,000 cfm to 680 F, based I
on 50 hours a week of HVAC system operation (see table SD2).

ERT = equipment run time, total required for warmup in hours per year (see
SD 2-3).

ES energy saved in MBtu or kwh.

ESA = energy savings associated with operation of auxiliary equipment, in kwh.

ESC = electrical energy saved for cooling, in kwh.

ESF = economizer savings factor. Btu per year per 1,000 cfm, based on enthalpy
(vice dry bulb temperature), air selection, and 50 hours per week of HVAC
system operation (see table SD2).

ESH = energy saved for heating in MBtu.

F loss factor expressed in Btu/OF-hr-ft 3 .

FA percent of makeup air (outside air) necessary to meet minimum ventilation re-
quirements (percent total flow rate),

H hours of operation per week.

HAP = air purge period time in hours per week.

HCD = operating hours per week during which the makeup air (outside air) damper is
closed.

HD = fraction of total air passing through the hot deck. Assume 0.50 if no other

information is available.

HEFF = heating efficiency of the system (see SD 2-4).

HFLH = annual equivalent full-load hours for heating in hours per year (see
SD 1-7).

HOD = operating hours per week during which the makeup air (outside air) damper is
open.

HP = motor nameplate horsepower.

HPW = actual (measured) horsepower. r

HS = hours in summer during which outside temperature is below summer thermostat
set (780 F) limit in hours per year (see SD 1-8).

2b2
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GLOSSARY - CONTINUED

HT = height of tank in ft.

HV = heating value of fuel in Btu/gal, Btu/kwh, etc. (see SD 2-4).

HW = hours in winter during which outside temperature is above winter thermostat

set limit (650 F) in hours per year (see SD 1-8).

INS = thickness of insulation in inches.

KWL = total killowatt consumption of lights in the zone.

L = load factor (see SD 2-4).

LLF = light loss factor "maintenance factor", typical value = 0.65

LS = summer loading factor, equals CILH/52. Use 1 for hot/cold deck systems not

using cold deck reset.

LSD = length of shutdown period in hours.

LTL low temperature limit in OF; usually 50OF or 550 F. Use the average winter
temperature in place of LTL if AWT < LTL.

NES national energy savings in Btu/yr. It is the Btu value of hydrocarbon fuel
saved as a consequence of a conservation measure (regardless of whether the
fuel would have been used directly, or used to produce the electricity). . "-

NES Hydrocarbon Fuel Savings (in Btu/yr) +-
(Electrical Energy Savings (in kwh/yr) x

Aft 11,600 Btu/kwh)

The 11,600/kwh factor accounts for the losses in fuel combustion, conversion
of heat energy to mechanical energy, and transmission losses involved in the
production and distribution of electrical energy from oxidation of hydrocar-
bon fuels.

-

NSD number of shutdown periods of a given length per year.

OAH average outside air enthalpy in Btu/lb (see SD 1-9).

PCWT = present condenser water temperature in OF usually set at 850 F.

PEI = percent efficiency increase of the chiller.

POA = present percent minimum outside air expressed as a decimal.

PRT = percent run time during heating season shutdown period required to maintain
a low limit temperature of 55OF (see SD 1-10). Use PRT = 0 if no low tem-
perature limit is planned.
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GLOSSARY - CONTINUED

RAH = return air enthalpy. Use 29.91 Btu/lb for 780 F and 50% humidity. For other
conditions obtain values from a psychrometric chart.

RCWT reduction in condenser water temperature in OF.

REI = rate of efficiency increase per OF increase of chilled water temperature.

Use for

screw compressor machine - 0.024 per OF
centrifugal (elec. or turbine) machine - 0.017 per OF
reciprocal machine - 0.012 per OF

absorption machine - 0.006 per OF

RF = reset factor. (subscripts c and h may be used to denote cooling or heating

season).

RH = reheat reset factor (see HVAC 17). Subscripts c and h may be used to denote
cooling or heating season value.

RHR = reheat system cooling coil discharge reset in OF. Up to 50 or 60 is pos-

sible, dependent on the system. If a better estimate of possible reset is
not available, use 30 F.

SB = thermostat setback for unoccupied periods during the heating season in OF.

SCDR = summer cold deck reset in OF (the average reset that will result from this

function is dependent on the air handler capacity relative to the loads in

the space it serves. If an estimate of the possible reset is not available, -
use 20 F).

SHDR = summer hot deck reset in OF (the average reset that will result from this

function is dependent on the air handler capacity relative to the loads in
th- space it serves. If an estimate of the possible reset is not available,
use 30 F).

SSP = summer thermostat setpoint in OF normally 780 F.

SU = thermostat setpoint for unoccupied periods during the cooling season in F.

T = water temperature at end of shutdown period in OF.

To = hot water temperature setpoint in OF.

TON = chiller capacity in tons.

Ts = average temperature of surroundings in OF.

UH = unoccupied hours per week.
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GLOSSARY CONTINUED

V = volume of tank in ft3.

WH = morning warmup time before occupancy in hours per day.

WHDR = winter hot deck reset in OF (the average reset is a function of the system. I.IV-

If an estimate is not available use 20 F).

WKS = length of summer cooling season in weeks per year (see SD 1-11).

WKW = length of winter heating season in weeks per year (see SD 1-11).

WSP = winter thermostat setpoint in OF normally 650 F.

- _
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Nomograph I Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-

ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to

calculate solar effect on windows for 12 geographic locations. The program

calculates hourly solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month.
Radiation intensity values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover . .

taken from weather records on an hourly basis. Heat losses are based on a 680 F

indoor temperature.

temperature, and the heat entering or leaving a space was calculated with the

equivalent temperature difference. Wall mass ranged from 50 to 60 pounds per
square foot and thermal lag averaged 4-1/2 hours. Additional assumptions were:

1) total internal heat gain of 12 Btu per square foot; 2) average outdoor air
ventilation rate of 10%; and 3) infiltration rate of one-half air change per hour.
Daily totals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive at

monthly heat losses. The length of the heating season for each location
considered was determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods.
Yearly heat losses were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the

heating season. The heat losses assume that the walls are subjected to direct .- "

sunlight. If shaded, losses should be read from the north exposure line.

Instructions for use of nomograph 1: - L

1. Confirm that local latitude falls within range of the nomograph.

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the degree-days.

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation exposure

being investigated.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to the U-value.

6. Proceed vertically downward at this intersection to the proper scale for the

absorption coefficient as indicated by the type of wall. Read the yearly loss
in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 2 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat losses are based on a 680 F indoor temperature.

The solar effect on a wall was calculated by the computer using sol-air
temperature, and the heat entering or leaving a space was calculated with the
equivalent temperature difference. Wall mass ranged from 50 to 60 pounds per
square foot and thermal lag averaged 4-1/2 hours. Additional assumptions were:
1) total internal heat gain of 12 Btu per square foot; 2) average outdoor air
ventilation rate of 10%; and 3) infiltration rate of one-half air change per hour.
Daily totals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive at
monthly heat losses. The length of the heating season for each location
considered was determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods.
Yearly heat losses were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the
heating season. The heat gains assume that the walls are subjected to direct
sunlight. If shaded, losses should be read from the north exposure line.

Instructions for use of nomograph 2:

I. Confirm that local latitude falls within range of the nomograph.

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the degree-days. . -

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation exposure
being investigated.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to the U-value.

6. Proceed vertically downward from this intersection to the proper scale for the
absorption coefficient as indicated by the type of wall. Read the yearly loss
in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 3 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist- L I
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" 2omputer program which was used to $.
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly , .

solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat losses are based on a 680 F indoor temperature.

The solar effect on a wall was calc 'ated by the computer using sol-air
temperature, and the heat entering or I iaving a space was calculated with the
equivalent temperature difference. Root miss ranged from 25 to 35 pounds per
square foot and thermal lag averaged 3-1/2 hours. Additional assumptions were:
I) total internal heat gain of 12 Btu per square foot, 2) outdoor air ventilation
rate of 10%, and 3) infiltration rate of one-half air change per hour. Daily
totals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive at monthly
heat losses. The length of the heating season for each location considered was
determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods. Yearly heat
losses were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the cooling
season.

Absorption coefficients and U-values were varied and summarized for the 12
locations as shown in Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in
Existing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132), table 8-56. The data was then plotted and
extrapolated to include the entire range of degree-days.

Instructions for use of nomograph 3: -

1. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the degree-days.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the U-value.

4. Proceed horizontally left at this intersection to the proper scale. Read the
yearly heat loss in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 4 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

Heat losses determined from this nomograph are based on the assumption that the

floor is over an unheated space which is at outdoor ambient air temperature. .§,.. .
Since the load on the heating system during occupied hours is generally a small
percentage of the total annual heating load, the figure gives heat loss during
unoccupied times only, with 10 hours of occupied time per week being the maximum -"

(158 hours unoccupied). It was also assumed that the temperature during the
unoccupied time is set back to 55 0 F and, since heating degree days are based on
650 F, all losses were multiplied by a factor of 55/65. Thus the formula the
figure is based on is:

Q(heat loss) = Heating Degree Days x 24 x U-value x 55/65 x Unoccupied Hours
168

Instructions for use of nomograph 4:

1. Enter the nomograph on lower left-hand vertical line at the heating degree - L

days.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the intersection with the floor U-value.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the number of occupied

hours per week.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to the proper scale. Read
the annual heat loss in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 5 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-

ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to
.calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly --

solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat gains are based on a 78OF indoor temperature.

The solar effect was calculated using sol-air temperature, and the heat entering
or leaving a space was calculated with the equivalent temperature difference.
Wall mass ranged from 50 to 60 pounds per square foot and thermal lag averaged 4-

1/2 hours. During this cooling season internal gains, ventilation, infiltration,
and conduction through the building skin can create a cooling load. The
additionl load caused by heat going through the walls was calculated for each

day. ailytotals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive
at ontlyheat gains. The length of the cooling season for each location
conideedwas determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods.

Yearly heat gains were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the
cooling season.

Instructions for uise of nomograph 5:

1. Confirm that local latitude falls within range of the nomograph.

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the annual dry x
* bulb degree hours above 780 F (DBT).

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation (expo-
sure) being investigated.

*5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the U-value for the
* walls.

*6. Proceed vertically downward from this intersection to the proper scale.

7. Read the annual heat gain in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 6 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather

records on an hourly basis. Heat gains are based on a 78°F indoor temperature.

The solar effect on a wall was calculated using sol-air temperature, and the heat
entering or leaving a space was calculated with the equivalent temperature
difference. Wall mass ranged from 50 to 60 pounds per square foot and thermal lag
averaged 4-1/2 hours. During the cooling season, internal gains, ventilation
infiltration, and conduction through the building skin can create a cooling load.
The additional load caused by heat gain through the walls was calculated for each

day. Daily totals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive
at monthly heat gains. The length of the cooling season for each location
considered was determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods.
Yearly heat gains were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the
cooling season. The heat losses assume that the walls are subjected to direct
sunlight. If shaded, losses should be read from the north exposure line.

Instructions for use of nomograph 6:

I. Confirm that local latitude falls within range of the nomograph. (

2. Enter the nomograph on the lower left-hand vertical line at the annual dry

bulb degree hours above 780 F (DBT).

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation exposure
being investigated.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to the U-value for the walls.

6. Proceed vertically downward from this intersection to the proper scale

determined by the existing absorption coefficient. - -

7. Read the annual heat gain in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 7 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-

ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132) "

This nomograph is based on degree hours read from Map 3 (see Supporting Data),
which has a base of 56 hours/week. The nomograph is based on the formula: .. -

Q = (Heat Gain)/yr = Degree Hours/yr x U-value

The major portion of degree hours occur between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Hence for
occupancies between 10 and 56 hours per week, the degree hour distribution can be .

assumed to be linear. However, for occupancies greater than 54 hours per week,
the degree' hour distribution becomes nonlinear, particularly in locations with .
greater than 15,000 degree hours. This is reflected by the curves for 72 and 96
hours per week occupancies.

Instructions for use of nomograph 7:

1. Enter the nomograph on the lower left-hand vertical line at the annual dry .-. -

bulb degree hours above 78 0 F (DBT). .

2. Proceed horizontally right to the number of occupied hours per we.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the U-value.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat gain (

in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 8 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly ." -
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather - 9,
records on an hourly basis. Heat losses are based on a 780 F indoor temperature.

The solar effect on a wall was calculated by the computer using sol-air
temperature, and entering or leaving a space was calculated with the equivalent
temperature difference. Roof mass ranged from 25 to 35 pounds per square foot and
thermal lag averaged 3-1/2 hours. During the cooling season, internal gains, p
ventilation, infiltration, and conduction through the building skin can create a
cooling load. The additional load caused by heat gain through the roof was -.
calculated for each day. Daily totals were then summed for the number of days in
each month to arrive at monthly heat gains. The length of the cooling season for
each location considered was determined from weather data and characteristic
operating periods. Yearly heat gains were derived by summing monthly totals for \_
the length of the cooling season.

Instructions for use of nomograph 8:

1. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the annual dry "
bulb degree hours above 780 F (DBT).

2. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the U-value.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to the proper scale. Read

the annual heat gain in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 9 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to '7 .f
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat gains are based on a 780 F indoor temperature.
During the cooling season, internal gains, ventilation, infiltration, and
conduction through the building skin can create a cooling load. The additional
load caused by heat gain through the windows was calculated for each day. Daily
totals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive at monthly
heat gains. The length of the cooling season for each location considered was
determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods. Yearly heat
gains were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the cooling season.

These are summarized in Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in
Existing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132), table 8-56 for the 12 locations. Increases in
the conduction heat gain through windows, determined using nomograph 11, were
deducted from the total heat gains to derive the solar component. The solar
component was then plotted and extrapolated to include the entire range of degree
hours. Nomograph 9 was derived from locations with latitudes between 25 and 35
degrees north. The heat gains assume that the windows are subjected to direct
sunshine. If shaded, gains should be read from the north exposure line. The
accuracy of the graph diminishes for locations with less than 5,000 degree hours.

Instructions for use of nomograph 9:

1. Confirm that local latitude falls within the range of the nomograph.

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the annual dry -
bulb degree hours above 780 F (DBT).

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation exposure
being investigated corresponding to existing glazing.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat gain
in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 10 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat gains are based on a 780 F indoor temperature.
During the cooling season, internal gains, ventilation, infiltration, and
conduction through the building skin can create a cooling load. The additional
load caused by heat gain through the windows was calculated for each day. Daily
totals were then summed for the number of days in each month to arrive at monthly
determined from weather data and characteristic operating periods. Yearly heat

gains were derived by summing monthly totals for the length of the cooling season.

These are summarized in Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in
Existing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132), table 8-56 for the 12 locations. Increases in
the conduction heat gain through windows, determined using nomograph 11, were
deducted from the total heat gains to derive the solar component. The solar

component was then plotted and extrapolated to include the entire range of degree-
hours. Nomograph 11 was derived from locations with latitudes between 25 and 35 'K- -
degrees north. The heat gains assume that the windows are subjected to direct
suashine. If shaded, gains should be read from the north exposure line. The
accuracy of the graph diminishes for locations with less than 5,000 degree-hours.

Instructions for use of nomograph 10:

K 1. Confirm that local latitude falls within the range of the nomograph.

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the annual dry C-.-.
bulb degree hours above 780 F (DBT).

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation exposure -

being investigated corresponding to glazing.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat gain

in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph II Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on degree hours determined using nomograph 13, which has a
base of 56 hours per week. The nomograph is based on the formula:

Q (heat gain)/yr = degree hours/yr x U-value. U-values assumed were:

1.1 for single panes, 0.65 for double panes, and 0.47 for triple panes. The major
portion of degree hours occur between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Hence, for occupancies
between 10 and 56 hours per week, the degree-hour distribution can be assumed to
be linear. However, for occupancies greater than 56 hours per week the degree
hour distribution becomes nonlinear, particularly in locations with greater than
15,000 degree hours. This is reflected by the curves for 72 and 96 hour per week
occupancies.

Instructions for use of nomograph 11:

1. Enter the nomograph on lower left-hand vertical line at the annual dry bulb k
degree hours above 78°F (DBT).

2. Proceed horizontally right to the number of occupied hours per week.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the type of existing *- -

glazing.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat gain

in Btu x 103 per square foot. "]
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Nomograph 12 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist- .

ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly ". "
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat gains are based on a 680 F indoor temperature.

Additional assumptions were: 1) total internal heat gain of 12 Btu per square
foot; 2) average outdoor air ventilation rate of 10 percent; and 3) infiltration
rate of one-half air change per hour. Daily totals were then summed for the num-

r ber of days in each month to arrive at monthly heat gains. The length of the

heating season for each location considered was determined from weather data and
characteristic operating periods. Yearly heat losses were derived by summing
monthly totals for the length of the heating season. These are summarized in
Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Existing Buildings,
(DOE/CS-0132), table 8-56 for the 12 locations. The data was then plotted and
extrapolated to include the entire range of degree days. Nomograph 12 was derived -

from locations with latitudes between 25 and 35 degrees north.

Instructions for use of nomograph 12: %

1. Confirm that local latitude falls within the range of the nomograph. ..

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the heating

degree days.

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation expos,,te
being investigated corresponding with existing glazing.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat gain . ?
in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 13 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist- -
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

This nomograph is based on the "Sunset" computer program which was used to * -
calculate solar effect on windows for 12 locations. The program calculates hourly -.
solar angles and intensities for the 21st day of each month. Radiation intensity
values were modified by the average percentage of cloud cover taken from weather
records on an hourly basis. Heat gains are based on a 680 F indoor temperature.

Additional assumptions were: 1) total internal heat gain of 12 Btu per square
foot; 2) average outdoor air ventilation rate of 10 percent; and 3) infiltration
rate of one-half air change per hour. Daily totals were then summed for the *

number of days in each month to arrive at monthly heat losses. The length of the
heating season for each location considered was determined from weather data and
characteristic operating periods. Yearly heat losses were derived by summing -.

monthly totals for the length of the heating season. These are summarized in
Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Existing Buildings"
(DOE/CS-0132), table 8-56 for the 12 locations. The data was then plotted and
extrapolated to include the entire range of degree days. Nomograph 13 was derived
from locations with latitudes between 25 and 35 degrees north.

Instructions for use of nomograph 13:

1. Confirm that local latitude falls within the range of the nomograph.

2. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the heating

degree days.

3. Proceed horizontally right to the number of Langleys.

4. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the orientation exposure -
being investigated corresponding to existing glazing.

5. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat gain
in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 14 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist- t
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

The development of this nomograph was based on the assumptions that:

1. Thermal barriers are closed only when the building is unoccupied.

2. The average heating degree day distribution is 25% during the daytime and 75%

during nighttime.

The number of heating degree days occurring when the thermal barriers are closed
was determined from the characteristic occupancy period shown in the figure. This
can be expressed as a fraction of the total heating degree days by the
relationship:

DDA r0.25 DDT Unoccupied Daytime D:Unoccupied

L Total Daytime hr/wk Total Nighttime hr/wk

Where:

DDA = Adjusted heating degree days

DDT = Total heating degree days

Instructions for use of nomograph 14:

1. Enter the nomograph on the bottom left-hand vertical line at the heating
degree days.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the composite U-value.

or3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the number of occupied
hours per week.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the annual heat loss
in Btu x 103 per square foot.
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Nomograph 15 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist- k
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

Instructions for use of nomograph 15: ' i

1. Enter the nomograph on left-hand side at wind velocity in miles per hour.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the curve that most closely fits existing ' - .

conditions of the building under survey.

3. Proceed vertically downward from this intersection to read the infiltration in
ft3 /min per linear foot of crack.

- .. ,- .

1
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Nomograph 15. Infiltration Through Windows
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Nomograph 16 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-
ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132) .

Energy used is a function of the number of heating degree days, indoor -..
temperature, and the number of hours that temperature is maintained and is '-.
expressed as the energy used per 1,000 cfm of air conditioned. V

The energy used per year was determined as follows: , -.. -

Btu/yr (1,000 cfm) x (heating degree days/yr) x (24 hr/day) x (1.08 Btu-min/

ft3 -OF-hr)*

Since heating degree days are base 650 F, the other temperatures in the lower - -

section of the figure are directly proportional to the 65°F line. The upper
section proportions the hours of system operation with 168 hours per week being
100 percent.

*1.08 is a factor which incorporates specific heat, specific volume, and time.

Instructions for use of nomograph 16:

1. Enter the nomograph on the lower left-hand vertical line at the heating degree

days.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the temperature line.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the number of hours of -

occupancy per week.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to determine the annual

energy used in Btu x 106 per year per 1,000 cfm. . _

32
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N1!omograph 17 Engineering Data

Source of Data: ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals- -

(Assumes rigid insulation with K-value of 0.27 at 750F).

Instructions for use of nomograph 17:

1. Enter the nomograph on the lower horizontal line at the existing thickness of
duct insulation.

*2. Proceed vertically upward to the line that most closely fits the temperature
*difference between the air inside the duct and air outside the duct.

*3. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the heat loss or gain
in Btu per hour per square feet.
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Nomograph 18 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Existing Buildings,

(DOE/CS-0132)

The nomograph assumes the addition of insulation with a thermal conductivity (K 0.3 Btu-in/ft2-hr-OF) A

and ambient air temperature of 680
F.

Instructions for use of nomograph 18:

I. Enter the nomograph on the lower vertical line at the pipe size in inches.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the curve that most closely fits thickness of insulation.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the operating water temperature line.

4. Proceed horizontally left to read the heat loss in Btu per hour per 10-foot pipe length.

TO CALCULATE ENERCY SAVINGS FOR CASES WHICH DO NOT MATC8 THE MONOGRAP 18 ASSUMPTIONS:

Determine heat loss per square foot of pipe insulation by using the following equation:

1 +1
U2 r2 In (r2 /rl) f k

where:

U2  Heat Loss Per Hour Per Degree Difference in Temperature, Per Square Foot of
Outer Surface of Pipe Insulation

rl External Radius of the Pipe

r2  the Radius of the Outer Surface of the Insulation

in Natural Logarithm (base e)

k = Thermal Conductivity of the Insulation (Btu-in/(hr-OF-ft
2
) from Table 2

___ - Surface Resistance (ft
2 
hr/Btu)

f

Two iterations are required. First, the value of U2 is calculated by neglecting the I/f term in order
to obtain the conducted heat transfer at the outer surface of the planned insulation. -

This value of transmitted heat is used to enter the figure below to obtain the surface resistance value
to use in the second iteration which takes heat transfer by convection into account for various amounts
of air flow over the insulated surface.

0.5 . ' -

0.4 "

SURFACE F "

RESISTANCE 0.3 .
• 

-

0.

0.1

0 200 400 S00 800 1.000 1,200

HEAT TRANSMITTED, BTU/(HR - FT2)

SURFACE RESISTANCE I/F AT VARIOUS AIR VELOCITIES.

In the second iteration, U2 is calculated, using the value of 1/f obtained from the figure.

The total annual heat loss is obtained by multiplying the new value of U2 by the number of square feet
of pipe surface, by the temperature difference between the interior of the pipe and the ambient
temperature, and by the number of operating hours per year; and then by dividing the resulting product K.. --
by the plant efficiency (site specific data or tr typical values see Supporting Data, SD 2-4: HEFF).
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Nomograph 19 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-

ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132)

The nomograph is based on the addition of insulation with a thermal conductivity
of 0.3 (k = 0.3 Btu-in/ft2-hr-OF) based on an ambient air temperature of 680 F.

The following formula is the basis for determining the heat emitted (heat loss k

from the pipe):

q= Ts  -. Ta

-d (l -d2 ) dl

2k oge dI + fd2

where:

q = Heat Emission from Insulated Hot Pipe in Btu/ft2 -hr

T s = Temperature of Pipe Surface in OF

Ta = Ambient Air Temperature in OF

d= Outside Diameter of Pipe in inches

d2 = Outside Diameter of Insulation in inches

k = Thermal Conductivity of Insulating Material in Btu-in/ft2-hr-OF (table 2)

-" f = Surface Coefficient in Btu/ft 2 -hr-OF

Instructions for use of nomograph 19:

1. Enter the nomograph on the lower vertical line at the pipe size in inches.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the curve that most closely fits the thickness . .
of the insulation.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the operating water/steam

temperature line.

4. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the heat loss in Btu
per hour per 10 feet of pipe length.
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Nomograph 20 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Architects and Engineers Guide to Energy Conservation in Exist-

ing Buildings, (DOE/CS-0132) K]
The nomograph is based on the addition of insulation with a thermal conductivity ..1-.
of 0.3 (k = 0.3 x Btu-in/ft2-hr-OF) based on an ambient air temperature of 680 F.)

The following formula is the basis for determining the heat emitted (heat loss
from the pipe):

q Ts .. Ta

_ d2 ) dl

2k loge dl + fd2

where:

q = Heat Emission from Insulated Hot Pipe in Btu/ft2-hr

Ts = Temperature of Pipe Surface in OF

Ta = Ambient Air Temperature in OF

di = Outside Diameter of Pipe in inches

d2 = Outside Diameter of Insulation in inches

k = Thermal Conductivity of Insulating Material in Btu-in/ft2 -hr-OF (table 2)

f = Surface Coefficient in Btu/ft2-hr-OF

Instructions for use of nomograph 20:

1. Enter the nomograph on the lower horizontal line at the pipe size in inches.

2. Proceed vertically upward to the curve that most closely fits the thickness of .;-.

the existing insulation.

3. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the heat gain in Btu

per hour per 10 feet of pipe length.



Nomograph 21 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Manufacturer's Data , .

Instructions for use of nomograph 21:

1. Enter the nomograph on the lower horizontal line at the malfunctioning steam V-. €
trap orifice size.

2. Proceed vertically upward to the line that most closely fits the operating . -

steam pressure.

3. Proceed horizontally left from this intersection to read the steam loss in "
pounds per hour.

3-.

r .-
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Nomograph 22 Engineering Data

Source of Data: Data from various boiler and burner manufacturers was analyzed
and integrated to make up one graph.

Instructions for use of nomograph 22:

1. Enter the nomograph at the lower horizontal line at the percentage of CO2 in

the flue gas for the fuel being used. ' .-

- OR -

Enter the lower left-hand vertical pa t of the nomograph at the percentage 02 -

in the flue gas and proceed horizontally right to the intersection of the
plotted curved line. -

2. Proceed vertically upward at this intersection to the stack temperature line.

3. Proceed horizontally left at this intersection and read the boiler efficiency -

corresponding to the fuel used.

33.
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Nomograph 23 Engineering Data

j. Source of Data: Standardized Energy Calculations for Energy Monitoring and .

Control Systems (EMCS)

Instructions for use of Nomograph 23:

I. Enter the nomograph at the lower horizontal line at the hotwater tank height.

2. Proceed horizontally right to the curve that most closely fits the tank

diameter.

3. Proceed vertically upward from this intersection to the hours off/wk line.

4. Proceed horizontally left to the curve that most closely fits the inches of

insulation.

5. Proceed vertically downward from this intersection to read E, the heat

transfer effectiveness coefficient.

i o
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Table 1. R and U-Values for Common Walls, Roofs, Floors, and Windows

R U-Value
Description (ft 2-OF-hr/Btu) (Btu/(ft2 -OF-hr))

" WALLS

i-in. stucco, air space, 3-in. insulation 12.05 0.083

Metal siding, 3 -in. insulation, air space metal 11.63 0.086

Surface finish, 3-in. insulation, surface finish 11.11 0.09

4-in. face brick, 2-in. insulation, 8-in. concrete 10 0.1

block
Expanded polyurethane (1-in.) 6.25 0.16

Expanded polystyrene extruded (1-in.) 5.26 0.19

1-in. stucco, 8-in. concrete, 1-in. insulation 5.05 0.198

Metal siding, 1-in. insulation, air space, metal 4.93 0.203

4-in. face brick, air space, 8-in. concrete block 4.22 0.237

4-in. lightweight concrete 4.17 0.24

4-in. face brick, air space, 4-in. common brick 2.99 0.335

1-in. vermiculite exfoliated 2.13 0.47
1-in. stucco, air space 1.95 0.512

0.5-in. gypsum or plasterboard 0.56 1.78

Insulating drapes 1.72 0.58

ROOFS
2-in. insulation, 1-in. wood, air space, acoustic 11.77 0.085

ceiling
2 -in. insulation, metal deck, air space, acoustic 10.53 0.095

ceiling
2 -in. insulation, 2 in. wood 8.93 0.112 :JL_
1-in. insulation, 1-in. wood, air space, acoustic 8.3 0.12

ceiling
2 -in. insulation, 4-in. heavy weight concrete 8.07 0.124

2-in. insulation, metal deck 7.75 0.129
1-in. insulation, metal deck, air space, acoustic 7.14 0.14

* ceiling

4-in. lightweight concrete, air space, acoustic 7.14 0.14

ceiling

1-in. insulation, 1-in. wood 5.56 0.18 " " -

FLOORS
0.5-in. plywood (douglas fir) 0.62 1.61 zw__

Tile and lay-in panels, 0.5-in. plain or acou-tic 1.25 0.8

3/4-in. wood subfloor 0.94 1.06
Carpet and fiberous pad 2.08 0.48

3/4-in. wood, hardwood finish 0.68 1.47

Sound deadening board, 0.5-in. 1.35 0.74

WINDOW DATA
Flat glass, single glass 0.94 1.07

Insulating glass - double, 0.25-in. air space 1.69 0.59
Insulating glass - double, 0.5-in. air space 1.89 0.53

Storm windows, 1-in, to 4-in. air space 2.0 0.5
Insulating glass - triple, 0.25-in. air space 2.4 0.41
Insulating glass - tiiple, 0.5-in. air space 2.9 0.35

34 3"
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Table 3. U-Values for Glazing with Insulating Drapes

Solar Transmission Value Single** Double Triple .
(U-Va lue-Winter*) Glaze Glaze Glaze

Nominal U-value 1.15 0.55 0.35

Average U-value with R-4 insulating drape 0.21 0.17 0.14
in place 24 hr/day

Average U-value with R-4 drape in
place 16 hr/day 0.45 0.27 0.20

Average U-value with R-4 drape in
place 12 hr/day 0.52 0.29 0.21

Average U-value with R-10 insulating
drape in place 24 hr/day 0.90 0.085 0.078

Average U-value with R-10 drape in
place 16 hr/day 0.36 0.20 0.15

* Average U-value with R-10 drape in
place 12 hr/day 0.44 0.24 0.17

S * Values are slightly different in summer.
**For 1/8-inch grade B window glass only.
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Table 4A. Shading Coefficients Without Shading Device

Glass Coefficient

1/8-in. Clear Double Strength 1.00

1/4-in. Clear Glass (single glaze) 0.93 - 0.95 .":"'

1/4-in. Heat Absorbing Plate 0.65 - 0.70

1/4-in. Reflective Plate 0.23 - 0.56

1/4-in. Laminated Reflective 0.28 - 0.42

1-in. Clear Insulating Glass (double glaze) 0.80 - 0.83

1-in. Heat Absorbing Insulating Plate 0.43 - 0.45
1-in. Reflective Insulating Plate 0.13 - 0.31

Table 4B. Shading Coefficients with Shading Device

Coefficient Coefficient

With 1/4-in. With 1-in. Clear
Clear Plate Glass Insulating Glass ...

Shading Device (single glaze) (double glaze)

Venetian Blinds - light colored,

fully closed 0.55 0.51

Roller Shade - light colored,

translucent, fully drawn 0.39 0.37

Drapes - semi-open weave, average

fabric transmittance and reflectance,
fully closed 0.55 0.48

Reflective Polyester Film 0.24 0.20 L

Overhang 0.40 0.30

Louvered Sun Screens

- 23 louvers/in. 0.15 - 0.35 0.10 - 0.29

- 17 louvers/in. 0.18 - 0.51 0.12 - 0.45

Table 4C. Estimated Solar Control Device Costs

Average Installed Cost*

Solar Control Device Per Square Foot

External Louvered Screens $13.00
Tinted or Reflective Glass 10.00
Reflective Polyester Film 4.00

*Venetian Blinds 5.00

" Vertical Louvered Blinds 6.00

Roller Shades 5.25

Thermal Drapes 4.39

* *Edited to reflect 1983 costs.
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Table 5. Solar Absorption Coefficients

Typical Building Materials Coefficient

Tinned Surface 0.05
yWhite Glazed Brick 0.25

White on Galvanized Iron 0.26
White Gravel 0.29
Bituminous Felt-Aluminized 0.40 '
Aluminum Paint 0.40
White Built-up Roof 0.50
Light Buff Brick 0.55
White Marble 0.58
White Asbestos Cement 0.61
Uncolored Concrete 0.65
Uncolored Asbestos Cement 0.75
Wood, Smooth 0.78
Asphalt Pavement, Weathered 0.82
Green Roofing 0.86
Blue Gray Slate 0.87
Red Brick 0.88
Bituminous Felt 0.88

IA
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Table 6. Air Leakage Between Door and Frame

Expressed in Cubic Feet Per Minute (cfm) ".

Type of Door Pressure Difference (inches of water)' .

0.1 0.2 0.3
_[

Nonweatherstripped
2

1. Poorly fitted 2.6 4.0 5.0
2. Well fitted 1.3 2.0 2.5

Weatherstripped
2

1. Poorly fitted 1.3 2.0 2.5
2. Well fitted 0.7 1.0 1.3

Table 6A. Infiltration Through Double Hung Wood Windows

Expressed in Cubic Feet Per Minute (cfm)

Type of Window Pressure Difference (inches of water)

Frame-Wall Leakage 4 0.1 0.2 0.3

1. Around frame in masonry wall, not 0.28 0.43 0.56

caulked

2. Around frame in masonry wall, caulked 0.05 0.08 0.1

3. Around frame in wood frame wall 0.22 0.35 0.48

. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... - ' ' '

1. Values were determined using ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook, 1981, chapter 22
"Air Leakage Through Exterior Doors.

2. Typical Pressure Differences for various facilities:
Data Processing/Special Application Facility = 0.3
Single or Multistory (forced air/HVAC forced air) = 0.2
Single Story (forced air) = 0.2
Non-forced air facility = 0.1

3. Leakage is that passing between the frame of a double-hung window and the
wall.

4. The values given for frame leakage are foot of sash perimeter, as determined
for double-hung wood windows. Some of the frame leakage in masonry walls
originates in the thick wall itself, and cannot be prevented by caulking. For
the additional reason that caulking is not done perfectly and deteriorates
with time, it is considered advisable to choose the masonry frame leakage
values for caulked frames as the average determined by the caulked and
noncaulked tests.
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Tab le 7. Costs for Insulating Various Pipe Sizes

Installed Cost/Linear Foot of Pipe Insulation*

Pipe Size 1 Inch Thickness 2 Inch Thickness
(Inches) (Fibrous Material) (Fibrous Material)

1/2 $3.05 $6.35

3/4 3.20 6.50

1 3.30 6.80

1-1/4 3.50 7.00

1-1/2 3.75 7.35

2 3.95 7.65

2-1/2 4.25 8.10

3 4.50 8.55

3-1/2 5.00 9.00

4 5.40 9.65

55 5.90 10.50

6 6.40 11.10

8 8.60 13.50

10 10.20 16.05

12 11.90 18.00

*These are average installation costs, including labor and material, for pipeS

located in accessible areas. Inaccessibility would increase the costs.

Source: Mechanical and Electrical Cost Data 1983, R.S. MEANS Co. Inc.
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Table 7A. Costs for Insulating Various Ductwork Sizes

Installed Cost/Square Foot of Duct Insulation

Insulation 3/4-lb Density Fiberous Glass Rigid Fiberous Glass Board
Thickness (inches) Blanket, with Reinforced Foil, with Foil Facing Vapor Seal

Kraft Facing Lapped, Joints and Attached to Ducts or
Sealed Housings with Mechanical

Fasteners

1 $ .99 $5.50
1-1/2 $1.30 $5.84

2 $1.46 $6.84

Source: Richardson Engineering Services, Inc.
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Table 9. Watts Saved by Lamp and Ballast Removal

Watts Saved Per Watts Saved Per
Type of Fluorescent Lamp Removed Lamp Removed Ballast Disconnected

4-foot energy conserving (34 watt) 34 6

4-foot standard (F4OCW) 40 6

4-foot high output 60 12

8-foot energy conserving 60 10

8-foot standard (F96TI2) 75 10

8-foot energy conserving high output 90 12

8-foot high output 100 12

%.7L
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Table 10. Factor for Determining Heat Loss (F) for Various Types of Buildings "

Btu/(OF-hr-

Loss Factor (F)-
Building Type Condition Qualification ft3 )

One Story Skylight in Roof 0.089

AGO- No Skylight in Roof 0.081

Factories and Multiple Story Two Story 0.066

Industrial Plants, Three Story 0.061
General Office Four Story 0.059
Areas (70 0 F) Five Story 0.056

Six Story 0.051

All Walls Exposed Flat Roof 0.099
Heated Space Above 0.074

One Long Warm Flat Roof 0.090.. , -
Common Wall Heated Space Above 0.07

Warm Common Walls Flat Roof 0.083
on Both Long Sides Heated Space Above 0.059 .

All Walls Exposed Skylights in Roof 0.092
No Skylights in Roof 0.085
Heated Space Above 0.067

Warehouses (60 0 F) One Long Warm Skylight in Roof 0.083
Common Wall No Skylight in Roof 0.082

Heated Space Above 0.057

Warm Common Walls Skylight in Roof 0.078 ,
on Both Long Sides No Skylight in Roof 0.073

Note: This table tends to be conservative, particularly for new buildings
designed for minimum energy consumption. 0
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Table IIA. Room Cavity Ratio

1. Dzai oai.. Caity Depthl o

Width Langth 1 1 1.5 2 251 3 3.5 4 5 !6 7 a 9 10. 11 1 14 16 20 25 30

a .2 1.9 i 2 .5 3 . 1 3. 7 ' 4 . 4 5.0 ' .2 7. 5 .S 10 .0 it 2 12 .: 5 - - - - m

10 1.1; 1. 22 2.8 3.4i 3:.9 1:.5 1:1q6. 7. 9.0 I0:1 11.3I  42k - - -
14 l~ ,15 2.0 2.5 3.01 3. 3. 9 5 9 6.9 7. 8. .7 O. 11.7~

.,20 0.9 1.3 1.7 2.2 2.0 3.1 J3.' 5 5
.
2 6.1 7.0 7.91 8.8 9.6 10.5 12.2

30 .8 .2 16 2.0 2.4 2.8.3.2 4. . 5 63 . 7.9 8.7 9. ' . '--

10 10 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3. 5 .4: 0 7. . .0 10.0 11o0 1.
8. .5, 70&6 9. 0 U.0~14 . 1.3 1.7 2 2. 3.

k 
4 . 5. 60 2:

20 .7 1:1 1.5 1.'. . . . *S .. .0 . 7 .58. 9.0 10.5 12.0! "

30 ,0.7 ,.0 t. 3 ,1.7 2.0 2 .3 2.7 3.3 4 .0 4 . 7 5.3 6.0 6. ?.3 5.0 9.4 10.6 ~.40 0.,, 0.9 1 .1. 1. .. 3.1 i3., ,. . 5. 6 6. 2 6.9 7 . .71 10.0' 12.5
12 12 0.8 1.2 1:5 2.1 2 5 2. 3.3 4..2 5:0 5.8 6.7 7.5 9 92 to.0 11.7 i ..

16 i0.7 1. 1 . 1 . ,2.2 23, 2.9 ,3.6 4.4, 5. 5. , 6.5' . .0 .7 10.? J2 .6 11 -
24 0.6 0.9 i1.2 L .9 2.2 2.5 3.1 3 7 ,.4 5.0 :.6 1 6.2 1 :.9 7.5 87i 10.V 12.5 -ii"
36 i0. 0o 111 1. , 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.8 3.3' 3.9 k.k . . i 6.0 6.6 7.8a 8.8 11.0- .. ,
50 a . . 1.0 1 .. 3 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.6 1 (.6 0, : '.41 4.6 5.?1 :15. 6-2 7.2 8. 102- - •.,
70 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.:, 1.9 .1 3. : .: ." . 5 . N. ; '.8 U. 22- '

14 T 14 o.7 1. 1 .8 .1 2.5 2:9 3. 1: .0 57 1. 7:11 7:8 8. 10:0 11:4 -
.,- ., I 20 0.6 0.9 1:2 :* 1. 2. ., 30 36 k2 k. 

I 
53 61 6. 73 &.6 9.8 12.3 -,"1% 2.1 2 !:o

30 0.5 0:8 1:0 1:3 1:: 1.8 2:1 2:6 3.1 37 4:2 4..7 5. 2 5.8 6. 3 7.3 5. 10
42 05 0 10 1 . 19 23. 3 , 7 2 5. 7 6.7 746 9.5 11.9 I Lo0 0 4 0 1 1 1 3 , 1 5 . . , 3.t3 5 3 1 .3 5.2 . . 8 1.

90 0 . 0 .6 0. 1 .0 1:2 1.4 1.6 2.0 i2.3; 2.9 3.3
i  

3,7 4. . . . .6 83 1. 2 . .'

17 0 7 r06 0.9 1.: 1. 1 1. 2. 3 2.9 3.51 4.1 4 . 3 1:01 6. 7:01 8. 9 11.7'- ." .
15 0.5 0.7 L. 12 :.5 .7 2.0 2.5 3.0i 3.5 4o i 6 .0 4:.5 60 70 800 10.0 120 5-'
35 a.4 0.7 0.9 L. I .L . .7 .2 2.6 3.1 3. 5 3.9 3o 4.S 5. .1 7.0 a :7 10: o

.5 .3 S. . 10:

so 0 4 . .6 .8 .0 1. 6. 2. 0. 2.4 2. 1 . 3 1 . .. 3. 9. 4 . 7 0. 9 2.
80 1 . 0. 0. 0. 9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.12 2 29 33 3 6 4 .0 4.3 5.1 .81 7.2 9. 109
120 0.3 0.5; 0.7 0.8 1.0 1:2 1.3 1.7 2.01 2.3 2.7 3.0 3.4, 3.7 4.0 k..7 5.k. 6.7 8.4 10.1

20 2 0 . 0. 0 6 0. 0. 1. 1.2 1.5 2 0. 2 . .7 5 3.0 5 5. 36 k. 860 7.0 9.

30 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.'S 1.7 2.1 2.5 2.9: 3.3 3.7 k, 4 .. 5 . 9 5.8i 67 8.2 10.3 12.4*
; 0.2 0. 5 0.1 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.4 1. 5. 2. 29 3.3 1 3.6 .0 4,.3 5.1 5.8 7.2 9.1 10.9

60 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 109 1 1 2 1 .5 10 . 2 . ..7 .4 . 6. 7 . 10 1
70 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 2. 0.: 2. 7. 0. . . . . 20 . 3. 4 2 i 3. 7 . . 4 . . . . .- °

900 0.3 0.5. . 0.6 0.8 0 9 1 1 .1 .6 1 .8 2 .1 2 . . 6 3.0 1 : 3 .7 .6.3 7 .9
150 0.3 0.4,0. 0.6 0.7 0. 1.0 1. 1 .6 1. 7 1. 2 . 6 2.6 2. 3 3 .01 4 . 5 7 2 .6"-',- - ,"

24 1 2 . : :1 2 2 7 3 ,3 3. 4 .5 .5. 6.7 8. 10. 2.o o, o. , t:7 4 3 5 5: 7:1 9:
3 . . '1 0 9. . 1.1 5 1 . 1.7, . 2 .2 2:9 3 033 3:16 4: ' .t 6. I.

so 0. 0.3 1. 0. 0. 2. . 1.51 1.3 3. 3. 7. .2,5 0 12 2. 2 2. • .3.6 6. 2 7% , 9.7
7 0 0.3 A. 0.5 0.60.7' 0 . 1 0 1 .2 7 2 .0 2.2 2.5 2. 3 .0 3.3 3: .4 . 5 6 . .

1.5 00 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 0. 1.0 1 o ~ .1.6 1.8 2 . 37 .2 5. 6.5 7.k.9
200 0.2 0. 0.4 0. 0.6 0.7 0. 1 1.1 3 1.4, 1.7 1 .9 1 : 2 2 .2 2 . 3. 0 3.8 ,7 .

30 36 0 . 0. 0. 0.7 0. 1 0 1. 1 . 1 7 0 . 2. 2. 3 30 3.3 3.7 4.0 . 5. 6. 8.3.
45 0.3 0 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1 1 . 1.:19 2.2 2 .5 2. 3 .0 3 .3 3 k8 5 .9 6.2

607 0. 3 0 4 0 . 0 6 0.7 0. 1.0 1 2 . 1.7 2.0 2 .2. 2:2.9 3 3. 3 4 .0 5. 6. 1 7.4S 0 :02 0.3 0.4 0.,6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.6 1.3 2.9 7. . / . ,

150O 0.2 0.3 0.k. 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 10 1.2 1.3 o4 1.6 1.9 2 .0 22 2-3 3 2 .. 0 3 .0!r38 °7 5.9 '.

200 0. 0.2 0.3 0 . , 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 8 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 1. 1. 8 2 0 2 .3 2 .6i3: 3.7 4.71 5..9-

36, 36 0.3 0.4 0. 0. 1. 0 1.1 1., 1., 1.9i 2 ..8 3. 3 .3 3. 4 ..9 8.
506 0.2 0.3 4 0 . 0 .6 07 0. 7. 2. . .6 1 2.05 2.2 .628 . i 0 50 .

, 9 0 ,02 0. 3 4 0. 5 :: 0 7 0.9 1 0 1.21 1: 1.6 1.0, 2.3 2.95 2.9 . 3. 4 . 1 5. 6.1

I 130 00 02 0.23 0.3 0. 4 0 . 7. 0:8 10 2~ 1.: k, 1.6. 1 2 2.& 3.51 39 5.20 0 o . 0 0 0 o,7 0. 1. 0 1 , f k .,0,2 I 0 I01 0 03 03 0, 0. 0., 0., 15 , . i
42 42 0 2o.0:4 0.5 .6. 1. 1., 1.. 1.6 ..91.,2.1.,.6,.. 3.3 3., . ..,
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Table 13. Luminous Efficacy

Light Source Lumens per Watt

Low pressure sodium 183
Natural light 120 (varies) r
High pressure (HD) sodium 105-120
Metal halide 85-100
Fluorescent 67-91
Mercury vapor 56-63
Incandescent 17-22
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PROFESSIONAL CONTACT LIST

Note: A list is currently being compiled to provide NCEL
and other Navy professional contacts for each ECO
and ES option included in A-LESP.

This professional contact list will be forwarded as
a change package at the earliest available date.

Current NCE, contacts:

-Facilities Engineering Support Office (FESO)
Pete Tafoya, NCEL Code L03C, A/V 360-4070

FTS 799-4070 4..
(805)982-4070

(Liaison between field activities and NCEL technical
staff in response to field inquiries/problems.)

-A-LESP Project Engineer
Doug Dahle, NCEL Code L73, A/V 360-4675

FTS 799-4675
(805)982-4675

....
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